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Ievads 

Šīs neformālās darba grupas pilnvarojums bija sākotnēji balstīts uz četriem galvenajiem 

tematiem, kas saistīti ar saņemtajiem lūgumrakstiem: 

1) vecāku veikta starptautiska bērnu nolaupīšana;  

2) Jugendamt dienestu darbība Vācijā;  

3) adopcija bez vecāku piekrišanas Apvienotajā Karalistē;  

4) bezvēsts pazudušie mazuļi Spānijā. 

Visā darba grupas pilnvaru laikā tai tika nosūtīti daži lūgumraksti. Atsevišķām nodalītām 

lietām īpaša sanāksme netika rīkota.   

Tika nolemts 2017. gada februāra sanāksmē padziļināti izskatīt vēl piekto tematu: 

lūgumraksti, kas saistīti ar ziemeļvalstu sociālo dienestu darbu.  

Darba grupa bija pilnvarota, izmantojot lūgumrakstu iesniedzēju un/vai citu ieinteresēto 

personu un ekspertu sniegto būtisko informāciju, apzināt iespējamās sistēmiskās nepilnības, 

kas būtu jānovērš, kā arī mēģināt rast praktiskus un politiskus problēmu risinājumus 

situācijās, kad ES juridiskā kompetence ir ierobežota. Bija iecerēts pārrunāt jautājumus par 

sliktu praksi, neatbilstošu īstenošanu un tiesību aktu nepareizu interpretāciju, kā arī par 

atšķirībām starp tiesu nolēmumiem un īstenotajiem spriedumiem. Skatītajās lietās darba grupa 

bieži vien konstatēja pārrobežu elementus vai sekas pārrobežu līmenī. 

Uz katru sanāksmi tika aicināti viesi, lai ar darba grupas locekļiem dalītos zināšanās un 

pieredzē saistībā ar lūgumrakstos minētajiem jautājumiem. 

Kopumā no 2015. gada oktobra līdz 2017. gada martam darba grupas locekļi tikās 8 reizes. 

I. Īsa atskaite par sanāksmēm 

Šajā ziņojuma daļā ir sniegts uz darba grupas sanāksmēm uzaicināto ekspertu 

uzstāšanos kopsavilkums. Par paustajiem viedokļiem ir atbildīgi tikai un vienīgi to 

autori, un tie ne vienmēr atspoguļo darba grupas un PETI komitejas locekļu oficiālo 

nostāju.   

1. Ievadsanāksme (2015. gada 19. oktobrī) 

Viešņas: Joanna Serdynska un Ellen Gorris, JUST ĢD  

Abas JUST ĢD ierēdnes pastāstīja par tiesisko regulējumu, ko var izmantot ES iestādes, 

proti, par ES tiesību aktiem ģimenes un bērnu aizsardzības jautājumos. Viņas sīkāk 

pastāstīja par regulu „Brisele IIa” un tās pārstrādāto redakciju, ko plānots publicēt 

nākamajos mēnešos. 

NB! Vēlāk, 2016. gada jūnijā, tika publicēts priekšlikums Padomes regulai par 

jurisdikciju, lēmumu atzīšanu un izpildi laulības lietās un lietās par vecāku atbildību un 

par bērnu starptautisko nolaupīšanu („Brisele IIa” pārstrādāta redakcija) 

(sk. https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2016/LV/1-2016-411-LV-F1-1.PDF). 

PETI komiteja 2017. gada 25. aprīlī balsoja par Juridiskās komitejas atzinumu (referente 

Soledad Cabezon Ruiz, S&D).  

https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2016/LV/1-2016-411-LV-F1-1.PDF
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2015. gada 15. oktobra sanāksmē PETI komitejas koordinatori darba grupas locekļiem 

uzticēja sadarbībā ar JURI komiteju sagatavot divus jautājumus, uz kuriem jāatbild 

mutiski, par tematu „Bērna interešu aizsardzība (pāri robežām) Eiropā”. 

2016. gada 27. aprīļa plenārsēdē skatīto jautājumu teksts ir pieejams šeit: 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=OQ&reference=O-2016-

000027&language=LV;  

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+OQ+O-2016-

000028+0+DOC+XML+V0//LV  

Plenārsēdes debašu izvilkumus sk. I pielikumā:  

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=CRE&reference=20160427&second

Ref=ITEM-020&language=EN; 

http://audiovisual.europarl.europa.eu/Assetdetail.aspx?ref=I120175.  

 

2. Eiropas Komisijas īstenotie pasākumi bērnu tiesību jautājumos un 

tās nostāja attiecībā uz lūgumrakstiem, kas saistīti ar Jugendamt 

dienestu darbību (sanāksme ceturtdien, 2016. gada 25. februārī) 

Viešņas:  

Margaret Tuite, Eiropas Komisijas koordinatore bērnu tiesību jautājumos; 

Sina Van den Bogaert, Eiropas Komisijas C.1. nodaļas pārstāve. 

Margaret Tuite pastāstīja par lielākajiem panākumiem, kas pēdējā laikā gūti viņas vadītā 

dienesta darbā un — vispārīgāk — Eiropas forumā par bērnu tiesībām. Viņa jo īpaši 

uzsvēra pārdomu dokumentu, kas izstrādāts 9. foruma vajadzībām (publicēts 2015. gada 

aprīlī) un kurā sniegtas pamatnostādnes attiecībā uz koordināciju un sadarbību integrētās 

bērnu aizsardzības sistēmās (pieejams vietnē: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/eu-

policy/coordination-and-cooperation-integrated-child-protection-systems-reflection-

paper_en). 

Saistībā ar lūgumrakstiem par Jugendamt dienestu darbu Sina Van den Bogaert izvērsti 

izklāstīja Eiropas Komisijas nostāju lūgumrakstu iesniedzēju minētajos jautājumos par 

bērnu aprūpi un tiesvedību par aizgādības tiesībām Vācijā. Viņa atkārtoti pauda Komisijas 

nostāju, ka tai nav nekādu vispārēju pilnvaru iejaukties konkrētos iespējamu tiesību 

pārkāpumu gadījumos, kuri norisinās tikai vienā valstī un nav saistīti ar ES tiesību aktiem 

(piemēram, daudzi ģimenes tiesību elementi). Viņa atgādināja klātesošajiem, ka regula 

„Brisele IIa” neparedz noteikumus par vecāku atbildībai piemērojamām materiālo tiesību 

normām. 

Tāpēc Komisija iesaka lūgumrakstu iesniedzējiem izmantot visas iespējamās pārsūdzības 

un tiesiskās aizsardzības procedūras Vācijā un kā galējo līdzekli ierosināt lietu Eiropas 

Cilvēktiesību tiesā.  

Atkārtoti paustā Komisijas nostāja neapmierināja dažus darba grupas locekļus, tāpēc tika 

nolemts šo jautājumu skatīt citā sanāksmē. Šī sanāksme notika 2016. gada septembrī 

(informāciju par sanāksmi skatīt 4. punktā). 

Ņemot vērā abus jautājumus, uz kuriem jāatbild mutiski, par tematu „Bērna interešu 

aizsardzība (pāri robežām) Eiropā”, PETI komiteja nolēma nākt klajā ar rezolūcijas 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=OQ&reference=O-2016-000027&language=LV
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=OQ&reference=O-2016-000027&language=LV
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+OQ+O-2016-000028+0+DOC+XML+V0//LV
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+OQ+O-2016-000028+0+DOC+XML+V0//LV
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=CRE&reference=20160427&secondRef=ITEM-020&language=EN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=CRE&reference=20160427&secondRef=ITEM-020&language=EN
http://audiovisual.europarl.europa.eu/Assetdetail.aspx?ref=I120175
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/eu-policy/coordination-and-cooperation-integrated-child-protection-systems-reflection-paper_en
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/eu-policy/coordination-and-cooperation-integrated-child-protection-systems-reflection-paper_en
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/eu-policy/coordination-and-cooperation-integrated-child-protection-systems-reflection-paper_en
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priekšlikumu, lai noslēgtu debates par bērna interešu aizsardzību. 

Eiropas Parlamenta 2016. gada 28. aprīļa rezolūcija par bērna interešu aizsardzību Eiropas 

Savienībā, pamatojoties uz Eiropas Parlamentam adresētajiem lūgumrakstiem, ir pieejama 

šeit: 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=LV&reference=P8-

TA-2016-0142.  

 

3. Tiesvedība Dānijā saistībā ar aizgādību par bērnu (sanāksme ceturtdien, 

2016. gada 26. aprīlī)  

Viešņa: Pia DeleuranPia Deleuran, Dānijā praktizējoša juriste un mediatore. 

Dānijas nepilsoņi, kas ir Dānijas pilsoņu (bijušie) partneri/dzīvesbiedri, ir iesnieguši 

lūgumrakstus par to, kā Dānijas iestādes izskata bērnu aprūpes/labklājības, aizgādības un 

bērnu nolaupīšanas lietas Dānijā. Pēc šo lūgumrakstu izskatīšanas Komitejas sanāksmē 

tika nolemts rīkot faktu vākšanas vizīti, kas notika 2013. gada 20. un 21. jūnijā. Komiteja 

2013. gada 22. oktobrī pieņēma darba dokumentu ar dažiem ieteikumiem Dānijas 

valdībai. 

Pia Deleuran ir juriste ar 25 gadu pieredzi ģimenes lietās. Papildus grādam jurisprudencē 

viņa ieguvusi arī Kopenhāgenas Universitātes Humanitāro zinātņu fakultātes diplomu 

pedagoģijā. Viņa ir strādājusi par mediatori un līdzmediatori uzņēmējdarbības, 

komerciālās un ģimenes lietās Dānijā, kā arī tiesās laikposmā no 2003. līdz 2007. gadam.  

Ekspertes statusā viņa darbojas Dānijas juridisko biroju asociācijā un kopā ar dažiem 

citiem ekspertiem sanāksmes laikā strādāja pie kāda projekta, lai vērstu uzmanību uz 

sistēmas nepilnībām un ierosinātu dažus uzlabojumus. 

Pia Deleuran galveno uzmanību pievērsa, viņasprāt, būtiskākajām nepilnībām Dānijas 

Likumā par vecāku atbildību (Forældreansvarsloven, 2007. gads), kas pārskatīts 

2012. gadā un ko papildina tā dēvētā „Šķiršanās pakete 1”, kura stājās spēkā 2015. gada 

oktobrī un ietver noteikumu par bioloģisko vecāku pienākumiem ar viņu bērniem saistīta 

konflikta gadījumā.  

Dānijas nostāja ir vērsta uz to, lai panāktu, ka vecāki sarunu ceļā vienojas par bērnu 

aizgādību un tikšanās tiesībām, ja vecāku attiecības vai laulība izjūk.  Tiesību akta mērķis 

ir palīdzēt abiem vecākiem mediācijas procesā un nodrošināt māšu un tēvu lielāku 

vienlīdzību.  Tā dēvētajā „vienas ieejas” sistēmā mediācija ir obligāta, un to organizē 

administratīvā iestādē, proti, Valsts administrācijā (Statsforvaltningen), lai risinātu ar 

aizgādību, bērna pastāvīgās dzīvesvietas noteikšanu un tikšanās tiesībām saistītus 

jautājumus. Visas ģimenes lietas vispirms skata šajā iestādē.   

Saskaņā ar Pia Deleuran teikto attiecībā uz aizgādību likums paredz, ka pamatā tiek 

noteikta kopīga aizgādība (pat ar krūti barotiem bērniem). Viņa uzskata, ka bērna interešu 

jēdziens ir pārformulēts šādi: atrasties saskarsmē ar abiem vecākiem. 

Pirms tiek panākta šī vienošanās, pirmajā mediācijas kārtā ir paredzēts noteikt pagaidu 

tikšanās tiesības.  Tas vajadzīgs, lai nodrošinātu bērna saskarsmi ar abiem vecākiem, un 

par šīm tiesībām lemj, neveicot pilnu izmeklēšanu par problēmām un vecāku konflikta 

cēloni. Tāpēc Pia Deleuran secināja, ka pat gadījumos, kad notikusi vardarbība ģimenē, 

cietušajai personai ir jāiesaistās mediācijas procesā ar agresoru.  

Viņa citēja arī 2016. gada martā publicēto paziņojumu Nr. 46/2012, kurā Sieviešu 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=LV&reference=P8-TA-2016-0142
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&language=LV&reference=P8-TA-2016-0142
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diskriminācijas izskaušanas komiteja (CEDAW) iesaka Dānijai pārskatīt un grozīt Likumu 

par vecāku atbildību.  

Noslēgumā viņa atgādināja, ka sākotnēji šī sistēma bija paredzēta kā eksperiments un, 

ņemot vērā rezultātus, tā būtu jāpārskata, lai nodrošinātu bērna tiesību labāku aizsardzību 

un vajadzības gadījumā abiem vecākiem sniegtu vienādas juridiskās garantijas tiesā.   

Plašāku informāciju skatīt 2. pielikumā. 

 

4. Jugendamt dienestu darbība un ģimenes tieslietas Vācijā (sanāksme 

ceturtdien, 2016. gada 29. septembrī) 

Viesi:  

Marinella Colombo, žurnāliste un autore no Itālijas;   

Francesco Trapella, jurists no Itālijas;  

Maître Muriel Bodin, juriste no Francijas. 

 Komiteja ir saņēmusi ļoti daudz lūgumrakstu par Jugendamt darbību un dažiem Vācijas 

ģimenes tieslietu sistēmas aspektiem. Saistībā ar šiem lūgumrakstiem tika rīkotas divas 

faktu vākšanas vizītes Berlīnē 2007. gada martā un 2011. gada novembrī (sk. ziņojumus 

pielikumā), un minētos lūgumrakstus skatīja vairākās sanāksmēs (pēdējā notika 

2015. gada maijā). Būtībā lūgumrakstos, kurus visbiežāk iesniedzis vecāks, kas ir cietusī 

puse, ir uzsvērta lūgumrakstu iesniedzēju reakcija uz situāciju, kurā, viņuprāt, valda 

labvēlīgāka attieksme pret tiem vecākiem, kas ir Vācijas pilsoņi, bet tam laulātajam, 

kuram nav Vācijas valstspiederības, jāsastopas ar šķēršļiem, grūtībām vai neiespējamību 

kontaktēties ar savu bērnu pat ierēdņa klātbūtnē (jo īpaši stingri piemēroto valodas 

noteikumu dēļ, kuri paredz tikai vācu valodas lietošanu).  

Visi trīs viesi no dažādiem skatpunktiem iztirzāja lūgumrakstos minētās problēmas. 

Vispirms M. Colombo, kādreizējā lūgumraksta iesniedzēja, sīki iepazīstināja ar Vācijas 

ģimenes tieslietu sistēmas īpatnībām administratīvajā un tiesu līmenī un norādīja, uz ko, 

viņasprāt, balstās diskriminācija pret vecākiem, kuri nav Vācijas valstspiederīgie. Viņa 

uzskata, ka šī sistēma pārkāpj šo vecāku pamattiesības un atsevišķas iesaistīto bērnu 

tiesības. 

Viņa norādīja, ka viena no galvenajām problēmām, pēc viņas domām, ir saistīta ar Vācijas 

juridisko terminu tulkojumu, turklāt iestādēm un Vācijas sistēmas ietvaros īstenotajiem 

pasākumiem nav līdzvērtīgu pasākumu citās Eiropas jurisdikcijās.  

Vispirms viņa akcentēja konkrētās pilnvaras, kas Vācijas sistēmā ir piešķirtas Jugendamt, 

proti, kā paredz Vācijas sociālā kodeksa (SGB = Sozialgesetzbuch) VIII sējuma 50. panta 

noteikumi, šī iestāde var automātiski piedalīties tiesas procesā kā viena no pusēm visās 

lietās, kas saistītas ar nepilngadīgām personām.  

Viņa norādīja, ka Jugendamt nepalīdz tiesai; gluži pretēji — jau labu laiku pirms pirmās 

uzklausīšanas tas sniedz ieteikumus tiesai par pieņemamo lēmumu. Ja tiesa nolemj spriest 

citādi, Jugendamt šo lēmumu var pārsūdzēt. Turklāt pirms tiesas lēmuma izpildes 

Jugendamt var noteikt pagaidu pasākumus attiecībā uz bērnu, īpaši izmantojot 

Beistandschaft, kas dod iespēju ar administratīviem līdzekļiem īstenot virkni saistošu 

pasākumu, kuri klusējot apstiprināti tiesvedībā. 
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Kā norādīja M. Colombo, Vācijā ģimenes lietu tiesvedībā ir iesaistīta vēl viena puse, kuras 

nav nevienā citā ES valstī, proti, Verfahrensbeistand (agrāk Verfahrenspfleger). 

Viņa uzskata, ka būtu nepareizi to tulkot kā „bērna jurists”, jo, viņasprāt, patiesībā šīs 

personas juridiskā loma ir pārstāvēt Vācijas valsts intereses, tāpēc tās primārais mērķis ne 

vienmēr ir pirmkārt un galvenokārt aizsargāt bērna intereses. 

Viņa piebilda, ka Vācijas sistēma no dažu citu ES valstu sistēmām atšķiras arī ar to, kā 

bērni tiek uzklausīti ģimenes lietu tiesvedībā. 

Vācijā bērnus uzklausa no triju gadu vecuma. Dažās citās ES valstīs šāda vecuma bērnu 

uzskata par pārāk mazu un nepietiekami nobriedušu, lai ar viņu apspriestu vecāku 

nesaskaņas. Tāpēc Vācijas iestādes automātiski atteiktos izpildīt citā valstī pieņemtu tiesas 

nolēmumu, ja lietā nebūtu uzklausīts bērns pat ļoti agrā vecumā. 

Turklāt M. Colombo uzsvēra, ka Vācijā bērna uzklausīšanu neieraksta un tajā nedrīkst 

piedalīties ne vecāki, ne viņu juristi. Tāpēc nav zināms, kādus jautājumus bērniem uzdod 

un — kas vēl svarīgāk — kā tos uzdod. Uzklausīšanā drīkst piedalīties tikai Vācijas valsts, 

proti, tiesnesis, Verfahrensbeistand un bieži arī Jugendamt. Bērna vecāki saņem tikai 

nelielu kopsavilkumu par attiecīgo uzklausīšanu. Šāda prakse tiek īstenota, lai vecāki 

neizdarītu spiedienu uz bērnu un viņš netiktu sodīts par sniegtajām atbildēm. 

M. Colombo norādīja, ka, pēc viņas domām, Kindeswohl princips ir ļoti pretrunīgs, jo, lai 

gan tas ir saistošs visām ģimenes tiesību lēmumos Vācijā iesaistītajām pusēm, tas esot 

jāsaprot, ņemot vērā attiecīgās ekonomiskās sekas. Šīs sekas rodas tāpēc, ka Jugendamt 

pieņem lēmumu Kindeswohl principa vārdā. 

M. Colombo atgādināja klātesošajiem, ka 2008. gadā Lūgumrakstu komiteja sagatavoja 

pirmo darba dokumentu par Jugendamt, kurā tā apstiprināja attiecīgo problēmu nopietnību 

un apmēru, lai gan nepiedāvāja nekādus līdzekļus, lai rastu risinājumu. 

Vēlāk, 2011. gadā, pēc brauciena uz Berlīni Lūgumrakstu komiteja izstrādāja otru darba 

dokumentu, tomēr, pēc M. Colombo domām, visas uzsvērtās problēmas joprojām ir 

saglabājušās un situācija pasliktinās. 

Viņa norādīja, ka pirmais lūgumraksts pret Jugendamt (lūgumrakstu iesniedza 10 vecāki) 

Eiropas Parlamentā tika iesniegts pirms 10 gadiem. Lūgumrakstā tika pausts aicinājums 

apturēt Vācijas tiesu nolēmumu savstarpēju atzīšanu līdz brīdim, kamēr nebūs 

nepārprotami noteikta Jugendamt loma lēmumu pieņemšanā ģimenes strīdu lietās. Viņa 

uzskata, ka kopš tā laika visi attiecīgie pretrunīgie aspekti ir kļuvuši daudz izplatītāki un 

būtiskāki, jo nav sniegta atbilde, kas atbilstu faktu nopietnībai. 

Francesco Trapella izvērsti skaidroja Eiropas sabiedriskās kārtības definīciju, kas 

kriminālprocesos par noziegumiem ģimenes jomā ir pierādījumu izmantojamības kritērijs.  

Būtībā viņš paskaidroja, ka, tā kā ģimene un attiecības starp vecākiem un bērniem veido 

Eiropas sabiedriskās kārtības daļu, tad gadījumā, ja tiesas procesā tiek pārkāptas vecāku 

tiesības attiecībā uz viņu bērniem, ar šādu pārkāpumu saistītu iznākumu nevar skatīt citas 

dalībvalsts tiesā. Savas uzstāšanās noslēgumā viņš norādīja, ka dalībvalstis var uzraudzīt 

vecāku un bērnu attiecības: Grundgesetz iekļautais darbības vārds „uzraudzīt” ir saderīgs 

ar Strasbūras konvenciju tikai tad, ja to lasa kā „aizsargāt”. F. Trapella uzskata, ka 

jebkura invazīvāka darbība ir pretrunā Eiropas tiesībām vai, konkrētāk, Eiropas 

sabiedriskajai kārtībai. Šādu invazīvu darbību rezultātus nevar izmantot Savienībā, un ar 

tiem nevar apliecināt neatbilstošu izglītības līmeni, kādu piedēvē gados jaunai personai; 

tāpēc tos nav atļauts izmantot procedūrā, pat ne kriminālprocesā, jo tie ir pretrunā Eiropas 
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tiesībām. 

Visbeidzot, Maître Muriel Bodin uzsvēra to, kas, pēc viņas domām, ir iemesls 

pamattiesību iespējamiem pārkāpumiem Vācijas tiesu sistēmā, un jo īpaši Jugendamt 

lomu un pilnvaras.  Viņasprāt, viena no galvenajām problēmām ir tā, ka Jugendamt ir 

izstrādāti savi kritēriji bērna interešu noteikšanai, balstoties uz sabiedrības, nevis ģimenes 

faktoriem — tie ir kritēriji, kas saistīti ar vietējo administrāciju, nevis bērnu kā personu. 

Turklāt šis dienests ir atbildīgs par bāriņtiesas lēmumu īstenošanu, un tas var šos lēmumus 

interpretēt šauri vai plaši, kā tam šķiet piemērotāk.  Viņa atkārtoja arī vienu no 

M. Colombo piebildēm, proti, ka praksē Jugendamt atzinumi ir gandrīz obligāti saistoši un 

tikai Jugendamt var pārsūdzēt lēmumus.   

Pēc visu trīs viesu uzstāšanās lūgumraksti, kas iesniegti pret Jugendamt un Vācijas 

ģimenes lietu tiesvedības sistēmu, tika pārrunāti Lūgumrakstu komitejas sanāksmē 

ceturtdien, 2016. gada 10. novembrī, kad pārstāvis no viena Jugendamt dienesta Berlīnē 

apspriedās ar Komitejas locekļiem (šīs uzstāšanās kopsavilkumu skatīt 4.D pielikumā). 

Šajā sanāksmē darba grupas priekšsēdētāja Eleonora Evi uzdeva vairākus jautājumus, 

pamatojoties uz darba grupas sanāksmēs notikušajām diskusijām un visu trīs viesu 

uzstāšanos. Tā kā uz visiem jautājumiem atbilstoša atbilde netika saņemta, Komiteja 

nolēma Vācijas iestādēm (Tieslietu ministrijai un Ģimenes lietu ministrijai) nosūtīt vēstuli 

ar šiem jautājumiem. Vēstule tika nosūtīta visas Komitejas vārdā 2017. gada februāra 

sākumā, un to parakstīja Cecilia Wikström. 2017. gada martā saņemtā atbilde no Ģimenes 

lietu ministrijas ir pievienota pielikumā (4. pielikums). 

Plašāku informāciju par attiecīgo ekspertu uzstāšanos un Vācijas iestādēm nosūtīto vēstuli 

skatīt 4. pielikumā. 

 

5. Adopcija bez piekrišanas Apvienotajā Karalistē (sanāksme ceturtdien, 

2016. gada 17. novembrī) 

 

Viesi:  

1. Pierre Chassagnieux un Eric Colomer, attiecīgi līdzrežisors un producents TV sižetam par 

stāvokli Anglijā saistībā ar bērniem, kuri bez bioloģisko vecāku piekrišanas tiek izņemti no 

ģimenes. 

2. Andrea Cisarova, Slovākijas CIPS direktore. 

Lūgumrakstu komiteja ir saņēmusi aptuveni 20 lūgumrakstus par gadījumiem, kad bērni 

Anglijā un Velsā nonāk valsts aprūpē un vēlāk tiek nodoti adopcijai bez bioloģisko 

vecāku piekrišanas, proti, tiek veikta tā sauktā adopcija bez piekrišanas vai piespiedu 

adopcija. Vispirms 2014. gada februārī daži lūgumrakstu iesniedzēji tika aicināti 

iepazīstināt ar saviem lūgumrakstiem PETI komitejas locekļus. Atbildes sniedza gan 

Eiropas Komisijas dienesti, gan Lielbritānijas varas iestādes. Lai gūtu labāku izpratni par 

situāciju, pēc Politikas departamenta pasūtījuma tika sagatavots ziņojums „Adopcija bez 

piekrišanas”, ar ko 2015. gada jūlijā tā autore, Kembridžas Universitātes doktore Claire 

Fenton-Glynn, iepazīstināja Komiteju. Pēc tam Komiteja nolēma 2015. gada novembrī 

rīkot faktu vākšanas vizīti Londonā. Saistīto ziņojumu, tostarp ieteikumus, Komiteja 

pieņēma 2016. gada aprīlī.   

1. Darba grupas locekļi tikās ar Pierre Chassagnieux, žurnālistu no Francijas, kurš ir 

līdzrežisors Francijas TV pārraidītajam sižetam ar nosaukumu „Enfants volés en 
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Angleterre”, un viņu pavadīja producents Eric Colomer.  

Viņi abi liecināja par vairākiem gadījumiem, kad vecāki un vientuļās mātes pamet 

Apvienoto Karalisti, lai viņiem neatņemtu bērnus un nenodotu tos valsts aprūpē vai 

adopcijai. Viņi stāstīja par gadījumiem, kas bija saistīti ar dažos saņemtajos lūgumrakstos 

minētajiem.  

Būtu jānorāda uz dažiem attiecīgo lietu raksturīgajiem elementiem: 

– ir īstenoti piesardzības pasākumi, lai pielāgotu tiesību aktus, tādējādi sociālie dienesti 

var reaģēt pat ļoti zema riska gadījumā. Darba grupai paskaidroja, ka šīs izmaiņas tiesību 

aktos tika veiktas pēc tam, kad kļuva zināms par kādu baisu un medijos plaši atspoguļotu 

stāstu par barbarisku attieksmi pret mazu bērnu („P mazulis”). Tāpēc tagad sociālie 

dienesti ir instruēti neriskēt, kas nozīmē to, ka dažkārt tie veic preventīvus pasākumus, kas 

ne vienmēr ir balstīti uz pierādījumiem, bet tikai uz statistiku (proti, principā tiek 

uzskatīts, ka nabadzīgākās ģimenēs pastāv lielāks risks, tāpēc sociālie dienesti tām pievērš 

lielāku uzmanību). Galu galā, ņemot vērā iedzīvotāju skaitu, Apvienotajā Karalistē valsts 

aprūpē ir divreiz vairāk bērnu nekā Francijā; 

– arī temps, kādā tiek veikta bērna ievietošana aprūpes iestādē, Apvienoto Karalisti 

atšķir no visām pārējām ES valstīm. 

2. Darba grupas locekļiem bija arī iespēja apmainīties viedokļiem ar Slovākijas Bērnu 

starptautiskās tiesiskās aizsardzības centra (CIPS) direktori Andrea Cisarova; šis centrs ir 

galvenā iestāde, kuras uzdevums ir Slovākijā īstenot regulu „Brisele IIa” un Hāgas 

konvencijas.   Viņa atsaucās uz Slovākijas un Apvienotās Karalistes sadarbību jautājumos 

par vecāku atbildību saistībā ar informācijas vākšanu un apmaiņu par nepilngadīgajiem un 

saistībā ar bērnu izņemšanu no ģimenēm. 

Viens no minētā centra galvenajiem uzdevumiem ir pārrunāt un slēgt divpusējus 

nolīgumus starp Apvienotās Karalistes vietējām iestādēm un centru kā Slovākijas 

Republikas centrālo iestādi. Šos nolīgumus dēvē par saprašanās memorandiem, un to 

mērķis ir nodrošināt ātru un netraucētu saziņu starp Slovākijas centrālo iestādi un 

Apvienotās Karalistes vietējām iestādēm lietās, kurās iesaistīti nepilngadīgi Slovākijas 

valstspiederīgie. Šo nolīgumu pamatā ir Padomes Regulas (EK) Nr. 2201/2003 (regula 

„Brisele IIa”) 55. un 56. pants. Patlaban centrs sadarbojas ar divām vietējām pašvaldībām 

Apvienotajā Karalistē, un sadarbības rezultāti ir ļoti pozitīvi.  

Plašāku informāciju par A. Cisarova uzstāšanos skatīt 3. pielikumā.  
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6. Bezvēsts pazudušie mazuļi Spānijā (sanāksme ceturtdien, 2016. gada 8. decembrī)  

Viešņa:  Maria Garzon, cilvēktiesību un starptautiskā tiesiskuma fonda FIBGAR 

direktore.  

Saņemtie lūgumraksti attiecas uz jaundzimušo iespējamas pazušanas gadījumiem, kuros 

tiek vainoti dažādu Spānijas slimnīcu darbinieki. Vecākiem netika dota iespēja redzēt savu 

mazuli, un viņus informēja, ka jaundzimušais dažas stundas vai dienas pēc dzimšanas ir 

nomiris. Lūgumrakstu iesniedzēji norāda uz nopietnām neatbilstībām medicīniskajos 

ziņojumos un pilsētas domes un kapsētas reģistros. Viņi lūdz Spānijas iestādēm labāk 

sadarboties, lai noskaidrotu patiesību, un, ja iespējams, sniegt lielāku palīdzību, lai 

vecākus atkal apvienotu ar saviem pazudušajiem bērniem.  

EK 2015. gada augustā atbildēja, ka „šādas Spānijas iestādes darbības un lēmumi būtu 

saistīti ar civillikuma jomu, uz kuru neattiecas ES tiesību aktu noteikumi. [..] Tāpēc 

lūgumrakstu iesniedzēju minētajā gadījumā dalībvalstīm pašām ir jānodrošina, ka tiek 

izpildītas to saistības attiecībā uz pamattiesībām, kas izriet no starptautiskiem nolīgumiem 

un valsts tiesību aktiem”. 

Šos lūgumrakstus iekļāva PETI komitejas 2015. gada septembra sanāksmes darba kārtībā. 

Šajā sanāksmē tika uzklausīti daži lūgumrakstu iesniedzēji.   

Maria Garzon pastāstīja par fonda līdzšinējo darbību saistībā ar jaundzimušo mazuļu 

pazušanu, kā arī minēja to, kas vēl darāms, lai cietušajiem (vecākiem un bērniem) 

nodrošinātu labāko iespēju noskaidrot patiesību.  

Viņa uzskata, ka lūgumrakstos minētos gadījumus var sasaistīt ar tūkstošiem mazuļu 

nolaupīšanu un izmantošanu cilvēku tirdzniecībai Spānijā. Viņa atgādināja klātesošajiem, 

ka 20. gs. 30. gados diktatora ģenerāļa Francisco Franco režīma laikā parādījās un tika 

atbalstīta prakse bērnus pēc dzimšanas atņemt viņu bioloģiskajiem vecākiem un ievietot 

citās ģimenēs. Viņa uzskata, ka sākumā šādai rīcībai bija ideoloģiska motivācija, tomēr 

pēc gadiem dažus mazuļus atņēma tiem bioloģiskajiem vecākiem, kurus uzskatīja par 

morāli vai ekonomiski nepilnīgiem, un šī tirdzniecība bija stabils peļņas avots. Atsevišķas 

dažādo gadījumu sakritības norāda uz sistēmisku praksi. Kā liecina apkopotie dati, ir ziņas 

par kopumā 300 000 cietušo, ieskaitot bērnus un viņu vecākus.  

Fonda darbībā galvenā uzmanība ir pievērsta izmeklēšanai, palīdzības sniegšanai 

cietušajiem un iestādēm, kā arī jaunās paaudzes izglītošanai. Fonds atbalsta pārejas 

tiesiskumu (tiesiskums, patiesība un kompensācija cietušajiem). M. Garzon īpaši uzsvēra, 

ka, lai ieviestu pārejas tiesiskuma mehānismus un atrisinātu pagātnes problēmas, ir svarīgi 

stāstīt patiesību un skaidrot situāciju jauniešiem, tādējādi nodrošinot labāku nākotni visai 

Spānijas sabiedrībai.  Ja patiesība netiks noskaidrota, netiks nodrošināts taisnīgums un 

sniegta kompensācija cietušajiem, kā lai garantē to, ka šādas situācijas neatkārtosies?  

ANO Piespiedu un nebrīvprātīgas pazušanas darba grupa un īpašais referents par 

patiesības, tiesiskuma, kompensācijas un neatkārtošanas garantiju veicināšanu ir 

pieprasījuši, lai Spānija izveidotu DNS datu banku, kas ļautu noteikt pazudušo bērnu 

atrašanās vietu un atvieglotu viņu identitātes noskaidrošanu. ANO Piespiedu pazušanas 

komiteja 2013. gadā konstatēja, ka krimināli sodāmas darbības, kuras atbilst Konvencijā 

izmantotajai piespiedu pazušanas definīcijai, Spānijas kriminālkodeksā ir klasificētas kā 

„nelikumīga aizturēšana/nolaupīšana pazūdot”; tas neatbilst Starptautiskās konvencijas 

par visu personu aizsardzību pret piespiedu pazušanu 2. pantā minētajai definīcijai. 
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Komiteja ieteica Spānijai veikt vajadzīgos likumdošanas pasākumus, lai noteiktu, ka 

piespiedu pazušana ir atsevišķs nodarījums, kas atbilst minētās konvencijas 2. pantā 

sniegtajai definīcijai, un ka par šādu nodarījumu piespriež atbilstošu sodu, kura noteikšanā 

ņem vērā tā ārkārtējo smagumu. 

Līdz šim Spānijas valdība šo ieteikumu nav īstenojusi. Tomēr valsts līmenī ir veikti dažādi 

turpmāk minētie pasākumi. 

2011. gadā tika izveidota datubāze, kurā atrodami gan administratīvas informācijas 

pieprasījumi, ko iesniegušas ar nozagto mazuļu lietām saistītas personas, gan arī DNS 

profili.  

2013. gada janvārī Tieslietu ministrija izstrādāja pamatnostādnes, ar ko saskaņo tehniskos 

kritērijus, kas jāievēro profesionāļiem, kuri iesaistās šādu lietu risināšanā, īpaši attiecībā 

uz mātēm atņemto mazuļu iespējamo mirstīgo atlieku ekshumāciju.  

2013. gadā tika izveidots informācijas dienests (iesaistot Tieslietu, Iekšlietu, Veselības un 

Vispārējās nodokļu iekasēšanas ministrijas).  

2015. gada jūnijā tieslietu ministrs Rafael Catalá atzina, ka „šī patiesi ir personīga un 

sociāla drāma”, un atkārtoti pauda valdības apņemšanos sadarboties ar NVO, lai 

atvieglotu informācijas pieejamību. Viņš paziņoja, ka gandrīz 600 nozagto mazuļu lietas 

joprojām nav atrisinātas.  Tomēr tā paša gada jūlijā pilnsapulce noraidīja rezolūcijas 

priekšlikumu, ar ko valdībai lūdza pieņemt virkni pasākumu, tostarp izveidot 

izmeklēšanas komiteju, pabeigt DNS datubāzes izveidi un atzīt tiesības uz juridisko 

palīdzību. 

Lai gan 2014. gada martā Cortes de Castilla-La Mancha noraidīja PSOE priekšlikumu 

izveidot izmeklēšanas komiteju nozagto mazuļu lietās, 2016. gada aprīlī Comision de 

Justicia del Congreso (Kongresa Tieslietu komiteja) apstiprināja iniciatīvu (proposicion 

no de ley), kurā pausts aicinājums valdībai atbalstīt visus vajadzīgos pasākumus, lai 

izmeklētu no 20. gs. 40. līdz 90. gadiem bez vēsts pazudušo mazuļu lietas, veicināt DNS 

bankas izveidi, ļaujot cietušajām personām salīdzināt datus un atrast savus bioloģiskos 

vecākus/bērnus, sniegt finansiālu palīdzību cietušajiem, kuri nevar atļauties veikt DNS 

testu, sekmēt visus psiholoģiskā atbalsta pasākumus cietušajiem katrā Comunidades 

Autonomas un izveidot vajadzīgos mehānismus, lai cietušajām ģimenēm būtu brīva 

piekļuve tiesiskumam. Diemžēl līdz šim valdība konkrētus pasākumus nav īstenojusi. 

Vietējie parlamenti, piemēram, Andalūzijā, ir uzsākuši dažas interesantas iniciatīvas, lai 

palīdzētu cietušajiem noskaidrot patiesību.  

Fonds lūdz valdību sniegt juridisku un psiholoģisku palīdzību, kā arī nodrošināt brīvu 

piekļuvi savāktajiem DNS datiem. Šajā saistībā valdībai ir iesniegts lūgumraksts, tomēr 

saskaņā ar M. Garzon teikto ir ārkārtīgi grūti sākt diskusijas par frankistu laikmetu.    

Viņa norādīja, ka kriminālprocesi nav iespējami 20. gs. 70. gadu sākumā pieņemtā 

Amnestijas likuma dēļ.   

Maria Garzon uzskata, ka ES būtu jāgarantē cietušajiem iespēja izmantot savas tiesības. 

Viņa aicina Parlamentu izdot politisku paziņojumu un Spānijas valstij adresētus 

ieteikumus, lai nodrošinātu lielāku atbalstu gan ģimenēm, kuras meklē bezvēsts pazudušos 

mazuļus, gan arī bērniem, kuri šobrīd ir jau pieauguši un cenšas noskaidrot savu identitāti. 

Viņi gribētu, lai valdība ievieš vajadzīgos tiesiskos līdzekļus, kas ļautu sadarboties ar 

iesaistītajām slimnīcām un katolisko baznīcu, kā arī uzlabot zināšanas par šo valsts 
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vēstures posmu.   

NB! PETI komiteja ir ieplānojusi 2017. gada 23.–24. maijā organizēt faktu vākšanas vizīti 

Spānijā jautājumā par bezvēsts pazudušajiem mazuļiem.  

Plašāku informāciju par Maria Garzon uzstāšanos skatīt 5. pielikumā. 

 

7. Sociālo dienestu darbs ziemeļvalstīs (sanāksme ceturtdien, 2017. gada 

9. februārī)  

 

Viešņa: Lena Hellblom Sjögren, psiholoģe no Zviedrijas. Savulaik viņa pārbaudīja sociālo 

darbinieku un policijas veikto izmeklēšanu gan Zviedrijā, gan tās kaimiņos esošajās 

Ziemeļvalstīs. Lena Hellblom Sjögren ir vairāku publikāciju un grāmatu autore. 

Komitejas 2016. gada aprīļa sanāksmē tika izskatīts lūgumraksts, kurš bija iesniegts ar mērķi 

vērst Parlamenta uzmanību uz Zviedrijā, Somijā, Dānijā un Norvēģijā1 spēkā esošajiem 

tiesību aktiem, īpaši saistībā ar bērnu un jauniešu piespiedu nodošanu valsts aprūpē. Kā 

norādīja lūgumraksta iesniedzēji, tiesas nenodrošina izskatīšanai iesniegto lietu rūpīgu un 

pietiekamu izmeklēšanu. Tāpēc bieži vien tiek izvēlēti nepiemēroti audžuvecāki.  

Lūgumrakstā ir pausts aicinājums pārtraukt piespiedu aizgādības noteikšanu. Lūgumrakstu 

komiteja tiek mudināta lietu izmeklēt sīkāk un sniegt paziņojumu par to, kā Skandināvijas 

valstis ir piemērojušas starptautiskās saistības. 

Savā atbildē Komisija norādīja, ka tai nav vispārēju pilnvaru iejaukties konkrētos bērnu 

aizsardzības gadījumos, kas norisinās tikai vienā valstī un nav saistīti ar ES tiesību aktiem. 

Tāpat Komisijai nav vispārēju pilnvaru iejaukties dalībvalstu darbībās pamattiesību jomā, ja 

tas neskar Eiropas Savienības tiesību aktus. 

Lena Hellblom Sjögren galvenokārt pievērsās, viņasprāt, būtiskākajiem Zviedrijas bērnu 

aizsardzības sistēmas trūkumiem, kuru dēļ tiek pārkāptas tiesības uz ģimenes dzīvi, bērna 

tiesības saglabāt savu identitāti un tiesības uz taisnīgu tiesu.   

Viņa uzskata, ka galvenais apspriežamais jautājums ir sociālo dienestu viedokļa nozīme visā 

procedūrā.   

Uz sociālo darbinieku (Lena Hellblom Sjögren norādīja, ka sociālie darbinieki ir galvenokārt 

sievietes (87 %) ar 3,5 gadu universitātes izglītību) veikto izmeklēšanu un attiecīgajiem 

ieteikumiem tiesa balsta savus spriedumus par bērnu un ģimeņu turpmāko dzīvi. Jāņem vērā, 

ka Zviedrijā nav speciālu bāriņtiesu vai nepilngadīgo tiesu. 

Sociālie darbinieki veic divkāršu izmeklēšanu: a) ja tiek saņemts ziņojums, kas attiecas uz 

bērnu, tiek veikta izmeklēšana par bērnu, b) ja tiesa lūdz veikt izmeklēšanu saistībā ar 

aizgādības, dzīvesvietas un/vai tikšanās tiesību jautājumiem, tiek veikta tā dēvētā „aizgādības 

izmeklēšana”. 

Lena Hellblom Sjögren uzskata, ka saskaņā ar likumu, ar ko reglamentē sociālos dienestus 

(Socialtjänstlagen, saīsinājumā SoL, Sociālo dienestu likums, kas stājās spēkā 1982. gada 

                                                 
1 Jāņem vērā, ka Regula (EK) Nr. 2201/2003 attiecas tikai uz divām Skandināvijas valstīm, proti, uz Zviedriju un 

Somiju. Tā kā Norvēģija nav ES dalībvalsts, regula uz to neattiecas, savukārt saskaņā ar 1. un 2. pantu Protokolā 

par Dānijas nostāju, kas pievienots Līgumam par Eiropas Savienību un Līgumam par Eiropas Savienības 

darbību, Dānija nepiedalās regulas īstenošanā un tāpēc tai šī regula nav saistoša un nav jāpiemēro.  
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1. janvārī), sociālie darbinieki, kurus dēvē par sociālajiem sekretāriem, šo likumu var brīvi 

interpretēt.  Viņa arī uzskata, ka sociālie darbinieki var brīvi dokumentēt to, ko uzskata par 

būtisku, oficiāla dokumentācija netiek prasīta, valsts pamatnostādnes nav jāievēro, turklāt 

saskaņā ar Lena Hellblom Sjögren norādīto nav nekādu standarta metožu, pēc kurām novērtē 

bērna labklājību vai to, kā bērns izjūt vecāka uzvedību (vai to personu uzvedību, kuras ieņem 

bērna vecāku vietu), un netiek izmantotas ticamas metodes atbilstošai riska novērtēšanai. 

Tomēr savos ziņojumos sociālie sekretāri, šķiet, spriež par bērnu labklājību, vecāku uzvedību 

un to, ko viņi dēvē par risku bērna nākotnei. 

Lena Hellblom Sjögren runāja arī par to, ka uzdevumu sameklēt audžuģimenes sociālie 

sekretāri aizvien biežāk deleģē privātiem uzņēmumiem. Tomēr Zviedrijas Konstitūcijas 

9. pantā ir teikts šādi:  „Iestādes ierēdņi darbu veic taisnīgi, ievērojot objektivitāti un 

taisnīgumu.” 

Sociālo sekretāru ieteikumus nosūta vietējai politiskajai kolēģijai sociālās labklājības 

jautājumos, proti, sociālajai padomei. Šī padome 98 % gadījumu pieņem lēmumu, ievērojot 

sociālo sekretāru sniegtos ieteikumus. Padomes lēmums par aizgādību, dzīvesvietu un 

tikšanās tiesībām, kā arī par bērna nodošanu tā dēvētajā obligātajā aprūpē, tiek nosūtīts tiesai, 

kura lielākajā daļā gadījumu to ievēro. 

Turklāt saskaņā ar 1990. gada likumu ar nosaukumu LUV sociālajiem darbiniekiem ir tiesības 

piespiedu kārtā atņemt bērnu mātei/tēvam vai abiem vecākiem. Tajā pašā laikā viņu 

uzdevums ir palīdzēt ģimenēm un konsultēt tās. 

Lena Hellblom Sjögren apgalvoja, ka izmeklēšanas un ieteikumu izstrādes procedūrā netiek 

iesaistīti eksperti, izņemot retos gadījumos, kad paziņojuma sagatavošanā sociālais dienests 

konsultējas ar ārstu vai psihologu. 

Attiecībā uz SoL viņa norādīja, ka saskaņā ar šā likuma 5. pantu jautājumos par bērniem, kas 

ietverti riska grupā, sociālajiem darbiniekiem ir primāri jāapsver, vai bērnu var uzņemt kāds 

ģimenes loceklis vai citi tuvi radinieki. Tas ir tāpēc, lai bērns nezaudētu saikni ar ģimeni. 

Tomēr saskaņā ar Lena Hellblom Sjögren teikto šis noteikums netiek ievērots. Viņu satrauca 

dažu pētījumu rezultāti, kuros uzsvērtas problēmas, ar ko saskaras audžuģimenēs ievietoti 

bērni (sekmes mācībās, psihiskas problēmas, narkotiku atkarība, noziedzība, bēgšana, 

pašnāvība), salīdzinājumā ar bērniem, kuri palikuši riskantajā mājsaimniecībā vai ir adoptēti. 

Tāpat Lena Hellblom Sjögren atsaucās uz pētījumiem, kuros minēts to sūdzību lielais skaits, 

kuras par sliktu izturēšanos iesnieguši audžuģimenēs ievietoti bērni. 

Noslēgumā Lena Hellblom Sjögren ierosināja izveidot ģimenes aprūpes centrus, apvienojot 

sociālo dienestu palīdzības/konsultatīvo funkciju un jau pastāvošos, plaši izplatītos un 

sekmīgos bērnu aprūpes centrus un māšu aprūpes centrus, kuros strādā kompetenti un labi 

apmācīti medicīnas darbinieki. Viņa arī uzsvēra, cik svarīgi ir palīdzēt grūtībās nonākušiem 

bērniem viņu ģimenēs, norādot, ka vispirms būtu jāpalīdz visai ģimenei. Nošķiršana no 

vecākiem un mīļajiem traumē bērnu, un tas būtu jādara tikai tad, ja pastāv nopietni draudi 

bērna veselībai vai dzīvībai. 

Plašāku informāciju par Lena Hellblom Sjögren uzstāšanos skatīt 6. pielikumā. 

Pielikumi  

1. Izvilkumi no plenārsēdes debatēm pēc jautājumu, uz kuriem jāatbild mutiski, 

saņemšanas (EK un Padomes pārstāvju uzrunas).   
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2. Ar Dāniju saistītie lūgumraksti: a) lūgumrakstu saraksts; b) Pia Deleuran uzstāšanās; 

c) darba dokuments par faktu vākšanas vizīti  

(http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/lv/peti/working-documents.html). 

3. Ar Apvienoto Karalisti saistītie lūgumraksti: a) lūgumrakstu saraksts; b) pētījums par 

adopciju bez piekrišanas Apvienotajā Karalistē  

(http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2015/519236/IPOL_STU%28

2015%29519236_EN.pdf); c) darba dokuments par faktu vākšanas vizīti 

(http://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/110842/1092729EN.pdf); 

d) Andrea Cisarova, Slovākijas CIPS direktores, uzstāšanās. 

4. Ar Vāciju saistītie lūgumraksti (Jugendamt): a) lūgumrakstu saraksts; b) darba 

dokuments par faktu vākšanas vizīti Berlīnē  

(http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/dt/906/906407/9

06407lv.pdf); 

c) Marinella Colombo, žurnālistes un autores no Itālijas, Francesco Trapella, jurista 

no Itālijas, Maître Muriel Bodin, juristes no Francijas, uzstāšanās; d) kopsavilkums par 

Jugendamt pārstāvja uzstāšanos PETI komitejas sanāksmē; e) Vācijas iestādēm 

adresēta vēstule. 

5. a) Attiecīgo lūgumrakstu saraksts; b) FIBGAR direktores Maria Garzon uzstāšanās. 

6. a) Attiecīgo lūgumrakstu saraksts; b) Lena Hellblom Sjögren, psiholoģes no 

Zviedrijas, uzstāšanās. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/lv/peti/working-documents.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/110842/1092729EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/dt/906/906407/906407lv.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/dt/906/906407/906407lv.pdf
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II. Ieteikumi  

Lūgumrakstu komiteja: 

1. lūdz visu valstu sistēmās pilnībā skaidrot jēdzienu „bērna labklājība” un „bērna intereses” 

juridisko pamatu, jo īpaši, ja interpretācija joprojām nav skaidra vai ir pretrunīga, lai tādējādi 

nodrošinātu visu attiecīgo pamattiesību atbilstošu aizsardzību, kas cita starpā ES līmenī ir 

nodrošināta Eiropas Savienības Pamattiesību hartā; ņem vērā arī jēdziena „pastāvīgā 

dzīvesvieta” atšķirīgo interpretāciju; 

2. atgādina par Eiropas Parlamenta 2016. gada 28. aprīļa rezolūciju par bērna interešu 

aizsardzību Eiropas Savienībā, pamatojoties uz Eiropas Parlamentam adresētajiem 

lūgumrakstiem, un atkārtoti norāda uz dažādajiem aicinājumiem, kas adresēti Komisijai un 

dalībvalstīm; 

3. aicina dalībvalstis stiprināt visus aizsardzības pasākumus, kas paredzēti, lai pienācīgi 

novērstu ES pilsoņu un nepilsoņu tiesību iespējamos pārkāpumus ģimenes strīdos ar sekām 

pārrobežu līmenī, īpašu uzmanību pievēršot pagaidu pasākumiem un neatsaucamiem 

lēmumiem, kas skar bērnus, kā arī tiesas nolēmumu izpildei un mehānismiem, ar kuriem 

novērtē tiesnešu darbu; 

4. uzstāj, ka visiem darbiniekiem valsts un vietējā līmeņa iestādēs, kas iesaistītas tiesvedībā 

bērna aprūpes un aizgādības jomā, jānodrošina pienācīga apmācība par pārrobežu lietu 

īpatnībām; uzskata, ka šāda apmācība uzlabotu saziņu un galu galā veicinātu dažādo pušu 

vajadzīgo sadarbību;  

5. aicina dalībvalstis novērst diskriminējošas vai nelabvēlīgas tiesu un administratīvās 

procedūras pret vecākiem, kuri ir ārzemnieki, un sniegt šiem vecākiem vajadzīgo lingvistisko 

palīdzību, nodrošinot tulkojumu; norāda, ka šādu palīdzību varētu nodrošināt vai papildināt 

arī diplomātiskās un/vai konsulārās pārstāvniecības; uzsver, ka arī turpmāk saskaņā ar Vīnes 

konvenciju ir jāīsteno uzticama konsulārā sadarbība pārrobežu gadījumos un ir jāizveido 

struktūras, kas spētu savlaicīgi nodrošināt attiecīgajiem ES pilsoņiem un iedzīvotājiem, kā arī 

viņu izcelsmes dalībvalsts konsulātiem visu vajadzīgo informāciju un konsultācijas un sniegt 

juridisko palīdzību visām tiesvedībā iesaistītajām pusēm, proti, īstenojot proaktīvu pieeju gan 

pret citu ES dalībvalstu valstspiederīgajiem to teritorijā, gan pret savas valsts 

valstspiederīgajiem, kuri dzīvo citā ES dalībvalstī; 

6. iesaka, lai dalībvalstis gadījumos, kad notiek tiesvedība lietā, kura ir saistīta ar bērniem, 

no paša tiesvedības sākuma un ikvienā tās posmā vecākus nodrošinātu ar pilnīgu un skaidru 

informāciju par tiesvedību un tās iespējamo iznākumu; aicina tās informēt vecākus par 

noteikumiem par juridisko atbalstu un palīdzību, piemēram, nodrošinot viņiem bilingvālu 

specializēto advokātu sarakstu un piedāvājot mutiskās tulkošanas pakalpojumus, lai 

nepieļautu gadījumus, kad vecāki sniedz piekrišanu, pilnībā neizprotot savu saistību sekas; 

iesaka arī nodrošināt pienācīgu atbalstu vecākiem ar rakstpratības problēmām; 

7. uzsver, cik svarīgi ir izstrādāt atbilstīgu politiku, lai novērstu ar bērna aprūpi saistītu 

tiesvedību, izmantojot uzraudzības un agrīnās brīdināšanas procedūras, kā arī sniedzot 

pienācīgu atbalstu ģimenēm; 

8. mudina Komisiju efektīvi uzraudzīt to noteikumu īstenošanu, kas izklāstīti Regulā (EK) 

Nr. 1393/2007 par tiesas un ārpustiesas civillietu vai komerclietu dokumentu izsniegšanu 

dalībvalstīs („dokumentu izsniegšana”), lai pienācīgi novērstu visus pārkāpumus, tostarp tos, 

kas saistīti ar pakalpojumu un dokumentu tulkošanas izmaksām; 
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9. uzsver, cik būtiska nozīme ir ciešai sadarbībai un efektīvai saziņai starp dažādām valsts 

un vietējām iestādēm, kuras iesaistītas bērnu aprūpes tiesvedībā — no sociālā dienesta līdz 

tiesām un centrālajām iestādēm, un šajā saistībā uzsver Slovākijas centrālās iestādes 

panākumus, piedaloties tiešās sarunās un parakstot divpusējus nolīgumus jeb saprašanās 

memorandus ar vietējām iestādēm Apvienotajā Karalistē; 

10. pauž pārliecību, ka visās dalībvalstīs būtu jāvāc statistikas dati un tie jāpublisko valsts, 

reģionālā un vietējā līmenī, galveno uzmanību pievēršot sociālo dienestu birojos nodarbināto 

personu kopējam skaitam, to bērnu skaitam, par kuriem attiecīgās iestādes ik gadu pieņem 

lēmumus, un tādu ģimeņu strīdu iznākumam, kas skar dažādu valstu valstspiederīgo vecāku 

bērnus, kā arī citām ar bērnu aizgādību saistītām lietām, piemēram, adopcijas lietām vai 

lēmumiem par ievietošanu audžuģimenē bez vecāku piekrišanas, ja iesaistīti ir vecāki, kuri ir 

ārzemnieki; iesaka nodrošināt, ka šie statistikas dati ir pieejami arī sadalījumā, ņemot vērā 

dažādus sociālekonomiskos un demogrāfiskos mainīgos lielumus, sākot ar ģimenes ienākumu 

līmeni; 

11. aicina dalībvalstis ieviest uzraudzības un vērtēšanas sistēmas (ar attiecīgiem 

sociālekonomiskiem un pēc valstspiederības sadalītiem statistiskas datiem) saistībā ar valstu 

koordinācijas satvaru par pārrobežu lietām, kurās ir iesaistīti bērni; iesaka Komisijai koordinēt 

informācijas nodošanu starp attiecīgajām dalībvalstu iestādēm; 

12. atgādina Vācijas iestādēm par ieteikumiem, kuri sniegti darba dokumentā par faktu 

vākšanas vizīti Berlīnē, ko Komiteja pieņēma 2012. gada 16. jūlijā; 

13. uzsver, ka bērna tiesības tikt uzklausītam ir svarīgs aspekts, kā tas paredzēts Eiropas 

Savienības Pamattiesību hartas 24. pantā; atgādina, ka saskaņā ar regulas „Brisele IIa” 

23. pantu tiesas var neatzīt vai neizpildīt citas dalībvalsts tiesas pasludinātu spriedumu, kas 

saistīts ar vecāku atbildību, ja bērnam nav bijusi dota iespēja tikt uzklausītam; uzsver, ka 

bērna uzklausīšana ģimenes lietas izskatīšanā tiesā būtu jāieraksta; iesaka šo uzklausīšanu 

rīkot atsevišķi no vecākiem, lai tādā veidā novērstu bērna ietekmēšanu vai lojalitātes 

konfliktu; 

14. atgādina par ieteikumiem, kuri Dānijas iestādēm sniegti darba dokumentā par faktu 

vākšanas vizīti Dānijā, ko Komiteja pieņēma 2013. gada 22. oktobrī; 

15. aicina dalībvalstis izraudzīties specializētas palātas bāriņtiesās vai pārrobežu 

starpniecības institūcijas, kas nodarbotos ar pārrobežu lietām, kuras saistītas ar bērniem; 

uzsver, ka šajā jomā liela nozīme ir pienācīgai pēcsprieduma situācijas uzraudzībai, tostarp 

gadījumos, kas attiecas uz saziņu ar vecākiem; 

16. aicina Dānijas iestādes pienācīgi ņemt vērā ieteikumus, ko savā paziņojumā Nr. 46/2012, 

kas publicēts 2016. gada martā, sniegusi Sieviešu diskriminācijas izskaušanas komiteja 

(CEDAW), kā arī atsauci uz Stambulas konvencijas attiecīgajiem pantiem; 

17. atgādina, ka par Vācijas Jugendamt sistēmu ir saņemti ļoti daudzi lūgumraksti, ko 

iesnieguši vecāki, kuri ir ārzemnieki, sūdzoties par to, ka viņus sistemātiski diskriminē, 

pieņemot lēmumus ģimenes strīdā, kas skar bērnus, kuru vecāki ir dažādu valstu 

valstspiederīgie; aicina visas attiecīgās Vācijas iestādes pilnībā sadarboties ES līmenī, lai 

noskaidrotu situāciju, vispirms sniedzot visus noderīgos datus un informāciju šajā lietā, kā arī 

apņēmīgi rīkoties attiecībā uz administrāciju, lai novērstu šajā jomā apzinātās nepilnības; 

18. atgādina par ieteikumiem, kuri sniegti Komitejas pieņemtajā darba dokumentā par faktu 

vākšanas vizīti Londonā; 
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19. pauž dziļu nožēlu par negatīvo ietekmi uz valstu sociālajiem dienestiem, kuru radījis 

budžeta samazinājums saistībā ar ES un dalībvalstīs pieņemtajiem taupības pasākumiem, kas 

cita starpā netieši norāda uz to, ka ir palielinājusies katra sociālā darbinieka vidējā darba 

slodze, apstrādājot ar bērniem saistītos dokumentus; norāda, ka ar bērniem saistīto lietu 

izskatīšanas procesam, kurš ir sociāli delikāts, ir jābūt brīvam no jebkāda veida privātām 

finanšu interesēm, un tāpēc aģentūrām, kas nodarbojas ar bērnu ievietošanu aprūpes iestādēs, 

ir jābūt publiskām; ņemot vērā šādu lēmumu smagās sociālekonomiskās sekas (tostarp arī uz 

sabiedrību kopumā, kā redzams, apkopojot datus), būtiska nozīme ir preventīvai pieejai, 

tostarp agrīnai uzraudzībai ar brīdināšanas sistēmām un pietiekamiem iepriekšējiem 

pasākumiem pirms aizgādības zaudēšanas, un kompetentajām iestādēm šāda pieeja būtu 

nekavējoties jāievieš; aicina attiecīgās valstu iestādes nodrošināt atbilstoša sociālā atbalsta 

mehānismus, īpaši nelabvēlīgākā situācijā esošām ģimenēm vai ģimenēm, kurām draud 

atstumtības risks, lai tādējādi novērstu galēju sociālekonomiskas diskriminācijas izpausmi; 

20. atzinīgi vērtē Padomes 2003. gada 27. novembra Regulas (EK) Nr. 2201/2003 par 

jurisdikciju un spriedumu atzīšanu un izpildi laulības lietās un lietās par vecāku atbildību 

pārskatīšanu, ko ierosinājusi Komisija, un sagaida, ka Padome pienācīgi ņems vērā 

Parlamenta ieguldījumu; 

21. aicina dalībvalstis uzlabot sociālo dienestu darba kvalitāti un aicina ES pieņemt 

mērķtiecīgus un atbalstošus pasākumus, lai garantētu to, ka ir iespēja pienācīgi novērtēt ar 

bērna labklājību saistīto konkrēto lietu, nodrošinot, ka to nekādā veidā neietekmē politiski 

finansiāls spiediens; uzsver, ka ir jāizvairās no tā, ka šādus lēmumus ietekmē budžeta 

ierobežojumi vai iespējama juridiskā atbildība, kas saistīta ar konkrētām (nevis citām) 

izvēlēm, kā rezultātā pastāv iespēja apzināti vai neapzināti pieņemt neobjektīvu lēmumu;  

rosina sākt publiskas kampaņas, kuru pamatā būtu konkrēti fakti un skaitļi, ar kuriem, precīzi 

izklāstot lietas apstākļus, varētu ietekmēt priekšstatu, ko radījuši atsevišķi sensāciju kāri 

plašsaziņas līdzekļi; 

22. aicina dalībvalstis apsvērt iespēju piedāvāt bez maksas pieejamu juridisko palīdzību 

adopcijas, aizgādības vai aizbildnības valsts mēroga un/vai pārrobežu lietās ģimenēm ar 

zemiem ienākumiem vai bez ienākumiem, kā arī personām, kuras pakļautas nabadzības 

riskam vai atrodas situācijā, kas ir zem nabadzības sliekšņa;  

23. uzskata, ka, risinot pārrobežu ģimenes strīdus, kas skar bērnus, ir ļoti svarīgi ievērot 

standarta procedūras, tostarp konkrētus protokolus, ņemot vērā pamatnostādnes un rezultātu 

apkopojumus, ko var izmantot, lai pēc iespējas samazinātu subjektivitātes risku, turklāt ir 

jāīsteno efektīva pieeja visu valsts sociālo darbinieku apmācības un mūžizglītības jomā; 

24. aicina noteikt minimālo standartu kopumu saistībā ar noteikumiem, kuri reglamentē 

bērna uzklausīšanu dažādās dalībvalstīs; 

25. iesaka pārrobežu mēroga bērna aprūpes jautājumu izskatīšanā noteikt robežvērtības katra 

tiesvedības posma ilgumam, lai bērna paplašinātās ģimenes locekļiem būtu pietiekami daudz 

laika pieteikties bērna adopcijai vai arī lai vecāki varētu atrisināt savas problēmas un ierosināt 

ilgtspējīgas alternatīvas, pirms tiek pieņemts galīgais lēmums par adopciju; uzskata, ka, pirms 

tiek pieņemts pastāvīgs risinājums, piemēram, adopcija, ir vēlreiz rūpīgi jānovērtē stāvoklis 

bioloģiskajā ģimenē; 

26. vēlreiz atgādina par integrētu bērnu aizsardzības sistēmu desmit principiem, ko Komisija 

publicēja saistībā ar astoto Eiropas forumu par bērna tiesībām, un uzskata, ka šiem principiem 

jābūt kopīgam pamatam visos tiesas procesos, kuri saistīti ar bērnu aizsardzību; 
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27. uzsver — lai cienītu kultūras daudzveidību un aizsargātu individuālo mantojumu, ir 

jāievieš mehānismi, ar ko nodrošina, ka tiek garantēta iespēja vecākiem un bērniem pienācīgi 

sazināties viņu kopīgajā valodā; uzsver, ka, ievietojot bērnu audžuģimenē vai nododot 

adopcijai, ja no tā nav iespējams izvairīties, ir jānodrošina, ka jaunajos apstākļos bērnam tiek 

sniegtas vislabākās iespējas saglabāt savu kultūras izcelsmi un mācīties un lietot savu dzimto 

valodu; uzskata, ka bērnu aprūpes tiesvedībā iesaistītajām dalībvalstu iestādēm ir sākotnēji 

jādara viss iespējamais, lai novērstu brāļu un māsu nošķiršanu; 

28. vērš uzmanību uz 13. un 14. vispārīgo piezīmi par Konvenciju par bērna tiesībām, proti, 

par bērna tiesībām būt brīvam no jebkādām vardarbības izpausmēm un bērna tiesībām uz to, 

ka vispirms tiek ņemtas vērā viņa intereses, un atbalsta Apvienoto Nāciju Organizācijas 

Ģenerālās asamblejas 2010. gada 24. februāra rezolūcijas A/RES/64/142 „Pamatnostādnes par 

bērnu alternatīvo aprūpi” noteikumus; 

29. aicina īstenot efektīvāku divpusēju sadarbību starp dalībvalstīm un to tiesu iestādēm, lai 

uzlabotu iedzīvotāju un varas iestāžu izpratni par atšķirīgiem valstu tiesību aktiem; šajā 

saistībā uzskata, ka jāuzlabo arī informēšanas, saziņas, ieteikumu un konsultāciju sniegšanas 

darbības, lai vairotu izpratni un sniegtu vislabāko atbalstu iedzīvotājiem un varas iestādēm; 

30. atzinīgi vērtē faktu vākšanas vizītes organizēšanu Spānijā 22 un 23. maijā, lai palīdzētu 

atrisināt mazuļu un bērnu nolaupīšanas gadījumus; kā vienu no policijas un tiesas iestāžu 

sadarbības ietvaros īstenotajiem dažādajiem pasākumiem šo lietu risināšanā ES līmenī aicina 

izveidot pieejamas publiskas DNS bankas, tostarp bez maksas nodrošināt paraugu vākšanu un 

vajadzīgos testus cietušajām ģimenēm, kā arī Eiropas mērogā pieejamu datubāzi ar 

vajadzīgajiem resursiem; 

31. aicina visas iesaistītās iestādes nopietni ņemt vērā šos ieteikumus un apsvērt to efektīvu 

īstenošanu, jo īpaši aicina dalībvalstis pilnveidot tiesu un administratīvās sistēmas šajā jomā; 

aicina Komisiju, ja iespējams, ņemt vērā šos apsvērumus regulas „Brisele IIa” pārskatīšanas 

gaitā; 

32. iesaka informācijas nolūkos saskaņā ar ministra G. Schroeder un komisāres V. Reding 

vienošanos nosūtīt Vācijas Federālajai ģimenes, senioru, sieviešu un jaunatnes lietu ministrijai 

par pieņemamiem atzītos lūgumrakstus, kas iesniegti par Jugendamt; 

33. pauž dziļu pārliecību, ka ES ir jāuzrauga un rūpīgāk jāpārbauda ģimenes tiesību lietās, 

kurām ir sekas pārrobežu līmenī, īstenotās procedūras un konkrētā prakse, ko pieņēmušas 

dalībvalstu kompetentās iestādes, kuras ietekmē lēmumus par vecāku atbildību, tikšanās 

tiesībām un uzturēšanas pienākumu, lai tādējādi nodrošinātu, ka minētās procedūras un prakse 

nav diskriminējošas un ka tiek aizsargātas arī visas saistītās pamattiesības; 

34. aicina dalībvalstis sagatavot atbalsta struktūru sarakstu, ko piedāvāt vecākiem, kuri, 

būdami ārzemnieki, ir nonākuši situācijā, ka viņiem var atņemt vecāku tiesības; 

35. uzskata, ka Spānijas iestādēm ir pilnībā jāīsteno ieteikumi, ko ANO Piespiedu un 

nebrīvprātīgas pazušanas darba grupa sniegusi saistībā ar nozagto mazuļu lietām, lai nolūkā 

garantēt pilnīgu pārredzamību nodrošinātu iespējami labāko sadarbību un sniegtu efektīvu 

palīdzību iedzīvotājiem, kuri ziņo par bērnu pazušanu; 

36. aicina Komisiju cieši sadarboties ar dalībvalstīm to centienos sniegt atbalstu 

nepavadītiem nepilngadīgajiem, izmantojot visus līdzekļus; aicina arī valsts mēroga un 

starptautiskos dalībniekus un jo īpaši NVO, kuras saņem ES finansējumu, lai sniegtu īpašus 

pakalpojumus šādiem bērniem, vajadzības gadījumā rīkoties, ievērojot norādījumus un 

īstenojot sadarbību ar tās valsts iestādēm, kurās tie darbojas, lai atbilstīgi piemērojamajiem 
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standartiem nodrošinātu nepavadītiem nepilngadīgajiem labākos iespējamos uzņemšanas 

apstākļus; uzskata, ka Komisijai būtu arī jāaicina dalībvalstis nepavadītus nepilngadīgos 

prioritārā kārtā iekļaut savās pārcelšanas programmās; 

37. iesaka dalībvalstīs izveidot ģimenes atbalsta centrus, kuros starptautiskas un 

starpdisciplināras juristu, sociālo darbinieku, mediatoru un psihologu komandas piedāvātu 

visaptverošas konsultācijas mobilām ES ģimenēm, kurām ir vajadzīga palīdzība sadarbībai ar 

sociālo dienestu; aicina Komisiju finansēt NVO, kuras piedāvā praktisku atbalstu mobilām 

ģimenēm, kas izmanto savas no Savienības pilsonības izrietošās tiesības; 

38. iesaka neslēgt lūgumrakstus, ar kuriem saistītie jautājumi vēl ir jāprecizē, un šajā saistībā 

aicina Komisiju un dalībvalstis pastiprināt centienus, lai visas radušās problēmas varētu tikt 

risinātas efektīvāk un tādējādi noteikti atrisinātas. 
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Darba grupas bērnu labklājības jautājumos darbība 

PPE un ALDE grupu sniegtais mazākuma viedoklis 

 
Ģimene ir pamata institūcija un galvenā vide, kurā augt bērniem un kam jānodrošina viņu 

labklājība. Bērnu interešu aizsardzība, kā arī viņu tiesības dzīvot ģimenē, it īpaši Eiropas 

iedzīvotāju pārvietošanās brīvības kontekstā, ir prioritāte gan PPE, gan arī ALDE grupai.  

 

Lai gan ģimenes tiesības ir tikai un vienīgi dalībvalstu kompetencē, sociālās labklājības 

iestādēm, tiesām un jebkurai citai kompetentai publiskai struktūrai, pieņemot ikvienu lēmumu 

vai veicot ikvienu darbību, uzmanības centrā jāizvirza bērna intereses.  

 

Tāpēc saskaņā ar EP rezolūciju par bērna interešu aizsardzību Eiropas Savienībā, 

pamatojoties uz lūgumrakstiem, Eiropas iestādēm un dalībvalstīm būtu jāveicina pārrobežu 

sadarbība ģimenes lietās, nodrošinot apmācību tiesnešiem un profesionāļiem un sniedzot 

informāciju par juridisko palīdzību un bilingvāliem juristiem. Vēstniecības vai konsulārās 

pārstāvniecības jau no paša sākuma ir jāinformē par tiesvedību visās bērnu aprūpes lietās, 

kurās iesaistīti to valstspiederīgie.  

 

Visbeidzot, PPE un ALDE pilnībā atbalsta to, ka Lūgumrakstu komiteja ievēro tiesības uz 

objektīvu, godīgu un pieņemamā termiņā veiktu jautājumu izskatīšanu1. Tomēr tās pauž 

nožēlu, ka darba grupa atlika šo lūgumrakstu izskatīšanu un neizdarīja secinājumus, 

pamatojoties uz visu kompetento ieinteresēto personu uzklausīšanu, bet galveno uzmanību 

pievērsa vecāku tiesībām, nevis bērnu labklājībai. 

                                                 
1 Pamattiesību hartas 24. pants. 
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Annex 1 

Abstracts of the Debate following the oral questions on “protecting the best interest of 

the child in Europe. 

Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert, President-in-Office of the Council. – Mr President, Madam 

Commissioner, honourable Members, many thanks to Cecilia Wikström for the very kind 

words. I would like to recall the importance the Presidency attaches to the work on civil law, 

in particular on family matters and e-Justice solutions, and I take this opportunity to thank the 

Chairs of the Committee on Legal Affairs and the Committee on Petitions, Svoboda Pavel, 

and of course my former colleague Cecilia Wikström. I thank them for coming with these 

questions and ideas to complement the EU message already in place to protect the best 

interests of the child in cross-border situations. 

On adoption: as you know the issue of adoption of children is a matter which is not regulated 

at EU level but by national laws and by some international conventions, particularly the 

Hague Convention of 1993, to which all EU Member States are parties. This Convention aims 

at protecting adopted children in their countries, if possible by offering them a home in those 

countries. It provides for cooperation between the authorities of the different States. The 

Council may adopt measures concerning family law with cross-border implications 

following Article 81.3 of the Treaty, including in the field of adoption – but only on the 

basis of a proposal from the Commission. 

 

On welfare and child poverty: concerning the issue of the welfare of children, I would like to 

say a few words on the fight against poverty, which is a complex reality affecting many 

children unfortunately. The fight against poverty is one of the objectives of the Europe 2020 

strategy and it is also one of the Presidency’s priorities. Working closely with the Social 

Protection Committee, the Presidency has therefore tabled Council Conclusions on an 

integrated approach for combating poverty and social inclusion. In this document, which is to 

be adopted in June, the Council encourages Member States to address child poverty and 

promote children’s wellbeing through integrated strategies in accordance with the 

Commission recommendation ‘Investing in children’. The Council also invites Member 

States to intensify the exchange of knowledge, experiences and best practices in this 

field. Let me mention in particular the Roma children because, yes, we must also continue to 

address other longstanding challenges in addition to the situation faced by Roma children, and 

I thank the European Parliament for keeping this issue on the EU agenda, including on 

International Roma Day earlier this month, on 8 April to be precise. 

As regards mediation, the EU has put in place the 2008 Mediation Directive, which aims at 

facilitating access to alternative dispute resolution. It promotes the amicable settlement of 

disputes by encouraging the use of mediation and by ensuring a balanced relationship 

between mediation and judicial proceedings. Moreover, the Brussels IIa Regulation foresees 

mediation as one of the functions of cooperation between central authorities in matters of 

parental responsibility. There is common understanding in Council that the revision of 

Brussels IIa is a topic of great importance and, to be honest, it is about time. 

On e-Justice, on improving access to information in the justice field: you know that the e-

Justice Portal was launched in 2010 in collaboration with the Commission and the Member 

States. The Council’s Second Action Plan on e-Justice stresses that information relating to 

minors should be included in the e-Justice Portal. A specific expert group is now examining 

the ways to expand information on minors already available on the Portal, and your 
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specific question relating to adoption procedures could indeed be considered in this context. 

 

In closing, I wish to say that the Council awaits with great interest the Commission proposal 

amending the Brussels IIa Regulation, as this is the cornerstone of EU judicial cooperation in 

matrimonial matters and matters of parental responsibility. 

 

Věra Jourová, Member of the Commission. – Mr President, I would like to thank the 

Committee on Legal Affairs (JURI) and the Committee on Petitions (PETI) for organising 

this debate which I very much welcome. As has been said several times already, the Brussels 

IIa Regulation is an extremely important piece of legislation for many families in Europe. It 

has been applied for ten years and has proved to be very useful, but the time has come to 

review it. The Commission intends to come forward with a proposal late June this year. 

Our assessment is that the Brussels IIa Regulation works overall well with regard to 

matrimonial matters. We do not envisage, at this stage, the need to revise it in this respect. On 

the other hand, there is clear evidence for the urgent need to revise the regulation as regards 

parental responsibility aspects. Parliament, better than anyone, is aware of numerous cross-

border cases in which the judicial cooperation based on this regulation is not fast enough, to 

say the least. Children end up being hostage of lengthy legal disputes. The mechanisms put in 

place by the Brussels IIa Regulation have helped in determining parental responsibility or 

settling child abduction cases, but we have to take additional steps.  

I intend to further clarify the rules on parental responsibility, to improve the 

enforcement of judicial decisions, to speed up the procedures and make sure that the 

best interests of the child are of primary consideration and effectively protected. More 

concretely we are considering measures on the following aspects. Firstly, to speed up the 

return procedure. There are still far too many child abduction cases in which parents with an 

enforceable return order are stuck in lengthy proceedings. Abducted children must be returned 

swiftly as passing of time can have irreversible consequences for the relationship with their 

parents. Evidence shows that in those Member States with specialised courts the return 

procedure can be much smoother and quicker. 

Secondly, to see whether the existing exequatur procedure is still needed and to define the 

grounds for refusal of the enforcement of judgements. It is unacceptable that currently a 

parent can be left without any possibility to see his or her child for years due to delays in the 

enforcement of judgments. 

Thirdly, to increase judicial cooperation and mutual trust between Member States, for 

example when it comes to the specificity of family proceedings.  

Fourthly, to smoothen the differences in national rules governing the hearing of the child. 

Too often these rules are invoked to refuse a judgement from another Member State. I am 

convinced that while acknowledging different legal traditions we can – and must – do better 

to respect the child’s right to be heard. Finally, to improve the cooperation between national 

authorities with responsibility for child protection or parental responsibility matters. We need 

a strong network of these authorities to help parents in enforcing their parental rights abroad.  

 

Besides these key changes to the Brussels IIa Regulation, we will also continue our 

awareness raising activities, targeting also child welfare and consular authorities. This is 

duly reflected in our funding priorities and calls for proposals.  

To conclude, let me refer to the aspects related to adoptions. The Brussels IIa Regulation does 

not cover these aspects. The functioning of child protection and welfare services is governed 

by national law. The Commission has thoroughly examined the numerous petitions 

concerning adoptions without parental consent that you have recently received. None of them 
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fall into the remit of EU law. However, the Commission is contributing to the elaboration 

of a common understanding of how the rights of the child can best be protected and 

promoted. For instance, let me point to the Ten Principles on integrated child protection 

systems, which were debated in the last European Forum on the Rights of the Child and 

which are also mentioned in your draft resolution.  

 

We will continue to support Member States in implementing a child rights—based approach 

and I know that you also, through dialogue and awareness raising, can have a real impact on 

improving the situation on this very important matter. I am looking forward to our close 

cooperation on these files, in the best interest of children and for the benefit of families in 

Europe. 
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Annex 2 

Petitions related to Denmark:  

A. list of  petitions,  

B: intervention of Ms Pia Deleuran, 

C. working document on the FFV, see link:  

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/peti/working-documents.html 

Annex 2A 

Number TitleA  Language Con. 
Countries 

0954-12 by V. A. (Italian), on alleged treatment in 
violation of human rights by the Danish 
authorities 

 English Denmark,  

0963-12 by M. K. D. A.-A. (Filipino), on her 
unsustainable situation in Denmark 

 English Denmark,  

0964-12 by F. I. (Italian), on lack of contact with his 
daughter living in Denmark 

 Italian Denmark,  

0965-12 by A. K. (Polish), on alleged medical 
negligence in connection with the treatment 
of her daughter and her problems with the 
child’s Danish father 

 Polish Denmark,  

1078-12 by M. W.r (Austrian), on the dispute over 
her child's abduction and on the 
enforcement of the Hague Agreement by 
Denmark 

 German Denmark, 
Austria,  

1891-12 by O. J. (Russian) concerning human rights 
infringements by the Danish authorities 

 English Denmark,  

1945-12 by A. N. (Danish), on a violation of her 
human rights and those of her children 

 English Denmark,  

0107-13 by H. A. (Icelandic), on violations of the 
human rights of non-Danish parents in 
custody and abduction cases in Denmark 

 English Denmark,  

0108-13 by S. C. W. (Danish), on violations of the 
human rights of non-Danish parents in 
custody and abduction cases in Denmark 

 English Denmark,  

0939-13 by K. M. (US), on a custody dispute in 
Denmark 

 English Denmark,  

0944-13 by B. T. (Danish), on shared custody in 
Austria and Denmark 

 Danish Denmark,  

1036-13 by H. B. M. (Danish) concerning her 
struggle to protect her child against her 
violent ex-partner 

 Danish Denmark,  

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/peti/working-documents.html
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1234-13 by M. M. (Danish) on an alleged breach of 
human rights, including children’s rights, in 
Denmark 

 Danish Denmark,  

1235-13 by M. E. L. (Danish) on action by the 
Danish authorities with regard to her family 
and her child 

 Danish Denmark,  

1398-13 by A.R.  (Danish) on human rights 
violations against her children and herself 

 English Denmark,  

1547-13 by L. E. (Danish) on human rights violations 
on her and her children in Denmark 

 English Denmark,  

1564-13 by B. S. W. (Danish) on violations of 
children’s rights, parents’ rights, mothers’ 
rights and human rights in Denmark 

 English Denmark,  

1630-13 by B. H. (Danish) on violence against her 
child 

 Danish Denmark,  

1656-13 by K. H. (Danish) on the right of her child 
being heard and protected under the UN 
Convention on the rights of the child 

 English Denmark,  

1797-13 by C. V. (Danish) on violations of the UN 
Convention on the rights of the child and 
other human rights conventions in Denmark 

 Danish Denmark,  

1802-13 by S. L. (Danish), on protecting her 
daughter 

 English Denmark,  

1940-13 by T. D. (Danish) on the way in which the 
Danish authorities deal with custody cases 

 Danish Denmark,  

1955-13 by L.L.T. (Danish) on removal of her three 
children 

 Danish Denmark,  

2127-13 by B. S. W. (Danish) on violations of 
children's rights, parents' rights, mothers' 
rights and human rights in Denmark 

 Danish Denmark,  

2166-13 by M. O. (Honduras) on alleged 
discrimination and persecution in Denmark 

 Spanish Denmark,  

2296-13 by B.S.W. (Danish), on discrimination 
practised by the welfare officers, child 
psychologists, city council and courts of law 
in Denmark 

 English Denmark,  

2636-13  by T. R. A. (Danish) on the actions of the 
youth care authorities in Denmark 

 English Denmark,  

2790-13 by B. H. (Danish), on the Danish authorities’ 
infringement of a child’s rights. 

 Danish Denmark,  

1140-14 by H. J. (Danish), on the rights of children in 
Denmark and Sweden. 

 Danish Denmark, 
Sweden,  

2434-14 by R. H.-C. (Swedish), on behalf of the 
Nordic Committee for Human Rights 
(NKMR) on a report on child custody in 
Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden 

 English Denmark, 
Sweden, 
Norway, 
Finland,  
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Annex 2 B 

PETI Working group on Child Welfare Issues 

Meeting on petitions against the Danish child custody proceedings  

 

Contribution of Pia Deleuran, Danish lawyer and mediator.   

Mrs Deleuran concentrated on the main shortcomings of the Danish Act on Parental 

Responsibility ( Forældreansvarsloven 2007), revised in 2012 and accompanied by the so 

called “Divorce-packages 1”, entered into force in October 2015, which contains a regulation 

on the birth parents obligations in case of conflict related to their children.  

The Danish line focuses on getting the parents to negotiate an agreement about their children 

custody and the visitation right when their relationship or marriage breaks up (even if the 

parents have never lived together if the child is a product of a donor or a criminal act). It is 

aimed to support both parents in a mediation process and to offer more equality between 

mothers and fathers.   

Before this agreement a first round of mediation is supposed to establish the interim visitation 

rights.   This right of visitation is aimed at enabling the child to have contact with both parents 

and is decided without a full investigation about the problems and the cause of the conflict 

between the parents.  

Regarding custody the law has set up share custody as a ground rule (even for breast-feed 

babies).   

 The original aim of this legislation was to help people getting into a dialogue and to set a 

future oriented system.  The use of mediation within the administrative body called State 

Administration (Statsforvaltningen) to deal with custody, the set-up of the habitual residence 

of the child and the visitation rights is mandatory. This system is called “one-entrance”. All 

cases in family matters are dealt with in this institution as a first step.   

The concept of the best interests of child has been redefined as a single issue: being in contact 

with both parents. The law focuses on the future with no holistic approach of the history of 

the family and the global well-being of the child. Pia Deleuran considers that the system does 

not offer a sufficient protection to a child confronted to an abusive parent and insists too much 

on the right of the child to be in contact with both parents (this focus is mentioned in the 

instructions to the social workers involved as child experts in a mediation/negotiation 

procedure).   She mentioned a case she has to deal with where the State Administration, in its 

own initiative, tried to establish contact between a child and one of the parents who has not 

shown any interest in visitation and has been accused of being violent towards the child. 

Pia Deleuran particularly insists on the following issues:  

- the mediation and the following decisions are undertaken without any screening of the 

whole situation and the history of the family. Therefore there might be cases of domestic 

violence where the victim is forced to face and deal with the aggressor. She adds that the 

system sometimes leads to cases of child abduction by the parent who has been victim of 

violence or tries to protect the child from abuse or violence and does not want to be 

confronted to the author of these mistreatments outside of a court.  It seems that no 

consideration is given to the possible consequences of the violence against the mother on the 

well-being of the child.  This is in breach with the Istanbul Convention, ratified by Denmark, 

which states in its article 31.1 that “Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other 

measures to ensure that, in the determination of custody and visitation rights of children, 

incidents of violence covered by the scope of this Convention are taken into account” and in 

its  Article 48.1 that “Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to prohibit 
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mandatory alternative dispute resolution processes, including mediation and conciliation, in 

relation to all forms of violence covered by the scope of this Convention.” 

- the new regulation is long and detailed but there no legal aid available as long as the case is 

in front of the administrative body.  

- In case of disagreement after the mediation phase, only custody cases and residence 

questions can be sent to court. Sending the case to court is done by the State Administration 

and not by the lawyers. This has as a consequence that some cases do not get access to the 

court system. Visitation arrangements can never be dealt in front of a court. It must also be 

noted that when the cases are dealt with in the State Administration parents do not speak 

under oath, as in court settings. 

- Visitation can only be refused if it is proved that the contact with a parent is the cause of the 

child's troubles/suffering. However, since there is no possibility to have witnesses involved in 

the proceedings, it is very difficult for the other parent to prove an abusive or violent 

situation.  According to Pia Deleuran it could be considered as a breach to the right for a fair 

trial. 

 

If a parent refuses to negotiate it can be seen as lack of parental skills and ability and 

sanctioned so that the custody and the residence of the baby, toddler or child is given to the 

other parent – even though that parent is unknown to the child and has no emotional bond 

with him/her. 

Pia Deleuran considers that the offer of free mediation is a very good instrument in family 

matters but it has to be voluntary. She adds that the counselling and advice from a child expert 

is helpful to many families who are in a break up situation.  In some cases judicial 

proceedings in front a court are necessary and parents should have access to judicial 

proceedings when needed.  

No member of the Danish Parliament had voted against these legal instruments and there was 

no opposition manifested among lawyers or child-experts. The Danish Ombudsman when 

seized about this sever problems in the State Administration replied that this legislation 

needed time to be efficiently implemented. However, data show that there is an increasing 

number of cases where parents are in highly conflictual situations about the child custody and 

visitation rights.   

Pia Deleuran considers that situations of domestic violence and abuses have been 

underestimated by the legislator and the public services. The official webpages do not provide 

information on these issues and translation in other languages than Danish can hardly be 

found. 

Pia Deleuran also quoted the communication n° 46/2012 published in March 2016 where the 

CEDAW recommends to Denmark to:  

"ii) Review and amend the Act on Parental Responsibility so as to ensure that (a) the 

requirement to consider the child’s best interests as a primary consideration in all actions or 

decisions that concern him or her, both in the public and private sphere, is reflected both as a 

substantive right and as a rule of procedure, and (b) that the “best interests of the child” 

principle apply to all administrative and judicial proceedings, whether staffed by professional 

judges or lay persons or other officials in all procedures concerning children, including 

conciliation, mediation and arbitration processes; 

iii) Develop legal principles which fully respect the rule of law, and ensure that the justice 

system provides for a robust and effective appellate system in order to correct both legal and 

factual errors, especially in custody cases and the determination and assessment of the 

principle of the best interests of the child;  

iv) Conduct a comprehensive review based on research of Danish custody law and the Act on 
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Parental Responsibility, in particular assessing its impact on foreign parents, especially 

foreign mothers;  

v) Combat all negative attitudes and stereotypes which foster intersecting forms of 

discrimination against women, especially mothers of foreign nationality and ensure the full 

realization of the rights of their children to have their best interests assessed and taken as a 

primary consideration in all decisions;  

vi) Design specialized and mandatory training programmes for judges , prosecutors and 

lawyers as well as other professionals involved in administrative and judicial proceedings on 

the dynamics of violence against women, custody and visitation rights and the “best interests 

of the child” principle, non-discrimination against foreign nationals as well as gender 

stereotypes in order to equip them with the necessary knowledge and skills to discharge their 

duties in conformity with the State party’s international obligations. In accordance with article 

7 (4), the State party shall give due consideration to the views of the Committee, together with 

its recommendations, and shall submit to the Committee, within six months, a written 

response, including any information on any action taken in the light of the views and 

recommendations of the Committee. The State party is also requested to publish the 

Committee’s views and recommendations and to have them translated into Danish and widely 

disseminated in order to reach all relevant sectors of society.” 

Pia Deleuran concluded by reminding that this system was originally envisaged as an 

experiment and that in view of the results it should be reviewed in order to ensure a better 

protection of children's rights and equal legal guarantees for both parents in front of a court 

when necessary.   

She finally informed the members that GREVIO, the monitoring instrument mentioned in The 

Istanbul Convention, will be contacted and informed about the situation so that an 

investigation can be launched on the situation in Denmark regarding the necessary protection 

of children. 
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Annex 3 
Petitions related to UK:  

A. List of petitions; 

B. Study on non-consensual adoptions in UK, see link:  

(http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2015/519236/IPOL_STU%282015%2

9519236_EN.pdf)  

C. Working document on the FFV, see link: 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/110842/1092729EN.pdf; 

D. Intervention of Ms. Andrea Cisarova, Director of the CIPS in Slovakia 

Annex 3 A 
Number Title Language Con. Countries 

1847-13 by E. L.-S. (Dutch), on religious and ethnic 
discrimination against a child by the British 
authorities 

English United Kingdom,  

2468-13 by R. F. (British), on the practice of forced 
adoptions in the United Kingdom. 

English United Kingdom,  

2546-13 by A. B. (Lithuanian), on her son, who has 
been taken into care 

English United Kingdom, 
Lithuania,  

0063-14  by J. I. (Lithuanian), on behalf of her 
daughter, on child welfare in the UK 

Lithuanian United Kingdom, 
Lithuania,  

0344-14  by M. P. (Bulgarian), on the supposed 
violation by the British authorities of the 
fundamental rights of a Bulgarian family 
relating to the custody rights over a minor 

English Bulgaria, United 
Kingdom,  

0448-14  by V. S. (Bulgarian) on the return of her 
daughter to the biological mother 

English Bulgaria, United 
Kingdom,  

1638-14 by S. G. (Latvian) on the role of social 
services in children-related cases, in the UK 

English Latvia, United 
Kingdom,  

0195-15 by M. E. (French) on the taking of her 
children by British social services 

French United Kingdom,  

0764-15 by I. F. (Estonian) on the forced adoption of 
a new-born Estonian national in the UK 

English Estonia, United 
Kingdom,  

1392-14 by C. K.-B. (German), on the return of her 
childen to Germany 

German Germany, United 
Kingdom,  

2813-13  by M. B.-H. (British) on the decisions made 
by the UK social services regarding her son 

English United Kingdom,  

2542-13 by D.S. (British), on Forced adoptions English United Kingdom,  
2473-13 by A. A. (Lithuanian) on alleged 

discrimination by UK authorities on the 
grounds of ethnicity, religion and language 
and violation of the European Convention on 
Human Rights 

English United Kingdom,  

2498-13 by B. G. (United Kingdom), on the removal of 
her children by social services 

Polish United Kingdom,  

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2015/519236/IPOL_STU(2015)519236_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2015/519236/IPOL_STU(2015)519236_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/110842/1092729EN.pdf
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2287-13 by A. A. (Lithuanian), on alleged 
discrimination by UK authorities on the 
grounds of ethnicity, religion and language 
and violation of the European Convention on 
Human Rights 

English United Kingdom,  

1707-13 by S. K. M. (German), on behalf of 
Association of McKenzie Friends, on 
Abolition of Adoptions without Parental 
Confirm (forced adoption) over 2500 
supporters. 

English United Kingdom,  

0030-16 by K.C. (British) on  litigation with the social 
authorities in Nottingham, UK 

English United Kingdom,  
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Annex 3D 

 

Intervention of Mrs Andrea Cisarova, Director of the CIPS, Slovakian Centre for 

International Legal Protection of Children, Central Authority for Slovakia. 

 

The Centre is entitled to request information from competent local social authorities on a 

minor who is a citizen of the Slovak Republic or one of whose parents is a citizen of the 

Slovak Republic and who is subject to measures related to the removal of a child and its 

placement in a substitute care. The social authorities are entitled to contact the Centre directly 

regarding a child who is subject to measures connected with the removal of a child and its 

placement in a substitute care. The social authorities shall provide the Centre with information 

on the minor and its parents (name, surname, date of birth, last known address in the Slovak 

Republic) and detailed particulars of the case (in particular, the reason why is the child subject 

to social or legal protection and details of planned procedure in the case). Centre proceeds 

under Council Regulation (EC) No 2201/2003 in order to obtain assessment on social 

conditions of relatives of child, who could possibly take care of the child. To obtain this 

information it is necessary to request the particular and certain authorities responsible for 

preparing the assessments.  

Successfully solved cases- the case of the minor children Boor 

One of the milestones in the life of the Centre was the case of the minor children Boor, in 

which the UK court allowed the Centre to join the ongoing court proceeding as a third party. 

Some facts about this case: In the case of the children Boor, where care and placement order 

as well a residence order were issued in respect of the minor children: Martin and Samuel, 

because Martin was examined at a hospital and had various bruises and scratches identified on 

his body. Mother has been unable to provide an explanation for the injuries. The Local 

Authority, Surrey County Council issued proceedings on 7th July 2010 and seeks Care 

Orders. On May 30, 2012 the final hearing took place before the competent court. The court 

entrusted the minors to the care of Surrey County Council. In the proceedings, the judge 

failed to consider the opinion of the Slovak psychologist concerning the ability of Mrs 

Študencová (grandmother) to take care of the children and relied exclusively on the opinion of 

the English psychologist and authorities. The court on 29th of May 2012 denied the 

grandmothers application and decided to place the children at foster family in the UK. On 

13th of September 2012 the Centre submitted an intervention to the Civil Appeals Office, 

which on the 14th of September was accepted and allowed the Centre to be a third party in the 

proceedings. The children were at the end repatriated to Slovakia. It was a very important 

achievement, because from then the Centre is able to affect the court proceedings regarding 

the Slovak children removed from the care of their parents and it’s able to help the applicants 

to get them back to their care or place them in the care of their relatives. After the Centre 

successfully solved the case of Boor children they started to prepare a) submissions, b) 

written statements and c) interventions in order to be able to influence the court proceedings 

in the UK. These documents are prepared by the director of the Centre and their aim is to 

represent the opinion of the Slovak social services and offer different solutions to the UK 

authorities. These different solutions could be: a) transfer of proceedings to the Slovak court, 

which is better placed to decide the case according to the art. 15 of the Council Regulation 

(EC) No 2201/2003 or b) entrust the child to the care of relatives living in Slovakia, who are 

able to take care of the child. The Centre always believes that the UK court will choose the 

best option and will decide in the best interest of the child.  

Memorandum of understanding- activities of the Centre 
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One of the most important activities of the Centre is a process of negotiating and signing 

bilateral agreements between the local authorities of UK and the Centre as Central Authority 

of Slovak Republic. These agreements are called Memorandum of Understanding and their 

aim is to ensure the fast and smooth communication between the Slovak Central Authority 

and the local authorities of the UK in the cases involving minor Slovak citizens. These 

agreements are based on the Articles 55 and 56 of the Council Regulation (EC) No 2201/2003 

(Brussels II a). Currently the Centre was able to establish cooperation with two local 

authorities from the UK. The first Memorandum of understanding was signed with 

Peterborough City Council on the 19th of November in 2015 in Peterborough. The main goal 

of this Memorandum of Understanding is to assist the Centre and Peterborough City Council 

in England to a) ensure cross border co-operation in children cases and to strengthen co-

operation; b) gain an understanding of procedures in each jurisdiction and communicate 

information on national laws and procedures; c) establish practical arrangements for 

assessments and return of children. It is very important to inform immediately the Slovak 

Central Authority about the removal of the children, who are Slovak citizens from their 

parents care at the territory of the UK. In these cases it’s not possible for the children to 

remain with their birth parents and or extended family and in most of the cases they are 

entrusted to the care of the local authorities and foster families.  

The second Memorandum of Understanding was signed on the 23th of March 2016 with 

Derby City Council and its content is very similar to the first memorandum. The most 

important is the question of placement of the children (Slovak citizens) at the territory of the 

UK after their removal from their parents care and their repatriation to Slovak Republic. At 

the moment the Centre is negotiating with other local authorities from the territories where the 

most of the Slovak citizens are working and living in the UK. These local authorities are the 

following: Sheffield City Council, Manchester City Council, Newcastle City Council, 

Bradford City Council, Birmingham City Council, etc. 
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Annex 4 
Petitions related to Germany (Jugendamt):  

A. List of petitions;  

B. Working document on the FFV to Berlin, see link: 

(http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/dt/906/906407/906407e

n.pdf);  

C. Interventions of: Ms Marinella Colombo, Italian journalist and author, Mr. Francesco 

Trapella, Italian lawyer, Maître Muriel Bodin, French lawyer; 

D. Summary of the intervention of a Jugendamt representative in PETI Committee meeting; 

E. Letter to the German authorities 

 

Annex 4A 

Number Title  Language Con. Countries 

0128-07 by T. P. (German) on  arbitrary measures 
taken by the German child and youth 
welfare office (Jugendamt) 

 German   

0760-11 by R. G. T. (Columbian), on abusive 
measures taken by the German Office for 
Children and Young People (Jugendamt) 

 Spanish Germany,  

1372-11 by M. G. (Polish), on behalf of the 
International Association against 
Discrimination against Children in 
Germany’, on the ban on the use of Polish 
in connection with supervised contact 
(Jugendamt) 

 Polish Germany,  

0477-12 by M. K.S. (Polish) on her protest against 
the German youth welfare office 
(Jugendamt) and the German family 
courts’ decisions 

 German Germany,  

0520-12 by I. M. (German), concerning the German 
youth welfare office (Jugendamt) 

 German Germany,  

0526-12 by H. S. (German), on the removal of her 
son from home  (Jugendamt) 

 German Germany,  

0531-12 by M. A. S. (Italian), on the placement of 
her son with his grandmother (Jugendamt) 

 Spanish Germany,  

0560-12 by G. J. (German), on the neglect of 
children in care homes and children’s 
homes and the responsibility of the 
German youth welfare office (Jugendamt) 

 German Germany,  

0979-12 by L. G. (French), on the Jugendamt in 
Germany, on its operating methods and 
the discriminatory nature of its 
administrative measures 

 French France, 
Germany,  

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/dt/906/906407/906407en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/peti/dt/906/906407/906407en.pdf
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0984-12 by A. J. (French), on the respect of the 
rights of parents in Germany in relation to 
the operating methods of the Jugendamt 
institution 

 French France, 
Germany,  

1060-12 by L. G. (French), on alleged discrimination 
against foreign parents in Germany’s law 
and by German courts with regard to 
parental authority over children born to 
spouses of different nationalities 
(Jugendamt) 

 French Germany,  

1278-12 by M. N. (German) concerning the 
Jugendamt (Youth Authority) and 
compliance with legal judgments under 
German family law 

 German Germany,  

1871-12 by A. H. (German) concerning the German 
Youth Office (Jugendamt) and recognition 
of  judgments in the field of German family 
law 

 German Germany,  

1901-12 by P. F. (French) concerning the German 
Youth Office (Jugendamt)  

 French Germany,  

0049-13 by P. R. (French) on custody of his children 
(Jugendamt)  

 French Germany,  

0059-13 by M. M. (German), on the German 
Jugendamt (Youth Welfare Service) 

 German Germany,  

0460-13 by L. M. (Italian), on discrimination against 
foreign parents in Germany (Jugendamt)  

 Italian Germany,  

0515-13 by D. T. (Czech), on Jugendamt in 
Germany 

 Czech Germany,  

0624-13 by A. O. (Romanian) concerning the 
recognition of custody rulings in the 
European Union and compliance therewith  
(Jugendamt)  

 English Germany,  

0643-13 by E. O. (German) on the conduct of the 
Jugendamt in Darmstadt 

 German Germany,  

1784-13 by L. S. G. (French) on abuse of the EAW 
in the family matters and abandonment of 
family because of alleged non-payment of 
alimony or maintenance advances 

 French France/Germany 

2317-13 by L. R. (Croatian), on the taking into care 
of her son by the Jugendamt [Youth 
Office] 

 German Germany,  

2426-13 by L. P. (Italian) on the Jugendamt in 
Germany (Beistandschaft) 

 Italian  Germany 

0007-14  by M. A. (Polish), on the actions of the 
Jugendamt Kleve (youth welfare office in 
Kleve, Germany) 

 German Germany,  
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1158-14 by A. R. (German), and one co-signatory, 
on the German Youth Authority 
(Jugendamt) 

 German Germany,  

1720-14 by T. H. (German) on the right to visit her 
daughter 

 French Germany, 
France,  

0204-15 by B. M. P.-M. (Polish) on the German 
"Jugendamt" (Youth Office) 

 German Germany,  

0509-15 by P. T. (Italian) on the Jugendamt and 
breaches of the right to parenthood in 
Germany 

 Italian Germany,  

1220-15 by R. P-I. (Italian) on the performance of 
the German Jugendamt 

 Italian Germany,  

1378-15 by R. P-I. (Italian) on the performance of 
the German Youth Welfare Office 
(“Jugendamt”) 

 Italian Germany,  

1425-15 by C.J. (French) on the non-recognition by 
the German administrative (Jugendamt) 
and judiciary authorities of a judgment 
made in France 

 French Germany,  

0459-16  by A. J. Petition contre le detournement et 
la distorsion du reglement europeen 
4/2009 et des conventions internationales, 
systematiquement mis en œuvre au sein 
des tribunaux de la famille en allemagne 

 French Germany,  

1021-16 by K.B. (French) on the change of family 
name of binational children 

 French Germany 
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Annex 4C 

Interventions of: Mr. Francesco Trapella, Italian lawyer, Maître Muriel Bodin, French lawyer 

and Ms Marinella Colombo, Italian journalist and author. 

 

THE DEFINITION OF EUROPEAN PUBLIC ORDER AS A USABILITY PARAMETER FOR EVIDENCE IN 

CRIMINAL PROCEDURES ON CRIMES IN THE FAMILIAL DOMAIN* 

Francesco Trapella – Head of Research in Public Law (Tor Vergata University, Rome) and 

Research Associate in criminal procedure, University of Ferrara. 

1. EUROPEAN PUBLIC ORDER 

To delineate the subject of this document, we must first define European public order. In 1995, in 

the LOZIDOU judgment, the European Court of Human Rights stated that the European 

Convention on Human Rights is an instrument of European public order1. This notion therefore 

demonstrates the recovery of the universality of moral values, which was shattered when the 

principle of national sovereignty was confirmed by the construction of barriers of national 

autarky. The convention brought about public order in the area of 
o 

fundamental rights: it would be meaningless if its implementation was influenced by national 

particularisms2 and it therefore cannot be interpreted in a different way in each Member State. 

Thus, as Caroline Picheral said, taking up Frédéric Sudre’s definition, European public order is a 

‘functional legal category responsible for the democratic values and liberal economic values 

necessary for European integration’3. 

When one talks about fundamental rights, one refers to ‘“the rights which are actually 

declared and protected before a court’, which are guaranteed by internal constitutional rights, the 

European Convention on Human Rights or the Charter of Fundamental Rights”’4. European 

public order is also defined by EU law: the treaties and secondary law. Before the Treaty of 

Lisbon, the Court of Justice often relied on the European Convention on Human Rights, as it 

expresses a common tradition in European countries. Since the Nice Charter in 2000, the 

fundamental rights which it provides for can be invoked before a European judge: a Court of 

Justice judgment from 2006 appeared to add the Nice Charter to the sources of law in the Union. 

In 2009, the Treaty of Lisbon confirmed this. Lastly, the Court of Justice opinion 2/13 of 18 

December 2014 stated that ‘The agreement on the accession of the European Union to the 

European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms is not 

compatible with Article 6(2) TEU or with Protocol (No 8) relating to Article 6(2) of the Treaty 

on European Union on the accession of the Union to the European Convention on the Protection 

of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms’. There are two systems for the protection of 

fundamental rights: on the one hand, the European Convention on Fundamental Rights and, on 

the other hand, the Nice Charter5. 

Our brief overview has shown that there are two sources of European public order: the 

                                                 
1 ECHR, 23 March 1995, Lozidou c/ Turquie, req. 15318/89, point 93. 
2  S. Lonati,Metodi d'interpretazione della Corte edu e equoprocesso, Giur. cost., 2015, p. 253. 
3 C. Picheral, L’ordre public européen: Droit communautaire et droit européen des droits de l’homme, La 

Documentation Française, 2001, p. 4. 
4 S. Nadaud, Codifier le droit civil européen, Larcier, 2008, p. 111, which quotes J. Andriantsimbazovina, 

Constitution européenne et droit fondamentaux, www.upmf-grenoble.fr. 
5 Before the Treaty of Lisbon, however, ‘decisions by community courts which relied on the Charter of 

Fundamental Rights were rare and only related to the CFI’: see S. Nadaud, Codifier, mentioned above, p. 112, note 

550. Following the Treaty of Lisbon, in a judgment from 2013 (CJEU, 26 February 2013, Ãklagaren, C-617/10), the 

Court of Justice highlighted the autonomy of the Nice Charter, therefore national judges should assess whether, in a 

specific case, EU law or ECHR can be applied: the court does not offer fixed criteria. 

http://www.upmf-grenoble.fr/
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European Convention on Fundamental Rights and EU law1, and of course the national 

constitutions. 

2. THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION: NATIONAL LAWS, ECHR, ETC. 

According to Frédéric Sudre, European public order comprises eight rights, one of which is that 

of ‘parents in respect of their convictions with regard to education’2: it follows that a parent’s 

right to educate their children according to their own will and that of their child to receive a full 

education comes from the concept of public order. 

It is important to understand what the word ‘education’ means. In THE 

REPUBLIC, Plato said that ‘thanks to a good education, [citizens] will grow up  (12) balanced men’. 

The word actually comes from the Latin: EX-DUCO,, which means: to guide or draw out. 

Education is therefore the act of ‘taking the child out of his natural (13) state’ and ‘bringing out of 

him that which he possesses in potential’; in German the term is ERZIEHEN, formed from the verb 

’ZIEHEN’, which means ‘to pull’: Claude Bernard said that ’ERZIEHEN’ indicates the conduct of 

those who ‘pull the child that resists... To educate is therefore to struggle: an unequal struggle 

between child and adult’3. On the basis of this reflection and of European law on the subject4, in 

Italy, the legislative decree of 28 December 2013, No 154 and the law of 18 June 2015, No 1015 

replaced the word ‘POTESTÀ’ with ‘RESPONSABILITÀ’, thus the ‘responsibility of parents’ for their 

children: one no longer has only rights and powers over the other, but also obligations and (17) 

duties; under Italian law – and European regulations – education includes all the situations which 

link adults and children by having an effect on reciprocal rights and duties. 

Article 2 of the first ECHR protocol talks about ‘the right to instruction’, but 

this should be understood as the ‘right to education’ and is therefore about the parents’ 

prerogative (18) 

for their children and the limitation of state action. On the basis of this consideration, in the 1993 

HOFFMAN judgment6, the European Court of Human Rights stated that national judges cannot 

refuse to give custody of a child to its mother on the basis of her (20) religious or philosophical 

beliefs. In the 2003 PALAU-MARTINEZ judgment, the court stressed that national judges cannot take 

a child away from its mother on the basis of abstract considerations on her religious affiliations: in 

this case, the French judge argued that ‘the educational rules imposed by Jehovah’s Witnesses on 

the children of their followers are fundamentally questionable owing to their severity, intolerance 

and the obligations imposed on the children to practise proselytism’ without specifically 

explaining the reasons why the mother, who (21) was a Jehovah’s Witness, was a danger to her 

child. 

 

In the legal culture of European countries – and in the case-law of the European Court of 

Human Rights – educational freedom, i.e.: A) the right of parents to direct their children towards a 

certain ethical realisation or certain moral, philosophical or religious beliefs, and B) the right of 

                                                 
1 See, for example, F. Sudre, L’apport du droit international et européen à la protection des droit fondamentaux, 

in SFDI, Droit international et droit communautaire - Perspectives actuelles, Pedone, 2000, in particular p. 181-187 

and G. Cohen Jonathan, Aspects européens de droits fondamentaux, LGDJ, 1996, 61. 
2 F. Sudre, ’Existe-t-il un ordre public européen?’, in P. Tavernier, Quelle Europe pour les droits de l'homme?, 

Bruylant, 1996, p. 54. 
3 C. Bernard, Comment nos ministres font l’histoire. Le discours de l’instruction publique et ses procédés de 

persuasion, Presses Universitaires du Mirail, 1990, p. 221. 
4 V. Decision 2003/93/EC of the Council of 19 December 2002, authorising Member States to sign, in the interest 

of the community, the 1996 Hague Convention on jurisdiction, applicable 

law, recognition, enforcement and co-operation in respect of parental responsibility and measures for the protection of 

children. 
5 With which Italy finally ratified the 1996 Hague Convention. V. M.G. Ruo, La 

ratifica della Convenzione dell’Aja del 19 ottobre 1996, inMinorigiustizia, 2015, 4, p. 43. 
6 ECHR, 23 June 1993, Hoffman v. Austria, req. 12875/87, points 30-36. 
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the child to be instructed and maintained and to grow up in a safe and formative context – are 

fundamental rights. This freedom is a limitation to the actions of states, which cannot contradict 

the educational direction chosen by (22) the parents, unless the child is in danger. 

3 __ AND EU LAW 

The European Union includes education in its fundamental human rights. The Nice Charter, for 

example, mentions the RIGHT TO EDUCATION in Article 14: ‘everyone has the right to education’. 

This principle derives from the others expressed in Article 24: ‘Children shall have the right to 

such protection and care as is necessary for their well-being’ and ‘every child shall have the right 

to maintain on a regular basis a personal relationship and direct contact with both his or her 

parents, unless that is contrary to his or her interests’. Therefore, while parents define the 

pedagogical direction of their children and, inversely, children have the right to receive a full 

education, they also have the right to maintain contact with both of their parents, even if they are 

separated from them: this right was laid down in both Article 9(3) of the International Convention 

on the Rights of the Child and Article 4 of the European Convention on the Personal Relations of 

the Child of 15 May2003 (23). 

Lastly, Article 33 of the Nice Charter protects FAMILY LIFE, which means ‘the family shall enjoy 

legal, economic and social protection’. 

The Charter safeguards human dignity and respect for physical and moral integrity (24): it 

‘does not affect in any way the right of Member States to (25) legislate in the sphere of public 

morality [and] family law’, but rather contributes to establishing a European public order. In 

addition, the European Parliament Resolution of 14 March 1984, the 1996 Hague Convention and 

Council Decision 2003/93/EC (19 December 2002) form the notion of European public order in 

the context of relationships between adults and children. 

The European Union protects the family, which becomes the main context in which an 

individual’s personality is formed: the preservation of the family under EU law is so strong that, 

in the AKRICH judgment, the Court of Justice stated that, when assessing a spouse’s request to 

enter and remain in a Member State, the authorities should take into account the law on the right 

to family life, under Article 8 ECHR, provided that the marriage is genuine1. 

The only limit to preserving the family is, of course, public order: for example, the Court 

of Justice prohibited the family of a Turkish citizen who had been accused of several crimes 

against cultural heritage from being reunited. The family is therefore an (28) inviolable context 

unless it represents a threat to public order: once again, the state cannot intervene in family life 

but it can prevent it, if: A) family members are in danger; B) family members are a danger to the 

community. 

The Court of Justice’s specific decision-making technique should be clarified: it refers to 

Article 8 ECHR, thus demonstrating that the concept of European public order in family law 

comes from the interaction of EU sources and the European Convention on Human Rights. The 

Court of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights protect families, children and their 

right to education. It is possible, however, for them to interpret the law differently, given the 

diversity of contexts and decision-making procedures in the two legal systems (29) 

.These differences do not detract from the theory under which the right to education for children 

and, more generally, their relationships with their parents are considered to be inviolable values, 

protected at all levels by national and European law2. 

4. Provisional conclusions 

We have spoken about European public order in a similar manner to the rushed traveller Roberto 

Bin, who touches on Venice, Florence and Rome, struggling to address all of Italy (31) 

                                                 
1 ECJ, 23 September 2003, Akrich, C-109/01, Rec. I-9665. 

2 ‘European law’ here means EU law and the law under the European Convention on Human Rights. 
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in just a few days: we have dealt briefly with the main opinions of European judges – from the 

Court of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights – with regard to European public order 

applied to the family and, in particular, to the relationships between children and their parents. 

Our analysis has led to the following conclusions: 

- the right to education is part of European public order: it is a subjective legal 

situation which belongs to children with a need to be addressed in accordance with the 

principles of life together; 

- countries cannot intervene in the beliefs of parents with regard to education; 

- the state can only intervene in the education of children in the event of a danger to 

the child or the community; 

- a complete education indicates that the child has a continued relationship with 

both parents, therefore the state cannot arbitrarily halt the relations between a child 

and one of his or her parents. 

It will be necessary to consider the validity of our conclusions on procedural law, that is 

to say, to consider whether the evidence gathered in spite of the inviolability of the family – and 

therefore the child’s right to education and the parent’s right to choose that education – can be 

used in a civil or criminal procedure. 

5. PROCEDURAL PUBLIC ORDER 

There is a PROCEDURAL public order, this means all the guarantees which connote (32) 

a fair trial and which influence how the legality of court actions is monitored (33) 

. Firstly, one must consider Article 6 ECHR, under which judges must monitor the regularity of 

the procedure and uphold the rights of defence1. According to the Court of Justice of the 

European Union, the ‘exercise of the rights of the defence... occupies a prominent position in the 

organisation and conduct of a fair trial and is one of the fundamental rights deriving from the 

constitutional traditions common to the Member States and from the international treaties for the 

protection of human rights on which the Member States have collaborated or of which they are 

signatories, among which the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms, signed in Rome on 4 November 1950, is of particular importance’2. 

The judges cited the European Court of Human Rights’ KROMBACH judgment: once again, 

the decisions of the two European courts influence one another and form the basis of European 

public order. 

In KROMBACH, the European Court of Human Rights ruled against France for breaching 

Article 6 ECHR, as the judges in Paris had handed down a fifteen-year prison sentence to Dieter 

Krombach despite his absence during the trial and in conflict with the NON BIS IN IDEM principle: 

he had been sentenced in Germany for the same acts3. (37) 

Article 6 ECHR guarantees procedural public order: the GAMBAZZI judgment offers an 

important clarification: ‘fundamental rights, such as respect for the rights of the defence, do not 

constitute unfettered prerogatives and may be subject to restrictions. However, such restrictions 

must in fact correspond to the objectives of public interest pursued by the measure in question 

and must not constitute, with regard to the aim pursued, a disproportionate breach of those 

rights’. 

                                                 
1 In the ECHR on 20 July 2001 in Pellegrini v. Italy, req. 30882/96, for example, a breach of Article 6 ECHR was 

determined owing to an infringement of the right to adversarial proceedings. 
2 ECJ, 2 April 2009, Gambazzi, C-394/07, curia.europa.eu, point 28. 
3 ECHR, 13 February 2001, Krombach v. France, req. 29731/96. The claimant’s grievances are very interesting: 

he ‘also submitted that the penalty for his failure to appear (namely the bar on his being represented or defended and 

the refusal to order new investigative measures) was disproportionate. He contended, firstly, that there had been no 

need for him to attend court in person because the Assize Court should have ruled on the non bis in idem principle on 

its own initiative before examining the charges against him. Above all, the applicant submitted that considerations 

relating to the proper administration of justice did not justify an accused being denied representation’ (point 72). 
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Each state regulates civil and criminal procedures according to its own preference; as a 

result, structural differences are possible, although the rights and guarantees listed under Article 

6 ECHR must be respected by national judges in their essence. If the defendant is ordered, under 

Italian law, for example, to (38) bring a case at least 20 days before the first hearing, Article 6 

ECHR is not breached if, in another state, the defendant is ordered to bring a case within a 

different time limit: the important thing is that the party has the possibility to express his or her 

point of view and to request evidence. 

 

6. THE CIRCULATION OF DECISIONS AND EVIDENCE CONTRARY TO EUROPEAN PUBLIC 

order in criminal procedures 

There is a double level of protection in family rights-related proceedings which concern the 

interests of parents and children: one the one hand, the relationships between the two are 

protected under European law and, on the other hand, the participation of both parents and, as far 

as possible, of the children, is guaranteed under the rules of procedural public order. 

If, for example, in a custody case, the father was not heard by the court even though he 

was available, and the judges take their decision on the basis of the statements and requests of the 

mother, there is a clear breach of procedural public order which also affects the right of the child 

to maintain contact with his or her father. In this case, there is a double infringement of public 

order, to a substantial degree, and of the rules of a fair trial. For that reason, under the 1980 

Luxembourg Convention, ‘a request for recognition or enforcement in another Contracting State 

of a decision relating to custody shall be accompanied by: ... C) in the case of a decision given in 

the absence of the defendant or his legal representative, a document which establishes that the 

defendant was duly served with the document (39) which instituted the proceedings or an 

equivalent document’. 

Procedural protection is secondary to the protection offered by substantive law, thus a 

decision which detracts from public order breaches the rights of the unsuccessful party twice: it is 

in fact an incorrect application of the law – or, if it is the law which contradicts public order, the 

judge does not refuse to apply it – and, for the purpose, it rules against a party without that party 

being heard or, in a more general sense, without it having the opportunity to make a statement in 

a trial compatible with Article 6 ECHR. 

There are two possible conclusions: 

1. the decision contrary to public order cannot be recognised in the other EU 

Member States; 

2. the evidence obtained in the trial which led to the decision contrary to public order 

cannot be considered by a judge in another Member State: otherwise evidence 

contrary to public order would circulate within the Union. 

We must now examine each of the two conclusions. 

Allow me to state immediately that I am a specialist in criminal law and will therefore 

concentrate on the cooperation tools against transnational crimes: above all the European arrest 

warrant, the European protection order, the European survey decision and the means of 

recognising the decisions related to supervision measures as an alternative to provisional 

detention provided for in Council Framework Decision 2009/829/JHA. 

In 1998 in Cardiff, the European Council was invited by the British delegation to 

‘determine to what extent there is reason to extend the mutual recognition of court decisions’1: 

This idea received the support of several Member States and led, in 2002, to the framework 

decision on the European arrest warrant2. Thanks to the warrant, the act of delivering those 

accused or found guilty of transnational crimes (42) went from ‘weighty tomes’ of bilateral or 

                                                 
1 The international federation for European law, Police and Judicial Co-operation in the European Union. 

National Report 2004, Cambridge, 2004, p. 339. 
2 V. G. de Kerchove, A. Weyembergh, La reconnaissance mutuelle des décisions judiciaires pénales dans l’Union 

européenne, Brussels, 2002, p. 255. 
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multilateral extradition conventions to a single instrument which is shared by the whole European 

Union. Of course, each Member State implemented the framework decision in accordance with 

its own laws: furthermore, among the reasons for not implementing the warrant are, for example, 

the cases in which a state demands the competence to pursue the offence according to its own 

criminal law, or even cases in which the action forming the basis for the warrant does not 

constitute an offence under the law of the state in which it was committed. Articles 24 and 25 of 

Council Decision 2007/533/JHA made it possible for a Member State to request and obtain an 

indicator of validity with the aim of forestalling an arrest for surrender purposes if carrying out 

the warrant is not compatible with its national law. 

Analogue mechanisms to protect national interests are targeted by Article 15 of 

framework decision 2009/829/JHA – which safeguards, under Article 5, ‘the fundamental rights 

and legal principles set out in Article 6 of the Treaty on European Union’ and which commits to 

protecting public order (Article 3) –, by Article 10 of Directive 2011/99/EU1 and by Article 11 of 

Directive 2014/41/EU. 

Cooperation in Europe with regard to criminal law is governed by national enactment 

legislation on framework decisions and directives: it is possible if Member States share the same 

values. That is where the link lies with the notion of European public order, which is specifically 

understood as a system of fundamental principles accepted and applied in all EU Member States. 

Which brings us to the second conclusion: the evidence obtained in the trial which 

contradicted European public order cannot circulate within the Union. In fact, Article 11(F) of 

Directive 41/2014/EU makes it possible to refuse to recognise or implement a European 

investigation order in the Member State addressed if ‘there are serious reasons to believe that 

implementation of the investigation measure indicated in the European investigation order would 

be incompatible with the obligations of the executing state under Article 6 of the Treaty on 

European Union and the charter’. The rule is similar to that in Article 5 of Framework Decision 

829/2009/JHA, which cites Article 6 of the Treaty on European Union and the Nice Charter, i.e. 

the sources of European public order. 

When evidence enters a criminal trial in another Member State, the judge in that Member 

State must carry out a USABILITY TEST to determine whether the acquisition of this element could 

detract from the fairness of the trial or the rights of the parties involved. It is Article 6 ECHR 

which imposes the test with the aim of guaranteeing that the evidence is legitimate and the judge 

exercises his or her power in a way that is compatible with the right to a fair trial. 

European countries lay down the exclusion rules for evidence which contradicts the law: 

in 1962, for example, the Supreme Court in the Netherlands stated that blood samples collected 

without consent cannot be used in criminal proceedings2; almost forty years later, in Italy, 

according to a judge, CORPUS DELICTI determined following an illegal search cannot be used to 

demonstrate the criminal responsibility of the defendant3. 

This leads to an initial conclusion: national judges are free to evaluate evidence on the 

basis of their convictions and the evaluation rules which can be imposed by internal laws; an 

exclusion rule is provided for across the Union: evidence which contradicts the fundamental 

principles – i.e. which contradicts European public order – cannot circulate from one country to 

another. 

Lastly, the double nature of European public order, substantive and procedural, which has 

been covered, ensures that usability checks by national judges with regard to evidence collected 

abroad take into account, on the one hand, upholding fundamental rights in the collection and 

                                                 
1 F. Ruggieri, Ordine di protezione europeo e legislazione italiana di attuazione: un ’analisi e qualcheperplessità, in 

Proc. pen. giust., 2015, 5, p. 99. 
2 It was the Bloedproef II judgment of 26 June 1962 (N.J. 1962, 470). 
3 G.i.p. Bolzano, ord. 18 June 2000: which ruled that the judge cannot apply the male captus, bene detentus 

principle (v. Cass., sez. un., 27 March 1996, No 3) to any cases involving an illegal search because it would mean 

legitimising bad police conduct. 
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acquisition procedure and, on the other hand, the compatibility of the probatory situation with the 

fair trial principle outlined in Article 6 ECHR. 

7. SUMMARY 

To summarise what has been covered: family and the relationships between parents and children 

are part of European public order; evidence which fails the double USABILITY TESTor a decision 

which concludes an unfair trial cannot circulate within the Union. If, by chance, the rights of 

parents with regard to their children are breached during a trial, the result of this breach cannot be 

brought before a court in another Member State. 

This premise makes it possible to explain the relationship between civil and criminal 

procedures when there are, on the one hand, issues related to the family and the education of 

children and, on the other hand, crimes against minors. The chosen example is that of parents 

discussing the custody of their children in one state and the mother then taking her children to 

another country without the father’s permission: can the evidence acquired in the judgment on 

custody be used by the criminal-court judge in the other state? Yes, if the evidence passes the 

USABILITY TEST. Can the decision which gives the mother custody of her children be acquired for 

the child abduction trial abroad in order to demonstrate that the woman has taken her children 

across the border in an effort to protect them? Yes, if the civil procedure complied with Article 6 

ECHR and, in a more general sense, the values of procedural public order. 

8. The JUGENDAMT case 

The JUGENDAMT, the German body responsible for young people, offers a very good example of 

our theory. In the debate of 15 January 2008 at the European Parliament in Strasbourg, Boguslaw 

Rogalski, of the UEN Group, said: ‘every child must have a guaranteed right to have continuous 

and direct contact with both parents, as well as the right to be brought up in the parents’ culture 

and the right to learn the language of both parents. These rights are repeatedly violated by the 

German Office for Children and Young People, the JUGENDAMT, as regards children one of whose 

parents is foreign. In cases of divorce, the JUGENDAMT uses any method to deprive the parent who 

is not German of their parental rights’1. Hanna Foltyn-Kubicka, also from the UEN Group, said: 

The provisions creating the Jugendamt date back to 1939 , I repeat, 1939 , and they continue to 

function under the law in an almost unchanged form. This institution acts on behalf of what is 

called the good of the child, but this concept has not been defined anywhere, which means that it 

can be interpreted in any way whatsoever. In proceedings, the Jugendamt favours parents of 

German background. Another concern is that it is not subject to any outside controls.(47). 

If they are right, the JUGENDAMT is in breach of European public order: in that case, the 

office’s records cannot be acquired in a civil or criminal procedure abroad, nor can the decision 

of a judge, which is based on the accounts of the JUGENDAMT, circulate within the Union. 

In Germany, the SGB gives special powers to the JUGENDAMT in judgments before the 

family tribunal (§50), on the adoption of a child (§51), or in relations with the tribunal for minors 

(§52). Under §1712 BGB, at the request of a parent, the JUGENDAMT becomes the guardian of the 

minor and takes the place of the child’s father or mother: the office for children is therefore the 

third parent. 

The JUGENDAMT can intervene heavily in the lives of families which fall under its 

attention: the office’s reports can be used by German judges and, more precisely, by the family 

tribunal or the tribunal for minors. 

The description provided below – containing three parents (the father, the mother and the 

JUGENDAMT) or one of the two natural parents and the office for children – is compatible with 

Article 6 of the ‘GRUNDGESETZ’ (GERMAN BASIC LAW): under the second paragraph ‘raising and 

                                                 
1 The debate can be found at: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-

//EP//TEXT+CRE+20080115+ITEM-015+DOC+XML+V0//EN&language=HR. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-
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educating children are natural rights of parents and an obligation which falls to them first and 

foremost. The state community shall watch over the manner in which these tasks are carried out’. 

The meaning of ‘watch over’ must be understood: abstractly, it can be said that the state 

intervenes when parents breach the rights of their children, by not sending them to school or by 

preventing them from having a normal life, for example. If Article 6(2) of the GRUNDGESETZ is 

read in the sense indicated by the European Court of Human Rights, the right of minors to 

education – and inversely that of parents to educate their child – is part of European public order. 

The state’s activity with regard to families cannot detract from the rights of the family members. 

If ‘watch over’ is read in the sense of allowing the JUGENDAMT to intervene in the 

relationships between parents and children by means of it replacing the father or the mother, the 

application of the GRUNGESETZ given under the law and the State praxis contradicts European 

rules on the family and, consequently, European public order. 

If a German judge applies §§50 or 52 of the SGB in a manner which does not allow one 

of the parents to participate in the judgment before the family tribunal or the tribunal for minors, 

as the parent has been replaced by a member of the JUGENDAMT, this constitutes a breach of 

Article 6 ECHR and procedural public order. 

In all the cases that have been examined, an account by the office for children which 

contradicts the freedom of education cannot circulate in the European Union. Let us consider the 

real case in which an Austrian citizen took her two children to Innsbruck against the will of their 

Italian father: the trial for the abduction and retention of the children abroad began in Italy 

(Article 574(a) of the Italian Criminal Code). In the judgment, the defendant’s lawyer called on 

the Italian judge to acquire the Austrian JUGENDAMT’s account in an effort to demonstrate that the 

minors preferred to stay in Austria rather than return to Italy. The Italian judge rejected the 

documents presented by the defence because they were not certified copies (48) in accordance 

with the act produced by the office for children. In addition to the problem with their form, the 

Italian judge was not able to accept the documents because the father had demonstrated that he 

was never heard by the JUGENDAMT or the Austrian judge in the custody and repatriation 

procedures. In other words, the Austrian judge and the office for children made a decision on the 

relationships between the children and their 

parents and on their stay in Austria without hearing the father: there was a breach of procedural 

public order from the point of view of the possibility for the claimant – in this case the father – to 

address the judge responsible. 

It is possible to draw conclusions for a project to safeguard the family under European 

law. The Member States can watch over the relationships between parents and children: the verb 

‘watch over’ from the GRUNDGESETZ is only compatible with the Strasbourg Convention if one 

reads it as ‘to protect’. The Italian Constitution, for example, in Articles 30 and 31, refers to the 

‘protection’ of childhood and motherhood, thus the state cannot choose the place of education for 

families, but can outline policies to support parents, minors, schools and young people in general. 

Any activity which is more invasive contradicts European law or, more specifically, European 

public order: the results of these invasive activities cannot circulate within the Union and cannot 

demonstrate an inadequate level of education afforded to a young person; for those reasons, they 

are not permissible in a procedure, even a criminal procedure, as they are unusable. 
 

* Account from the meeting of the Working Group on Child Welfare (Committee on Petitions of the European 

Parliament) - 29 September 2016. 
2 See M. Cappelletti, Il controllo giudiziario delle leggi nel diritto comparato, Giuffré, 1968, p.9. 
3 F. Matscher, Methods of Interpretation of the Convention, in R. Mcdonald, F. Matscher, H. Petzold (under the 

direction of), The European System for the Protection of Human Rights, Nijhoff Publishers, 1993, p. 63. 
7 F. Sudre, Introduction, in F. Sudre, H. Labayle (under the direction of), Réalités et perspectives du droit 

communautaire des droits fondamentaux, Anthemis, 2000, p. 11. See also, F. Chevillard, Droit communautaire des 

droits fondamentaux, RTDH 2000, p. 503. 
8 ECJ, 27 June 2006, Parliament v. Council, C-540/03, JDI 2007, No 2, p. 636. 
12 Plato, The Republic, Book IV. 
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13 P. Foulquié, Dictionnaire de la langue pédagogique, P.U.F., 1971. 
17 For a full analysis, see: A. Thiene, Figli, finzioni e responsabilità civile, Famiglia e diritto, 2016, 3, p.241. 
18 V. Turchi, Libertà religiosa e libertà di educazione di fronte alla Corte di Strasburgo, Stato, Chiese epluralismo 

confessionale, 8 oct. 2012, www.statoechiese.it, p. 2. 
20 ECHR, 16 December 2003, Palau-Martinez v. France, req. 64927/01, points 30-43. 
21 The court does not apply the criteria expressed in the Palau-Martinez judgment in international child abduction 

cases: a Swiss woman brought her son to Switzerland to take him away from his Israeli father. The father was a Jewish 

fundamentalist and, for that reason, the mother feared for her son’s health. The Swiss authorities ordered that the child 

be repatriated to Israel. The mother appealed to the European Court of Human Rights; the European judges stated that 

the measures taken by Israel to protect the child were sufficient. Once more, the educational choices of parents are 

considered inviolable, in this case in spite of the specific elements presented by the mother to report the danger of the 

father’s religious orientation. V. ECHR, 8 January 2009, Neulinger and Shuruk v. Switzerland, req. 41615/07. The 

Grand Chamber swept away the first decision: the child’s best interest must always be considered (decision of 6 July 

2010). 
22 Generally, and from a national perspective, public order ‘covers proper order, security and political peace’ (see 

AA.VV., Libertés et ordre public. ‘Les principaux critères de limitation des droits de l’homme dans la pratique de la 

justice constitutionnelle’ (The main criteria limiting human rights in constitutional justice practices’). 8th seminar of 

the constitutional courts held at Erevan from 2 to 5 October 2003, in www.conseil-constitutionnel.fr): the state can 

limit the rights of its citizens only to safeguard proper order, but it cannot otherwise intervene in the lives of 

individuals. For that reason, it can be said that public order is the foundation of, and the principle limitation to, state 

action. 
23 V. G. Vogel, Encyclopédie judiciaire de droit luxembourgeois, DBIT, 2016, p. 94. 
24 Amplius, B. Favreau, La Charte des droits fondamentaux de l’Union européenne après le Traité de Lisbonne, 

Bruylant, 2010, p. 108. 
25 See Declaration No 61 by Poland on the Nice Charter, in OJ No 115 of 9 May 2008, p.358. 
27 ECJ, 11 November 2004, Cetynkaya, C-476/02, Rec. I-10924. 
28 M. Castellaneta, Al giudice nazionale spetta il compito di verificare i motivi di ordine pubblico, Guida al diritto, 

2005, 1, p. 63. 
29 Amplius, G.M. De Muro, I rapporti fra Corte di giustizia delle Comunità europee e Corte europea dei diritti 

dell’uomo, 31 May - 1 June 2002, archivio.rivistaaic.it. 
31 The reference is to R. Bin, La protección interna de los derechos, regarding the Convention «La protection de 

los derechos en un ordenamiento plural», Barcelona, 17-18 October 2013, being published. 
32 V. M.C. Meyzeaud-Garaud, Droit international privé, Bréad ed., 2008, p. 177-178. 
33 A. de Theux, I. Kovalovszky, N. Bernard, Précis de méthodologique juridique: les sources documentaires du 

droit, Publications des Facultés Universitaires Saint-Louis de Bruxelles, 2000, p. 565; see also A. Fettweis, Manuel de 

procédure civile, Fac. de droit de Liège, 1985, p. 248. 
37 ECJ, 2 April 2009, already cited, point 29. 
38 Article 166 of the Italian Code of Civil Procedure. 
39 The European Convention on the recognition and enforcement of decisions concerning custody of children and 

the restoration of custody of children, known as the Luxembourg Convention, signed in Luxembourg on 20 September 

1980 (ETS No 105). On this subject, A. Dyer, Relocation of Custodial Parents and their Children within the 

European Union and Problem of Access. The Scope of Timing of Judicial Involvement, in AA.VV., E pluribus unum. 

Liber amicorum Georges L.A. Droz, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers ed., 1996, p. 68. 
42 The expression comes from E. Barbe, H. Boullanger, Justice et Affaires intérieures dans l’Union européenne: 

un espace de liberté, de sécurité et de justice, French documentation ed., 2002, p. 128. 
47 See footnote 46. 
48 Trib. Grosseto, ord. 22 December 2016. 
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Comments by Maître Muriel Bodin (meeting of the Working Group on Child Welfare of 
29 September 2016) 

 
The Jugendamt, as an administrative service under the auspices of local councillors in urban 

centres, assists Family Courts with regard to all measures concerning children and 

adolescents. This gives it a decisive say in all family proceedings and in their outcome. The 

Jugendamt is a stakeholder in the same way as the parents of children affected by these 

measures and may choose to act as guardian with or without the consent of the parents who 

are considered only as genitors and not educators. 

 

The problem is that the Jugendamt is biased, as it has its own criteria for determining the 

child's interests which are societal rather than family criteria - criteria relating to local 

administration, rather than to the child as a person. It is also responsible for implementing 

Family Court decisions and the Jugendamt may interpret these decisions narrowly or broadly 

as it sees fit. 

 

Moreover, the Jugendamt is also a player in the judiciary, as it evaluates the performance of 

judges in family cases and can thereby influence their careers. 

 

Thus the Jugendamt is not only partisan, it also assesses the judges who take the decisions on 

which the Jugendamt issues opinions; this makes judges very sensitive to these opinions that 

they endorse without taking into account the context or obtaining the evidence on which these 

opinions are based. 

 

In virtually every case, preference is given to German nationals. Preference is also given to 

the mother. German is the only language used. 

 

The following rights are thus violated: 

 

1) The right to a fair trial for the non-applicant parent; this requires at the very least that 

both sides of the argument should be heard, that the points in the debate should be translated 

and interpreted, that a genuine investigation should be held and that the proceedings should be 

impartial; instead German fellow- citizens are given preference by the Jugendamt. 

2) The right of the child to be heard (right to fair trial as one of the parties) and to know 

both parents (International Convention on the Rights of the Child) and be raised by them. 

3) The right to freedom of movement and freedom of establishment within the EU, since 

a child is forbidden from approaching a parent who is not a resident of Germany, outside the 

borders of Germany. 

4) The right to enforcement of judgments within a reasonable period of time.  

 
 
Oral intervention:  
 
 
Mrs Bodin started her intervention by reminding that Germany and France are two founding 

countries of the EU, with remarkable child protection systems with both their own 

shortcomings. She estimates that it is important to take into account the unfairness of family 

law where the decision of the judges are based on human relationships. She recalled that in 
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family justice, the judges cannot rely only upon the testimonies of the parents and need the 

support of an external body to take their decision. This situation raises problems in every 

countries. In Germany, this support comes from the Jugendamt. She highlights several 

characteristics of this administrative body:  

 

- Jugendamt offices are under the responsibility of local authorities, which means that there is 

no harmonisation of the recruitment and training of their staff at a national level and might 

explain sometimes the difference in the quality of the services provided; 

- there seems to be a presumption of innocence in favour of the German partner in case of 

separation of a couple and the decision taken in consequence to this separation are unilateral, 

without adversarial phase; 

- the opinions provided by the Jugendamt are in practice almost mandatory and only the 

Jugendamt can appeal the judge decision; 

- the Jugendamt is also responsible for the execution of the judicial decisions which can be 

very long sometimes and can decide of the temporary measures related to the child in between 

without any consideration of the parents feelings;     

- the Jugendamt services mark the judges and somehow can influence their carreer;   

She concluded with two remarks: a State is responsible for its organisation and must respect 

its own legislation/Constitution and the policy of regionalisation might offer some 

possibilities of improvements in the quality standards of the social services and in the 

relations between regional services of different Member States. 

 
 
Intervention of Marinella Colombo 
 
Ladies and gentlemen, 

I should like to take this opportunity to thank the Committee on Petitions for agreeing to 

consider a complex subject - the German family system and its Jugendamt, which, since the 

mid-1990s, has been a source of concern to thousands of families in Europe, but which has 

not so far received any clear explanation, due to the shortage of non-German specialists on the 

matter. 

I would remind you that in 2008 the Committee on Petitions drafted a first working document 

on the subject. It already confirmed the seriousness and extent of the problem, without, 

however, suggesting any avenue to be pursued in search of a solution. 

Then, in 2011, following a visit to Berlin by the outgoing Committee on Petitions’ working 

group, a second working document was drafted. The then Chair – Ms Erminia Mazzoni – had 

stated publicly that its drafting had taken more than a year because German Members of the 

European Parliament, even if they had not participated in the visit, had tried to obstruct the 

work of the drafters, in order to conceal the true situation. 

The document published in 2012 made it possible for those in authority in Germany to 

convince their counterparts that their administrative and judicial system was similar to those 

of other EU countries (http://jugendamt0.blogspot.it/2012/12/strasburgo-i-diritti-dei-

minori.html). Neither the fact-finding trip nor that document shed any light on the matter, let 

alone pointing to an embryonic solution. The problem persists and is getting worse by the 

year. The very numerous citizens who are affected – both Germans and people of other 

nationalities – are now placing all their hope in the efforts of your working group, which is 

expected to ascertain the facts and put forward a practical solution. I wish to contribute to that 

effort. 

Various questions need to be considered, the first being why the German establishment is 
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trying to claim, and doing everything in its power to persuade people, that its family justice 

system (legislation, courts, etc.) is identical to those of other European countries, if it is giving 

rise to so many petitions. 

It is true that, at first sight, the system may seem to be identical. However, it is backed by a 

powerful political system (Jugendamt) which operates in the background, without there being 

any means to oppose it effectively, to prohibit it from implementing its political decisions in 

other European jurisdictions, which are compelled by European regulations to recognise them 

without an enforcement order (exequatur). The decisions of the Jugendamt therefore have a 

direct impact in other jurisdictions. It is on this basis that Germany can no longer take refuge 

behind the pretext of national sovereignty in legal matters to refuse to allow European bodies 

to exercise powers of scrutiny , scrutiny which cannot be confined to issues of ‘correct 

application’ but which must extend to the correctness of the procedure on which judicial 

decisions are based. If the ‘exequatur’ principle were reintroduced, I can assure you that most 

of the decisions on family justice issues taken in Germany would be inadmissible in our 

jurisdictions. 

First of all there is the key problem of how to translate the German judicial terms. The 

German system provides for institutions and measures which have no equivalents in our 

jurisdictions (Jugendamt, Verfahrenspfleger, Beistandschaft, etc.). These terms can only 

approximately be rendered into other languages, and the way in which that is done by no 

means reflects either the prerogatives of the parties concerned or their interactions in the 

judicial procedure. That gives rise to misconceptions. 

The JUGENDAMT (pronounced ‘You-Gen-Tamt’). 

This term is generally translated as ‘child protection service’. In reality it is anything but: it 

has more powers than a court and its purpose is not what we are encouraged to believe. 

In court, it is a party to all cases where a minor is involved. That is true even if the parents 

have full parental authority over their children and not therefore – like the social service or the 

guardian in other countries – in the case of problem families or when it has been necessary to 

withdraw parental authority from the parents. It may be said that, in Germany, a child has 

three parents: the Jugendamt is automatically designated, as provided for by Article 50 of 

Book VIII of the German Social Code (SGB = Sozialgesetzbuch). 

It is not an auxiliary to the court, but on the contrary it gives the court its ‘recommendation’ 

on the decision to be taken well before the first hearing. If the court has the temerity to rule 

differently, the Jugendamt may appeal against the decision, as also indicated in Article 162 of 

the Law on procedures for family cases and non-contentious proceedings (FamFG = Gesetz 

über das Verfahren in Familiensachen und in den Angelegenheiten der freiwilligen 

Gerichtsbarkeit) 

The Jugendamt is officially designated ‘öffentlicher Träger der Jugendhilfe’, as against ‘freie 

Träger der Jugendhilfe’ (the latter being political and church bodies). At federal level, the 

Jugendamt is exempt from parliamentary control. It operates under the aegis of a public-

interest association, the AGJ e.V. in Berlin, which in particular acts as an umbrella body for 

the 16 ‘Landes-Jugendämter’ or ‘national’ directorates of the Jugendamt (those in each of the 

16 German states, the ‘Länder’). Its annual budget, which varies from year to year, totals 

several billion euros. 

At local level, the Jugendamt is the public part of the very secretive Jugendhilfeausschuss, 

‘youth assistance council’ (the term ‘assistance’ needs to be taken with a pinch of salt here). 

The Jugendamt relies on the autonomy of the communes, which is guaranteed to it by Article 

28-2 of the Grundgesetz. That is the argument used by German parliamentarians (Members 

both of the Bundestag and of the European Parliament) when they claim that they have no 

power to resolve the problem, or rather to conceal their reluctance to alter an ultra-
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nationalistic, discriminatory system. 

The Jugendamt acts as a register of births, deaths and marriages, it receives recognitions of 

paternity (Vaterschaftsanerkennung) from unmarried fathers and declarations of intent to 

share parental care (gemeinsame Sorgeerklärung) – if that is what a German mother wishes – 

and keeps the register of such declarations. 

The numerous other functions of the Jugendamt are stipulated in Book VIII of the German 

Social Code (SGB - not to be confused with the BGB, the Civil Code), in the Law on 

procedures for family cases and non-contentious proceedings (FamFG), and in the law on 

advances of maintenance payments (Unterhaltsvorschussgesetz - UVG). 

Another party to procedures relating to families in Germany which has no counterpart in other 

countries is the VERFAHRENSBEISTAND (previously Verfahrenspfleger). 

As there is no counterpart for this, it is wrongly translated as ‘child’s lawyer’; in reality, this 

person’s legal role is a different one, requiring him to represent the interests of the German 

State, and a literal translation of the term is ‘assistant to the procedure’. This therefore has 

nothing to do with the interests of the child. That is very clear when one of the two parents is 

a foreigner: the Verfahrensbeistand submits his report to the court without even knowing the 

foreign parent. Or, to cite another example: if a child who is old enough decides to choose a 

lawyer for himself, the law does not permit that. 

The Verfahrensbeistand is, for example, the person who is required to ensure that a child who 

is in Germany, even as a result of abduction, remains there. He therefore attends training 

courses to learn how to write reports claiming that a child who has been abducted to Germany 

has integrated well into his new surroundings and that, as the Conventions require, he should 

accordingly stay there. 

Reading hundreds of case files shows that the Verfahrensbeistand claims that the child has 

assimilated well in Germany and is already speaking German just a few weeks after having 

been illegally brought into the country! 

The VERFAHRENSPFLEGSCHAFT (pronounced ‘Fer-farern's-pflayg-shaft’), or more 

recently Verfahrensbeistandschaft, is therefore, together with Beistandschaft (pronounced 

‘By-stant-shaft’), which will be discussed later, the measure which renders legal remedies 

ineffective for parents, relegating them to the role of mere spectators of a procedure 

concerning their children. 

Another point on which the German system differs from those of other countries is the way in 

which children are interviewed. 

In Germany, children are interviewed from the age of three, as provided for by international 

conventions and consolidated German case-law. 

The first consequence of this practice is this: as in other EU Member States, a three-year-old 

child is not interviewed (children are interviewed only once they reach a certain maturity), 

which allows Germany to refuse to recognise judicial custody decisions taken in other 

countries, precisely because the child has not been heard. 

Another consequence: three-year-old children are asked whether they like their kindergarten, 

whether they have any friends, whether the nursery nurse is nice, and so on, and that is 

enough to show that the child is well assimilated and that, as regards the principle of 

continuity, the most important thing is that he should remain in his social milieu, even if that 

means that he will lose his mother, who for example has been relocated abroad by her 

employer. 

In a word, the hearing is used to claim that the social milieu is more important than the 

foreign parent (given that the German parent provides a permanent home in Germany). 

But that is not all: the hearing of the child is not recorded, and neither the parties nor their 

lawyers attend it. it is therefore not known what questions have been asked and, above all, 
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how they were asked: according to statements by slightly older children, leading questions are 

always put (making it clear what answer is expected). 

Only the German State participates in the hearing: the judge, the Verfahrensbeistand and often 

the Jugendamt. The parents receive only a brief summary confirming, in every case and as if 

by chance, what the Jugendamt had written in its prior recommendation to the court. 

BEISTANDSCHAFT of the Jugendamt (pronounced ‘By-stant-shaft’) is the central measure 

of the German family-law system. In practice, it renders judicial procedures ineffective, and 

anticipates them. It introduces by administrative means, unilaterally and before any legal 

ruling is given, a series of binding measures, tacitly endorsed during the legal proceedings, 

which exploit the minor child and the German parent without their knowledge. 

The measure known as Beistandschaft of the Jugendamt is falsely presented as being merely 

an application for advance maintenance payments which is right and fair. It imposes on the 

German parent who seeks it a contract under which they undertake to live permanently apart 

from the other parent (they are no longer permitted even to spend a few days’ holiday 

together). It requires the relationship between the child and its foreign parent to be broken off 

and the child’s non-German origins to be eradicated (the child is not permitted to visit its 

parent who is living abroad). And above all it seizes the assets of parents that it has duly 

excluded, whether this means a foreign parent in Germany or assets abroad. Beistandschaft 

therefore makes the Jugendamt a central and major component of the German economy. 

It should be recalled here that, when a child is abducted by his German mother from a foreign 

country to Germany, before the non-German father forwards his repatriation application to the 

authorities, he receives the Beistandschaft letter, informing him that the child is living in 

Germany with its mother and that the child is claiming money from his non-German parent! 

The Jugendamt threatens the non-German parent with court proceedings (while thus 

confirming that it is in the process of substituting itself for him) and it requires him to send all 

his income and his savings. 

It has many effects, which in practice cannot be contested by legal means. I shall confine 

myself here to listing the main ones: 

Fundamentally, Beistandschaft enables the Jugendamt to place the German parent, or the 

parent whom it expects to keep the minors in Germany, under its guardianship, with the aim 

of securing a minor’s share of the rights to financial aspects and assets ('Vermögenssorge'). 

The child is automatically placed under its economic guardianship, with the aim of asserting 

these rights as a State against the parent who is to be excluded (the non-German parent), 

before the case is brought before the family court and without conceding the slightest right to 

the latter. 

In this way it duplicates – in advance – the court procedure relating to the civil aspects of the 

relationship between the minor and the parents, of a binding administrative procedure 

pertaining purely to financial and property aspects of the child as an economic actor. 

It renders legal remedies ineffective which might have been used to contest its discriminatory 

nature. It entrusts in advance the ‘protection’ of the child to the German parent, awarded 

custody of the child with the aid of persuasion, accordingly making the non-German parent 

the parent without custody. 

This measure applies for a maximum of 72 months (6 years) – the requisite period in order for 

judicial remedies relating to the new parental relationship arrangements to be exhausted – in 

order, at the end of the period, to cumulate the amount of arrears calculated before any court 

ruling (between EUR 10 000 and 30 000 per child), and secure from the court a payment 

order restoring to the German parent the economic share of their parental rights 

(Vermögenssorge) seized when the measure was implemented. It then uses that German 

parent as cover to seek the enforced execution of the order by imposing a salary attachment 
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order (in Germany or abroad by means of European regulations) against a debtor – the non-

German parent – who now has no legal remedy. 

I ought to make it clear that European Regulations 2201/2003, 4/2009 and 650/2012 currently 

put Germany in the position of exporting the effects of its Beistandschaft to every jurisdiction 

in Europe and exploiting foreign authorities to execute its political decisions, without their 

having any opportunity to contest this. 

The KINDESWOHL (pronounced ‘Kin-des-voal’). 

The Kindeswohl is the principle which binds all parties involved in family law decisions in 

Germany. It does not mean the best interests of the child (which would be called ‘das beste 

Interesse des Kindes’), or the child’s welfare as we understand it in our cultures. This term 

needs to be understood in the light of the economic implications that a child has for the 

reunified economic territory of Germany (Article 133 of the Grundgesetz). 

As the child is effectively the property of a ‘super-parent’, namely the ‘Jugendamt’, which 

represents the economic interests of the German community with regard to children, the term 

Kindeswohl ought to be interpreted in the Hegelian sense, namely that of a society whose role 

is to preserve not the welfare of the child (its relationship with its two parents), but that of a 

society in which the child  is used to ensure the welfare of that society. Kindeswohl should 

therefore be translated and interpreted as the ‘economic’ wellbeing of the German community 

pursued by means of the child’, or else as the ‘wellbeing of the German people pursued by 

means of the child’. The child is the instrument of national enrichment. 

In fact it is the Germans themselves who confirm to us that in their country the best interests 

of the child are primarily seen as being to grow up in Germany, as was stated in Berlin in 

November 2011, at a meeting of representatives of the Länder. I quote: ‘Deutschland braucht 

jedes 

Kind, aber auch jedes Kind braucht Deutschland’ = Germany needs every child, but every 

child also needs Germany. 

Anyone who understands this interpretation of children’s welfare will no longer be surprised 

by what petitioners complain of, and above all will appreciate why a non-German parent 

separated from his or her German spouse (or a couple of non-German parents residing in 

Germany) always constitutes a danger to the child, as we read in all the case files sent by 

parents to the associations with which I work. 

Once this ‘economic’ concept of the welfare of the child in Germany is understood, the role 

of the Jugendamt as the guardian of this Kindeswohl, but also the precedence taken by 

economic rights (governed by the supreme law of the market and regulated by the Basic Law) 

over the civil rights of individuals (which are governed by the constitutions of the 16 German 

states and the 27 non-German states), then the nationalism and the arbitrary nature of the 

administrative and judicial decisions taken in Germany can readily be explained and seen to 

possess a natural logic. 

But the concept also makes German family law fundamentally incompatible with the family 

law of other European jurisdictions. That is because that system makes the administration of 

family justice the service provider for an economic entity superior to it – the Jugendamt – 

which has to manipulate the law (its own, that of its partners and European regulations) in 

order to pursue the economic purpose of any capitalist society: maximisation of its capital by 

means of the child. 

It is in the name of this economic Kindeswohl that the Jugendamt decides, with the 

concurrence of the judicial system, to grant the ‘usufruct’ of a minor to whichever of its 

parents will contribute to future economic prosperity, because he or she is guaranteed to keep 

the child within its jurisdiction and ‘cooperates’ with it, meaning that the parent accepts all its 

instructions unopposed. 
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It is in the name of a 'possible threat’ or of a potential economic ‘threat to the Kindeswohl’ of 

the Germans (‘Kindeswohlgefährdung’), that the Jugendamt and the police justify the brutal 

administrative abduction of a minor in Germany and the deliberate criminalisation of its non-

German parent, not even hesitating to deliberately seek the intervention of foreign police 

forces (Europol, the Schengen Agreement, the European Arrest Warrant, when the parent is 

simply on holiday with his or her child), when the minor has been LAWFULLY taken outside 

Germany. Later, during the judicial procedure, the gratuitous criminalisation of the foreigner 

and the intervention of the foreign police serve as grounds justifying brutal and illegal action 

and the concomitant confiscation of the parental rights of the non-German partner. 

A mere suspicion (rather than tangible proof!) that a non-German parent might raise his child 

speaking another language or that he might move with the child outside the territory where 

the Jugendamt exercises control over the family courts – and what does it matter if that parent 

has legally been awarded custody of the child? – constitutes a potential threat to the 

Kindeswohl of the German people. 

It is in the name of this sacrosanct principle of the economic Kindeswohl of the German 

people that such measures are taken as for example deleting the name of a foreign parent from 

a child’s birth certificate, germanising his surname (while also obliterating the non-German 

mother), depriving a parent of any human right, while asserting ‘economic’ rights against 

them, namely requiring them to pay maintenance for a minor on whom they have no legal 

claim. 

Or radically eliminating foreign parents from the lives of their children because they have the 

temerity to separate from their German spouse – thereby evading the control of the German 

parent who plays the role of sentinel within the couple in the eyes of the Jugendamt – or, even 

worse, who wish to leave Germany together with the children. 

The Jugendamt is the ‘guardian’ of the (economic) ‘Kindeswohl’ of the German community. 

In that role, it defines itself as a Wächteramt (guardian agency). Its real remit is to protect the 

human capital represented by children and parents for the benefit of the Federation and to 

maximise its utility. 

I shall publish a complete list of its opaque, disguised activities in a university paper. As you 

can see from this brief account, the characteristics that differentiate the administration of 

family justice in Germany from that elsewhere in Europe are many and varied. Above all, 

they are very complex and difficult to identify for anyone who does not know the system in 

depth and has not himself experienced all its baseness. 

In the light of what has been said here, it is clear that the system under discussion is one that 

has been planned down to the smallest detail, in which family justice is of a purely formal 

nature. It gives the impression of justice and of adversarial proceedings producing what are in 

fact political decisions of the Jugendamt which merely serve Germany’s economic interests. 

Here, I have not discussed the conduct of legal proceedings as such, or the lack of effective 

means of appeal to the European Court of Human Rights. 

I would remind you that the first petition against the Jugendamt (the petition lodged by 10 

parents) was submitted to the European Parliament 10 years ago. It already called for 

suspension of mutual recognition of German court rulings (Regulation 2201/2003), until the 

role of the Jugendamt in taking decisions on families had been clearly established. Since then, 

in the absence of a response appropriate to the seriousness of the facts (legal despoilment of 

children and seizure of foreign assets elsewhere in Europe by means of the German courts), 

the problem has become considerably more widespread and more serious. 

I beg you no longer to underestimate either the nature or the extent of this serious problem, 

which is the source of a deep-rooted nationalism. It is also a source of very deep resentment, 

not only towards the German people – whose elite are guilty of unspeakable and systematic 
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actions in this context which they constantly seek to relativise – but above all towards a 

European Union which, after having imposed the application of German rules in all European 

courts – without having ascertained in advance what the effects would be – is now incapable 

of protecting these citizens against the violence of acts by the German administration, which 

is using their children as instruments of economic policy, to obtain their labour and secure 

access to their assets. 

I remain at your disposal to answer any further questions and to supply whatever documents 

you may request. 

 

Marinella Colombo 

Holder of a Master’s in modern languages and literature from the University of Milan and a 

Master’s in the law and protection of minors from the University of Ferrara 
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Annex 4 D 

Summary of the intervention of Mr Hoffman, representative of a Jugendamt of Berlin, 

meeting of PETI Committee 10 November 2017   

 

Mr Hoffmann informed about the responsibility for the Jugendamt in the federal structure of 

Germany, which belongs to the competences of the 16 federal states. He outlined the tasks 

and structure of the Jugendamt, its relationship with family courts and the appeal mechanism. 

He highlighted that due to a large number of cases concerning child neglect, the protection 

mandate of the Jugendamt has been comprehensively reformed in 2008. While decisions on 

interventions in parental care can only be taken by a family court, there is one exception when 

the Jugendamt is obliged by law to act. If a dangerous situation cannot be immediately 

averted, for example together with the partens, the child can be taken “Inobhut” (into care). 

The family court must then be immediately involved and confirm or reject this decision.  

Mr Hoffmann informed that while children are being heard, such hearings are not recorded. In 

case of divorces of parents, he underlined that the Jugendamt objective is to find a common 

solution between the parents. Only if the parents cannot agree, the child’s wellbeing is 

paramount - and not the interest of the parent. While the family court is obliged to hear the 

Jugendamt, it does not have to follow its instructions. Mr Hoffmann also highlighted that 

there is no mutual influence or dependency in the relationship between the family court and 

the Jugendamt and that both are independent in their decisions. Furthermore, he said that in 

case of separations, there are eight main aspects regarding parental care to decide about while 

each of them can be contentious (e.g. who determines the right of residence, questions 

concerning frequency of contact, passport issues, religion issues, healthcare issues). He 

underlined that the solution is dependent on the will and the ability to communicate and 

cooperate on both sides, and the tolerance to accept a relationship of the children with the 

other parent.  

Mr Hoffmann also informed that in 80% of cases, parents succeed to find a common solution. 

In 15-18% of cases, parents also manage to do so following professional counseling and 

support. Only a handful of cases are extremely problematic, where all mediation attempts fail 

and parents refuse to make compromises. Form his experience, such disputes are projected 

onto the institutions involved which are blamed for the failure. If the parents can’t agree on 

shared custody, the conflict becomes very sharp and children’s best interest often disappears 

from their focus. In his opinion, this is the core of the problem. He also added that this applies 

to German cases just as much as to intercultural cases.  

Mr Hoffmann highlighted that there is no systematic discrimination of any group of people on 

the basis of nationality. However, he can understand that the complexity of the German 

procedure, the language obstacles, the distances, the different legal norms of the countries and 

the different educational concepts can lead to misunderstandings and being seen as 

discrimination.  

Finally, he thinks that such assumptions are not correct. He added that disputes can last for 

years, go through many stages of appeal and end up in the Petitions Committee. While they 

are tragic individual cases, from his point of view, the difference of nationalities is not the key 

here, but rather the inability to compromise and refusal to cooperate, matters that cannot be 

influenced by any external authority. He put forward two specific solutions, precisely training 

on problems solutions and putting in place more intense international exchanges of officials 

and judges to  raise awareness of the different structures, concepts and ways of working in the 

various Member States. This will improve the mutual understanding and communication 

between concerned citizens and officials. 
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Annex 4E 

Letter to the German authorities 

 

 

  To the attention of  

Ms Manuela Schwesig, Federal Minister for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and 

Youth 

 

Dear Minister,  

 

The Committee on Petitions of the European Parliament (PETI Committee) has been 

dealing with petitions related to Jugendamt in cross-border custody disputes for the past years. 

It has conducted, among other things, a Fact Finding Visit to Germany specifically on this 

matter. Most recently, it has entrusted this question to its Working Group on Child Welfare 

issues. In its meeting of November 2016, the PETI Committee discussed the role of the 

Jugendamt in family law proceedings and some aspects of the German family justice system, 

as raised in the petitions received by the European Parliament (EP).  

On the latter occasion, the Chair of the Working Group on Child Welfare Issues presented the 

outcome of the Working Group meeting held in September 2016, which had addressed the 

questions on the same issues.  

The Members of the Committee also had the opportunity to hear some of the petitioners that 

denounced, on transnational cases, alleged violations of EU fundamental rights and 

international obligations.  In the same meeting, a representative from one of the Berlin 

Jugendamt offices presented the work of the Jugendamt. 

Taking into account the number of petitions received with similar complaints and the 

importance of this issue for the good functioning of the European Union, the PETI Committee 

would like to offer the best possible follow-up to these petitions. For this purpose, it would 

appreciate if it could receive some further clarifications on the different matters raised by the 

petitioners.    

First of all, the principle of Kindeswohl is regularly mentioned in the petitions received by the 

Committee. It seems that its meaning is still unclear or even controversial to some parties 

involved.   

Therefore, we kindly invite you to reply to the following questions: 

 Could you clarify on the basis of which principles Jugendamt conducts its activities? 

 According to paragraph 1697a of the German Civil Code (BGB) decisions are to be issued on 

the basis of the so-called Kindeswohlprinzip. Could you clarify what the definition of 

Kindeswohl is and its legal basis under German law? Is it applicable to the “care of 

property/ownership” (Vermögenssorge) or to the “care of the person” (Personensorge)? 

 

The definition of Sorgerecht and the decision of Vermögenssorge are also often contested by 

petitioners. By consequence, we would like to know:  

 In which paragraph of the German Civil Code (BGB) (other than paragraph 1626, which 

provides the legal definition of elterliche Sorge) one can find the definition of Sorgerecht (i.e. 

right of custody)? 

 Which body does take decisions concerning the Vermögenssorge of the child? Is it the 

Jugendamt or is it the Familiengericht (Family Tribunal)? 

 

Furthermore, with regard to the idea of Bindungstoleranz:  
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 Could you clarify how it is interpreted by the Jugendamt and by the other actors involved in 

family disputes?  

 

The PETI Committee would also like to know if it would be possible to access data at federal 

and/or regional level concerning the outcomes of family disputes involving bi-national 

couples. As a matter of fact, many petitioners allege that the German parent is systematically 

privileged in custody matters. We would therefore like to know if there are any statistics 

available that would give a clear picture on the concerns raised by petitioners that foreign 

nationals are systematically discriminated against? If not, are you envisaging to collect similar 

data in the future?   

Moreover, we would also be interested in having an idea of: 

 How many children are annually subject to Jugendamt measures/decisions? 

 Which and how many associations, institutes and foundations (freie Träger) do have a 

working partnership with Jugendamt?  

 How many employees (in total) do operate for the almost 700 Jugendamt offices and for the 

many NGOs which cooperate with the Jugendamt in relation to the protection of the German 

Kindeswohl? 

 What is the total annual budget of each Jugendamt and is it publicly available? 

 

On the basis of the assessment of the petitions received and debated within the PETI 

Committee, it appears that the Jugendamt is automatically a party to all cases where a minor 

is involved.  It also appears that the Jugendamt is involved and is a stakeholder in the same 

way as the parents of children affected by these measures and may choose to act as guardian 

with or without the consent of the parents, even in the case they still both have their parental 

authority. 

For this reason, the PETI Committee kindly invites you to reply to the following questions: 

 Which local, regional or federal authority supervises the activities of Jugendamt offices?  

 At which stage of the dispute is Jugendamt’s recommendation presented to the judge (i.e. 

Empfehlung des Jugendamtes an das Familiengericht)? 

 Does the Jugendamt notify the parent affected by the aforementioned recommendation before 

the court hearing takes place and does a parent have the right to oppose the recommendation 

by the Jugendamt during court proceedings? 

 Are the parents heard by Jugendamt before the hearing? Moreover, does Jugendamt compile a 

form of recordkeeping of these meetings and does the Jugendamt provide this form to the 

parents? 

 

Moreover, the Jugendamt can decide on temporary measures related to the child before the 

execution of the judicial decision. This is notably the case when using the Beistandschaft, 

which is of concern to some of the petitioners. For this reason, the PETI Committee would 

like to have more precisions in relation to these measures and more particularly the 

Beistandschaft,:  

 Is there any possibility for the parents to oppose the aforementioned measures? 

 Who takes the decision to initiate a Beistandschaftand and on the basis of which criteria?  

 Is the action of the Judge a prerequisite for initiating a Beistandschaft? 

 Can both parents request a Beistandschaft measure/decision prior to the decision of the judge 

on the custody of the child? 

 On which criteria does the Jugendamt base its decisions when a Beistandschaft is launched? 

 Is there a possibility to object a Beistandschaft? And if so, could this possibility suspend or 

cancel the Beistandschaft?  
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 Does the Verfahrensbeistand has any kind of contact with both parents before submitting the 

report to the Court? 

 

The Jugendamt is responsible for implementing Family Court decisions and can interpret 

these decisions. The execution of the judicial decisions can at times be very long.  What kind 

of safeguard measures are taken to prevent  a potential breach of the right to enforcement of 

judgements within a reasonable period of time?    

Finally, we would like to know whether the Jugendamt services are able to evaluate the 

performance of the judges in family cases.  

- If this is the case, what are the measures put in place to ensure that this evaluation does not 

influence the career of the judges?  

- Moreover, are there any available data specifying in how many instances the judge has taken 

a decision other than the one suggested by the Jugendamt?   

Regarding the issue of the hearing of the child in family proceedings, children are interviewed 

from the age of three in Germany. In some other EU countries, they are considered to be too 

young and not mature enough to be consulted in disputes involving their parents. Therefore, 

we would like to know if  the execution of the judicial decisions taken abroad is 

systematically refused by the German authorities in cases where children have not been heard 

(even at a very young age)? 

Additionally, the hearing of the child is not recorded and the parents receive only a brief 

summary.  

In this respect, could you please indicate:  

 Who attends the hearing of a child?  

 At what age can children be subject to a hearing?  

 Why are the hearings of children not recorded? 

 Would you consider to start recording these hearings, and if so, would you also consider 

releasing the recordings to all the parties involved? 

 

Finally, the European Parliament has the duty to ensure that every EU citizens is treated in a 

non-discriminatory manner and can fully benefit from the fundamental rights and freedoms 

offered by the Treaties. By consequence, we would like to know if there is any kind of 

possibilities for foreign parents to obtain a specific help (such as translation assistance) during 

the proceedings so that to ensure that they are not disadvantaged in comparison to the German 

parents.   

According to the petitions received, there are cases of  non-German parents residing outside 

of Germany who have been asked to pay the translation expenses of the judicial documents 

sent from Germany. In light of the provisions of Regulation (EU) n. 1393/2007 of the 

European Parliament and the Council, of 13 November 2007 on the service in the Member 

States of judicial and extrajudicial documents in civil or commercial matters (service of 

documents) we are wondering why such a payment has been imposed?   

Our committee would be very grateful if you could kindly reply to these questions and help us 

to better understand procedures relating to family disputes and their possible consequences for 

non-German EU citizens. 

We are convinced that all the answers and clarifications you could provide will be of great 

help for the petitioners and by consequence will contribute to a better functioning of the 

European Union.   

Yours sincerely, 

CW 
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Reply from the German authorities 

 

Federal Ministry 

for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women 

and Youth 

Caren Marks, MdB 

Parliamentary State Secretary 

Chair of the Petitions Committee 

of the European Parliament  

Cecilia Wilkström 

European Parliament 

B-1047 BRUSSELS 

 

  
OFFICE ADDRESS Glinkastraße 24, 10117 Berlin 

       CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS 11018 Berlin 

TEL +49 (0)30 20655-1000 

FAX +49(0)30 20655-4100  

E-MAIL Caren.Marks@bmfsfl.bund.de 

WEBSITE: www.bmfsafj.de 

PLACE, DATE: Berlin, 31 March 2017 

 

Dear Ms Wilkström, 

I would like to thank you for your letter to the Federal Minister for Family Affairs, Senior 

Citizens, Women and Youth Manuela Schwesig and Federal Minister of Justice and 

Consumer Protection Heiko Maas dated 16 February 2017, which included a list of questions 

from the Petitions Committee of the European Parliament on the role of the Jugendamt in 

family court proceedings in Germany as well as an explanation of the background to these 

questions. 

Ms Schwesig has asked me to reply to you after consulting and seeking the approval of Mr 

Maas. The enclosed replies give a comprehensive overview of the fundamental principles of 

the Jugendamt’s activities and how the Jugendamt works with the courts, together with the 

statistical data you requested. For the sake of greater clarity, we have numbered the questions 

in order. 

Yours sincerely, 
 

Caren Marks 

mailto:Caren.Marks@bmfsfl.bund.de
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Questions from the Petitions Committee of the European Parliament on the role of the 

Jugendamt in child custody cases 

 

1. Could you please clarify the principles on which the work of the Jugendamt is based? 

In accordance with Section 1 of Volume VIII of the Social Code, the overriding 

principle is that all young people have the right to have their development supported 

and to be raised to become independent and socially responsible adults. The care and 

upbringing of children is the natural right of parents and a duty primarily incumbent 

upon them. The state shall (only) watch over them in the performance of this duty 

(Article 6(2) of the Basic Law). Youth welfare services should help young people in 

particular in their individual and social development, help them to avoid or eliminate 

discrimination, advise and support parents and legal guardians, protect children and 

young people from threats to their well-being and help create or maintain a family-

friendly environment and decent living conditions for young people and their 

families. The tasks carried out by the Jugendamt within the framework of public 

youth welfare services are therefore manifold and range from giving pure advice and 

assistance and cooperating with authorities to providing reports to the authorities and 

taking measures which involve intervention. In principle, the Jugendamt cannot act 

against the will of the primary carer when conducting its activities. An exception to 

this is when a last-minute crisis intervention takes place because of an imminent 

threat to the welfare of a child or young person. However, longer-term 

encroachments on the parents’ right to bring up their child always require a decision 

by a family court (see, for example, Section 42(3), line 2(2) of Volume VIII of the 

Social Code). 

As municipal authorities, Jugendamt offices carry out ‘statutory work’. They are 

therefore authorised to take action against citizens and provide services. The 

Jugendamt offices are thereby bound by law and statute in accordance with Article 

20(3) of the Basic Law. Thus, when taking decisions they have to take all the legal 

positions, including those protected by the Constitution, of relevant parties (for 

example children and their parents) into consideration in a proportionate manner and 
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reconcile them as much as possible. Other key principles of the Jugendamt’s work 

include its duty to take legal guardians’ wishes and decisions into account (Section 5 

of Volume VIII of the Social Code) when providing services and its commitment to 

fully involve primary carers, children and young people in the decision-making 

process and the provision of assistance. 

 

 

2. In accordance with Section 1697a of the Civil Code, decisions must be made based on what 

is termed the Kindeswohlprinzip (‘child welfare principle’). Could you please clarify what the 

definition of Kindeswohl is and its legal basis under German law? Does the term apply to the 

Vermögenssorge (‘care for the property of the child’) or to the Personensorge (‘care for the 

person of the child’)? 

Kindeswohl (‘child welfare’) is the fundamental and guiding principle of the law 

relating to parents and children. It is the constitutional guiding principle for state 

oversight of parental rights (Ruling of the Federal Constitutional Court of 29 July 

1959 - BVerfGE 10, 59, 82; most recently the Chamber decision of 3 February 

2017). The term Kindeswohl refers to what is a vague legal concept. There is no 

law which defines this term. In reality, the term Kindeswohl must be interpreted on 

a case-by-case basis by means of criteria that have been developed through court 

rulings. 

This requires the circumstances of the specific case to be taken into account, 

alongside the legitimate interests of those involved. As every child and every parent-

child relationship is different, a law cannot be used to weigh up specific, individual 

considerations. In reality, the circumstances of the individual case need to be 

considered. For example, court rulings have incorporated various ‘custody criteria’ 

into the Kindeswohlprüfung (‘child welfare evaluation’) in custody proceedings, 

such as the Förderungsprinzip (‘support principle’), the Kontinuitätsprinzip 

(‘continuity principle’) and the child’s wishes and relationships. The latest research 

findings in the non-legal sciences (e.g. pedagogy and psychology) should also be 

taken into account when applying the law. Legislators cannot take into account and 

regulate all possible circumstances. In family law it is therefore not possible to 

dispense with vague legal concepts or provide a clear definition of these concepts. 
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Vague legal concepts which correspond to the concept of Kindeswohl can also 

therefore be found in other European legal systems as well as in international 

agreements. Kindeswohl is, however, specified as a fundamental principle in many 

specific legislative provisions, e.g. in Sections 1631b, 1631d (1), line 2 and 1634(4) 

of the Civil Code, which contain provisions relating to Personensorge (‘care for the 

person of the child’). Section 1697 of the Civil Code acts as a catch-all provision and 

emphasises the importance of child welfare as a basis for decisions in all matters 

relating to custody and contact with children. It must therefore also be taken into 

account when taking decisions relating to the Vermögenssorge (‘care for the property 

of a child’) and the Personensorge (‘care for the person of the child’), which both 

form part of the concept of parental custody. 

 

 

3. Which article of the Civil Code (apart from Section 1626, in which the concept of parental 

custody is defined) contains a definition of custody? Which body takes decisions concerning 

the care for the property of the child? Is it the Jugendamt or the family court? 

Section 1626 of the Civil Code explains the concept of parental custody and makes it 

clear that this includes both care for the property of the child and care for the person 

of the child. Section 1629 of the Civil Code indicates that parental custody also 

includes representing the child. The scope of care for the person of the child is 

outlined in Section 1631 of the Civil Code. Provisions relating to the care for the 

property of the child are in Section 1638 of the Civil Code. Decisions relating to the 

care for the property of the child within the framework of parental custody are taken 

by the family court. 

4. Could you clarify how Bindungstoleranz (‘tolerance of a spouse’s relationship with a 

common child’) is interpreted by the Jugendamt and by the other parties involved in family 

disputes? 

The term Bindungstoleranz refers to the ability of parents, especially in disputes over 

the custody of a child, to project a positive image of the other parent and allow the 

child contact time with the other parent without there being tension. The parents’ 

Bindungstoleranz can be an important factor in the custody decision. 
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5. How many children are subject to Jugendamt measures/decisions each year?1 

As the Jugendamt has overall responsibility for child and youth welfare services and 

in light of the objectives of child and youth welfare services listed under 1 above, in 

principle all children are directly or indirectly subject to Jugendamt measures and 

decisions. It is not possible to determine the number of children subject to specific 

measures. This is because statistics are only compiled for each sector. However, it is 

also because most relevant sectoral statistics only include the number of measures 

taken and not the number of children subject to them. Given the fact that there is a 

high degree of overlap between the different areas it is not expedient to make these 

calculations. 

Which and how many associations, institutes and foundations (voluntary organisations) have 

a working partnership with the Jugendamt? 

There is no statistical data relating to the number of voluntary organisations that the 

Jugendamt has a working partnership with. 

 

How many employees (in total) work for the almost 700 Jugendamt offices and for the many 

NGOs which work with the Jugendamt to protect child welfare in Germany? 

560 regional authorities have their own Jugendamt.2 In order to determine the total 

number of employees, the concept of ‘protecting child welfare’ must be clearly 

defined and applied to all child and youth welfare services. Altogether there are 

761 758 people working in child and youth welfare institutions, authorities and 

offices.3 If we exclude other forms of employment, altogether 709 738 of these are 

in the category of ‘employees, workers and officials’. 

What is the total annual budget for each Jugendamt and are these figures 

public? 

The official statistics relating to child and youth welfare services indicate the amount 

                                                 
1  The statistical data for all sub-questions under question 5 comes from surveys carried out to collect the child and youth welfare 

service statistics which must be compiled in accordance with Section 98 of Volume VIII of the Social Code. 
2  These figures are for 2016. Source: Child and youth welfare services 
3 Excluding technical/janitorial staff. Data from December 2014 (all areas apart from children’s day care) and March 2015 (children’s day 
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of money received by different levels of government, including the municipal level. 

More detailed data than that published by the Federal Statistical Office1 can be 

obtained via the State Statistical Offices (for a fee). Data relating to individual 

municipalities is not confidential. In 2014 municipalities received a total of 

EUR 35 449 813 757. If this is divided among the 563 Jugendamt offices operating 

in 2014, the total per Jugendamt office was approximately EUR 63 million on 

average. The actual budgets differ considerably between Jugendamt offices 

depending on the number of people under the office’s jurisdiction. In some cases, 

these budget differences are the result of state development programmes, through 

which, for example, the providers of child day care centres are partially financed 

directly by the federal states. Other differences are linked to the social structure of 

the population. The specific features of the local authorities in question must be 

taken into consideration when comparing municipal budgets across regions and 

blanket comparisons cannot be made. 

6. Which local, regional or federal authority supervises the activities of Jugendamt 

offices? 

The Jugendamt offices, as local providers of public youth welfare services, are part 

of the system of municipal (self-)government. Legal oversight of municipal 

government takes place at federal state level in order to examine the lawfulness of 

decisions made by the Jugendamt. Germany’s federal system means that individual 

federal states decide which authority has legal oversight of the individual Jugendamt 

offices, and the authority chosen differs between states. There is no federal oversight 

of Jugendamt decisions. Federal law creates the provisions of Volume VIII of the 

Social Code pertaining to child and youth welfare services, which are then 

implemented by the states (Article 83 of the Basic Law). Obviously the federal 

government has regular discussions with the states about the scope and application 

of these provisions, whether in regard to the creation of new regulations or the 

application of existing ones. It is not possible for the federal government to 

influence specific decisions by Jugendamt offices because of the way powers are 

                                                                                                                                                         
care). 
1 Available at: https://www.destatis.de/DE/Publikationen/Thematisch/Soziales/KinderJugendhilfe/AusgabenEinnahmenJugendhilfe.html. 

 

https://www.destatis.de/DE/Publikationen/Thematisch/Soziales/KinderJugendhilfe/AusgabenEinnahme
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allocated by Germany’s constitution. Decisions by the Jugendamt are justiciable. 

The parties can have these decisions reviewed by the relevant courts. 

 

At which stage of the dispute is the Jugendamt’s recommendation presented to 

the family court? 

There are no procedural rules for the presentation of the Jugendamt’s 

recommendation to the family court. It is, however, recommended that they follow 

the rules pertaining to the involvement of the Jugendamt in family court proceedings 

in accordance with Section 162 of the Act on Court Procedures in Family Matters 

and Non-Litigious Matters (FamFG Act). If the Jugendamt is involved or consulted, 

its recommendations are also presented to the family court. 

Does the Jugendamt notify the parent affected by the aforementioned recommendation before 

the court hearing takes place and does a parent have the right to raise an objection to the 

Jugendamt’s recommendation during court proceedings? 

In accordance with Section 160 of the FamFG Act, the parents must be heard as part 

of the proceedings. At this hearing, parents naturally have the opportunity to 

comment on the opinion of the Jugendamt. If the court wishes to base its decision on 

the Jugendamt’s opinion, the parties must be given the opportunity beforehand to 

comment on this (Section 37(2) of the FamFG Act). 

Are the parents heard by the Jugendamt before the court proceedings take place? Does the 

Jugendamt document these meetings and make this data available to parents? 

In accordance with Section 50(2) of Volume VIII of the Social Code, the Jugendamt 

shall inform the family court of, in particular, services that have already been offered 

and provided, support the development of the child or young person by incorporating 

educational and social considerations, and recommend other forms of (youth 

welfare) assistance. In child custody cases the Jugendamt shall inform the family 

court of the status of the consultation process by the date specified in Section 155(2) 

of the FamFG Act. As a rule, this requires the Jugendamt to offer advice and support 

to the parents or to try to offer them assistance before the court proceedings take 
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place. In order to arrange the necessary assistance, an assistance plan should be set 

up together with the primary carer and the child or young person which contains 

details of the type of assistance that is required and the services that need to be 

provided (see Section 36(2), line 2 of Volume VIII of the Social Code). The court is 

also informed on the basis of this assistance plan. There is no formal hearing on the 

opinion that the Jugendamt plans to present to the court. As the assistance plan is set 

up in conjunction with parents and they help decide on its scope, it is not necessary 

to make the plan available to parents. Requests for the publication of additional 

documentation are governed by the general rules pertaining to parties’ right of access 

to social data, Section 83 of Volume X of the Social Code under the conditions of 

Section 61 of Volume VIII of the Social Code. 

 

7. The Jugendamt can also take temporary measures related to the child before the execution 

of the judicial decision. This is notably the case when Beistandschaft (‘legal advisership’), an 

important issue for many petitioners, is used. For this reason, the PETI Committee would like 

to obtain more detailed information about these measures and, in particular, the 

Beistandschaft. 

Do parents have the opportunity to appeal against the aforementioned measures? Who 

takes the decision to initiate a Beistandschaft and what criteria is this based on? Does a 

judge need to act to initiate a Beistandschaft? Can both parents request a measure or 

decision on Beistandschaft prior to the judge’s decision on custody of the child? What 

criteria does the Jugendamt base its decisions on when setting up a Beistandschaft? Is there 

the possibility to object to a Beistandschaft? If so, can this objection suspend or cancel the 

Beistandschaft? Does the Verfahrensbeistand have any kind of contact with the parents 

before submitting the report to the court? 

Beistandschaft (‘legal advisership’) by the Jugendamt is regulated by Section 1712 of 

the Civil Code. It is a special way of legally representing an underage child. It is a 

voluntary form of support offered by the Jugendamt in accordance with Section 52a 

of Volume VIII of the Social Code to mothers in cases where the parents are not 

married. Only the Jugendamt can become Beistand (‘legal adviser’). In accordance 

with Section 1712 of the Civil Code, the parent must send a written request to the 

responsible Jugendamt office in order to apply for legal advisership. The application 
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can be made by a parent who, for the area of responsibilities of the Beistandschaft 

applied for, has sole parental custody, or, if parental custody is held jointly by the 

parents, by the parent in whose care the child now is (Section 1713(1) of the Civil 

Code). The application is not subject to judicial scrutiny. The Jugendamt only checks 

whether the application is admissible or not. Beistandschaft is a form of assistance 

provided by the Jugendamt which is requested on a purely voluntary basis by the 

eligible applicant and begins once the application is received by the relevant 

Jugendamt. It does not require a separate judgment to be made. For this reason, it is 

not possible to challenge it. In accordance with Section 1715 of the Civil Code, the 

Beistandschaft ends when the applicant demands this in writing. 

The Beistandschaft is limited to the tasks listed in Section 1712 of the Civil Code, 

namely the determination of paternity, the assertion of maintenance claims and the 

disposition of these claims. In relation to these tasks, the Jugendamt becomes a 

representative of the child alongside the parent who is authorised to represent the 

child. The Beistandschaft does not restrict parental custody. Furthermore, the 

Beistandschaft does not give the Jugendamt the right to carry out any activities other 

than representation in the aforementioned tasks. 

The term Beistand (‘legal adviser’) within the meaning of Section 1712 of the Civil 

Code should not be confused with the term Verfahrensbeistand (‘guardian ad litem’). 

A Verfahrensbeistand is appointed by the family court in cases where it is provided for 

by the law (see, for example, Sections 158,167, 174 and 191 of the FamFG Act). The 

role of the Verfahrensbeistand is to identify the best interests of the child and assert 

these interests during court proceedings. This does not, however, make the 

Verfahrensbeistand the child’s legal representative. The Verfahrensbeistand should 

inform the child about the subject, order and potential outcome of proceedings in an 

appropriate manner (Section 158(4), line 2(2) of the FamFG Act). The court can also 

ask the Verfahrensbeistand to talk to the parents and other carers of a child and help 

parties come to an amicable solution (Section 158(4), line 3 of the FamFG Act). 

 

8. Finally, we would like to know whether the Jugendamt is able to evaluate the performance 

of the judges in family law cases. 

If so, what are the measures put in place to ensure that this evaluation does not have 
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an impact on the career of the judges? 

Moreover, is there any data about the number of cases in which the judge has 

taken a decision other than the one suggested by the Jugendamt? 

The Jugendamt’s involvement in family court proceedings is, as outlined in the reply 

to question 6, governed by Section 162 of the FamFG Act. According to this, the 

Jugendamt has the right to be consulted and involved. The Jugendamt thereby helps 

shed light on the circumstances of the case as part of the official investigation carried 

out by the court. 

However, it is not the task of the authorities to evaluate the work of the courts. Any 

form of influence of the executive on the work of the courts or the careers of the 

judges working in them would be incompatible with the constitutional principle of 

judicial independence (Article 97(1) of the Basic Law). 

 

The legal protection of parents, which is also a constitutional principle enshrined in 

Article 19(4) of the Basic Law, against an opinion of the Jugendamt is guaranteed 

through the legal remedy they are entitled to in accordance with the FamFG Act. 

The appeal court’s review of the first ruling includes the investigation into the 

circumstances of the case, therefore the Jugendamt’s opinion is part of the family 

court’s investigations. However, we do not have any data on the number of cases in 

which court rulings were not in line with the assessment of the Jugendamt. 

9. In Germany, children are heard from the age of three in family court proceedings. In some 

other EU countries, children of this age are considered too young and not mature enough to 

be consulted in disputes involving their parents. 

Therefore, we would like to know if the German authorities systematically refuse to execute 

judicial decisions taken abroad in cases where children have not been consulted (even cases 

involving very young children). 

In accordance with Article 23(b) of Council Regulation (EC) No 2201/2003 

concerning jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in 

matrimonial matters and the matters of parental responsibility, repealing Regulation 
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(EC) No 1347/2000 (the Brussels IIa Regulation), judgments on parental 

responsibility are not recognised if they are made, except in urgent cases, without 

the child having been given the opportunity to be heard, in violation of the 

fundamental principles of procedure of the Member State in which recognition is 

sought. 

National courts are obliged to hear the child in person if he/she is aged 14 or over. If 

the proceedings concern solely the child’s property, a personal hearing is not 

necessary if such a hearing would not be appropriate due to the nature of the matter 

in question. If the child has not yet reached the age of 14, he/she should be heard if it 

is important to hear about the preferences, relationships or wishes of the child in 

order to make the decision or if a personal hearing is appropriate for other reasons 

(Section 159(1) and 159(2) of the FamFG Act). The Federal Constitutional Court 

has ruled that a court can ask to hear a child who is almost 3 years’ old at the time of 

the decision or at least appoint a Verfahrensbeistand (‘guardian ad litem’) for the 

child. The wishes expressed by a very young child are therefore not, first and 

foremost, an expression of the child’s right to self-determination. However, the 

hearing can give an indication of the child’s relationship with a parent, which in turn 

should be taken into account when the decision is made (see Federal Constitutional 

Court’s ruling of 26 September 2006, 1 BvR 1827/06, para 24). A hearing is 

compulsory apart from in exceptional cases. If a hearing is required, based on these 

principles, decisions taken abroad without a hearing will generally not be recognised 

in Germany (see, for example, Rauscher, in ‘Europäisches Zivilprozess- und 

Kollisionsrecht’, 4th edition, Article 23 Brussels IIa Regulation, para 8 - 9). 

Accordingly, the Oberlandesgericht (Higher Regional Court) in Munich, for instance, 

considered that it was necessary to hear children aged 5 and 8 and therefore refused 

to recognise a judgment because a hearing was not carried out in the State of origin 

because of the child’s age (Oberlandesgericht of Munich, judgment of 20 October 

2014, 12 UF 1383/14, II.3.a). 

However, if the judgment was made as part of a fast-tracked process, the fact that the 

child was not heard shall not prevent the judgment from being recognised in 

Germany (Federal Court of Justice (BGH), ruling of 8 April 2015--XII ZB 148/14-, 
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BGHZ 205, 10 -22 ,  para 46). 

The hearing of a child is not recorded and the parents receive only a brief summary. 

In accordance with Section 28(4) of the FamFG Act, a written transcript of the 

outcome of the child’s hearing should be produced. The important elements of the 

personal hearing should be recorded in the notes. It is possible to create a note in the 

form of an electronic legal document. 

Could you also please indicate 

who attends the hearing of a child? 

If the court has appointed a Verfahrenbeistand (‘guardian ad litem’) for the child in 

accordance with Section 158 of the FamFG Act, the personal hearing should take 

place in the presence of this person. Apart from that, it is at the court’s discretion 

who attends the personal hearing (Section 159(4), line 4 of the FamFG Act). The 

court should create a positive and safe environment which allows the child to express 

his/her wishes and needs openly. It may, therefore, be necessary in some cases to 

hold the hearing without the parents and their legal representatives, as the child may 

come into conflict with his/her parents when making truthful statements and because 

the presence of the parents may affect the child’s impartiality. The parents must, 

however, be notified of the outcome of the hearing in accordance with the principle 

of the right to a fair hearing. 
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Annex 5 

 

A. List of related petitions;  

B. Intervention of Maria Garzon, Director of FIBGAR; 

 

Annex 5A 

 

Number Title  Language Con. 
Countries 

1013-12 on the theft of a newborn at a hospital in Spain 
and the failure of authorities to properly 
investigate the case 

 Spanish Spain,  

1201-12 on the theft of a newborn at a hospital in Spain 
and the failure of authorities to properly 
investigate the case 

 Spanish Spain,  

1209-12 on the theft of newborns at a hospital in Spain, 
and the failure of authorities to properly 
investigate the cases 

 Spanish Spain,  

1323-12 on the theft of a newborn at a hospital in Spain 
and the failure of authorities to properly 
investigate the case 

 Spanish Spain,  

1368-12 by E. M. G. (Spanish), on the theft of a newborn 
at a hospital in Spain and the failure of 
authorities to properly investigate the case 

 Spanish Spain,  

1369-12 by M. M. G. A. (Spanish), on the theft of a 
newborn at a hospital in Spain and the failure of 
authorities to properly investigate the case 

 Spanish Spain,  

1631-12 by M. C. G. H. (Spanish), on the theft of a 
newborn at a hospital in Spain and the failure of 
authorities to properly investigate the case 

 Spanish Spain,  

1772-12 by A. P.H. (Spanish), on the theft of a newborn 
at a hospital in Spain and the failure of 
authorities to properly investigate the case 

 Spanish Spain,  

1790-12 by A. B. S. (Spanish), on the theft of a newborn 
at a hospital in Spain and the failure of 
authorities to properly investigate the case 

 Spanish Spain,  

0927-13 by E.C.U. (Spanish), on the theft of a new-born 
at a hospital in Spain and the failure of 
authorities to properly investigate the case 

 Spanish Spain,  

0758-13 by R. A. A. (British) on the actions of the 
Spanish police in a case involving the suspected 
kidnapping of the petitioner's child 

 English Spain 
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Annex 5B 

 

 

Speech by María Garzón at the Working Group on Child Welfare Issues of 

the European Parliament 
 
The Baltasar Garzón International Foundation (FIBGAR), of which I am a director, promotes 

historical memory and human rights programmes, championing the search for the truth so that 

victims may obtain justice, reparation and guarantees of non-recurrence. 

 

The Foundation achieves its aims through research, through support for victims and 

institutions, and through education, telling young people throughout the country about our 

past history. We believe firmly in the importance of bringing the past to the present, because 

transitional justice mechanisms are important. 

 

When speaking about the issue of stolen children we have to go back to when this first began, 

during the time of Francisco Franco’s dictatorship. 

 

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe referred to this in its Declaration of 

Condemnation of the Franco Dictatorship 17 March 2006, as follows: 

 

“Among the victims were the ‘lost children’ of Francoism. They were the babies and young 

children who after being removed from their imprisoned mothers, had their names changed so 

they could be adopted by regime families”. It continues: “Many thousands of working class 

children were also sent to state institutions because the regime considered their own 

Republican families ‘unfit’ to raise them ... There were also cases of child refugees who were 

kidnapped from France by the regime’s external ‘repatriation’ service and then placed in 

Francoist state institutions.”  

 

The Council of Europe Declaration finishes by saying: 

 

“The Franco regime spoke of the ‘protection of minors’. But this idea of protection integrated 

a link to punishment. The children had to actively expiate the ‘sins of the fathers’. Yet, at the 

same time, they were repeatedly told that they too were irrecoverable. As such, they were 

frequently segregated from other classes of inmates in state institutions and mistreated both 

physically, mentally and in other ways.” 

 

Figures from Judge Baltasar Garzón’s Court Order of 18 November 2008 put at 30 960 the 

number of children seized from their parents and handed over to ‘loyal’ families, with the 

aim, or at least the declared aim, of bringing them up in line with the principles of national 

Catholicism.  

 

In this way their biological mothers could not create the conditions necessary for the ‘Marxist 

gene’ already present in their DNA to develop. A genetic anomaly passed on by their mother 

which, according to the explanation given by military psychiatric commander Antonio 

Vallejo-Nágera in his study ‘Eugenesia de la hispanidad y regeneración de la raza’ [The 

eugenics of Spanish characteristics and regeneration of the race], if not dealt with in time, 
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threatened to turn into an ‘alien’ and would make a carrier into a democrat, a republican and 

possibly, even a Marxist. 

 

It is clear that these facts breach a number of articles in the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child, and particularly Articles 7 to 11 which deal specifically with the right to preserve one’s 

identity, to prevent separation against the will of the parents, and the obligation on states to 

fight such practices.  

 

This is why as many as three UN agencies, including the Working Group on Enforced or 

Involuntary Disappearances and the Special Rapporteur on the Promotion of Truth, Justice, 

Reparation and Guarantees of Non-recurrence, have urged Spain to set up a DNA bank so that 

these children, now adults, may be sought and found and may recover their true identity.  

 

Spain, as you know, has not yet implemented these recommendations.  

 

Initiatives along these lines do exist, for instance that of April 2016 by the Justice Committee 

of the Spanish Congress, but none by our Government. Spain’s victims continue to wait and 

hope because they will never stop searching for an answer. As regards justice, for example, 

Franco’s victims, despite being the biggest victims group in our country (150 000 people who 

disappeared, over 30 000 stolen children), are not even recognised as such in the ‘Estatuto de 

la Víctima’ [Legal Status of Victim], which is why they have had to turn to the courts in 

Argentina. 

 

In FIBGAR, we always remember that this problem was created by the state and that it should 

be the state that guarantees the rights of its own citizens.  

 

I do not want to leave this parliament without making one important point.  

 

Those of us in human rights organisations are surprised at how the EU institutions constantly 

reject petitions filed by Spaniards seeking justice on these issues. The EU institutions claim 

that these are domestic matters but both the nature of the deeds and the impossibility of 

obtaining justice in our country mean that they cannot be a domestic issue.  

 

As I said at the start, our Foundation has worked since its inception to bring the past to the 

present, basing this on the importance of transitional justice mechanisms. The problem of 

stolen children is a clear example of how a practice that starts out as a systematic state plan 

conceived for ideological reasons can turn into a commercial one, a mafia maintained over 

time by institutions – in our case religious and medical ones – for more than 50 years.  

 

Children continued to be taken away in our country until well after democracy arrived. We 

are in fact supporting a woman, Ruth Appleby, whose daughter was taken away at birth in A 

Coruña in 1992.  

 

SIMILAR MODELS 

 

Various victims associations, and in particular Francisco González Tena, with whom our 

Foundation works, put at 300 000 the number of people – that is, children and the children’s 

families – affected in total over the whole period. 
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When speaking with these associations and with other victims, it becomes clear that there are 

similarities between all these cases that show us how systematic this criminal practice was in 

our country. Mothers with limited means who, told their babies were dead, were not allowed 

to see the body, or if they were shown the body, this was only for a few seconds (a report by 

the magazine ‘Interviú’ revealed that in one hospital mothers were shown a frozen foetus kept 

for this purpose), non-existent death certificates, cemeteries that would not help with searches 

for remains, etc. 

 

When many of us criticise our ‘model transition’ we only do so from a desire to stress that 

crimes as serious as those committed under a dictatorship should be made subject to a 

transitional justice process, and that the only way of ensuring that events such as these are not 

repeated is for justice, truth and reparation to be applied to the victims. Because of one thing 

you can be sure: it is not just the families who are the victims, but society as a whole.  

 

The same questions constantly hound us: 

 

How can it be that these mafias are allowed to continue operating in a democracy? Why do 

our authorities not see how important it is to resolve the problems of the past? To take 

pertinent steps? How can Europe permit it, that the rights of the victims are not guaranteed? If 

there are no guarantees of Truth and Justice, and scarcely any of Reparation, how then, tell 

me, can we guarantee there will be no Re-occurrence?  

 

On behalf of our Foundation I ask you to consider this issue, to think about the power you 

hold and to issue a strong statement in support of these families who are searching for their 

children and these children who are searching for their identify. To make recommendations to 

Spain, because only international pressure will bring about a change in my country.  

 

I am the mother of two small children; I intend that they will know our history, in order to 

understand the present and work for a future in a Europe that is fairer and more just for all. I 

and many Spaniards need to feel we can count on you for protection.  

 

Thank you for your time and your interest. 
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Annex 6 

A. List of related petitions;  

B. Intervention of Ms Lena Hellblom Sjögren, Swedish psychologist. 

 

 

Annex 6A 

 

 
Number Title  Language Con. Countries 

1140-14 by H. J. (Danish), on the rights of 
children in Denmark and Sweden. 

 Danish Denmark, Sweden,  

2434-14 by R. H. (Swedish), on behalf of the 
Nordic Committee for Human Rights 
(NKMR) on a report on child custody 
in Denmark, Finland, Norway and 
Sweden 

 English Denmark, Finland, 
Sweden, Norway,  

 

 

 

Annex 6B 

Intervention of Ms Lena Hellblom Sjögren, Swedish  

Some points for February 9 2017 in Brussels, by Lena Hellblom Sjögren   

 

Introduction 

I thank the Working Group at the European Parliament Petitions Committee for this 

opportunity to address you. As one of the signers of petition No 2434/2014 on behalf of the 

Nordic Committee for Human Rights (NKMR) I want to stress that the focus is to make you, 

and hopefully the rest of the world, aware that in Sweden there is an ongoing violation of the 

human right to family life on all levels, and that this is causing a lot of harm to children and 

families. It seems to me as if my society and my home state has forgot about Article 16 in the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948, (anecdotal information, also my birth year), 

stating: 

“The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled 

to protection by society and by the State.” 

 

A democratic state of law is based on human rights, rule of law and democracy. For candidate 

countries to be accepted in EU there must be institutions put in place guaranteeing this as well 

as institutions to protect minorities (Nowak, 2003 p 238). 

 

Sweden has all this formally as you know. What about practice? It is from my experience as 

an investigative psychologist and researcher since the beginning of the 1990s that I want to 

make some remarks about human rights, rule of law and democracy. 

 

Human rights 

The EU-convention on Human Rights was incorporated in the Swedish law in 1995. In 

investigations regarding children and families made by the social services there is very, very 

rarely any mentioning of human rights. Referrals to the child´s and other family members´ 

right to family life is as rare. As this is not an issue in the investigations that the courts base 
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their decisions on, it is not an issue for the courts. The human right to family life, or the 

human right for the child to keep his/her identity is very rarely even mentioned.  

The child´s best interests is very often mentioned, both in the investigations made by the 

social serviced and in the court decisions. But there is no substantiated content given to the 

concept. The decisions based on what is stated to be the best interest of the child are often 

gratuitous. It is possible to define the child´s best interests with reference to the basic need of 

the child to have love and acceptance to be able grow to a healthy whole person with 

empathy, and to the child´s legal and human rights, but so far this general definition has not 

been put into practise: 

 
The child´s best interests is to be well enough cared for with love/acceptance from both parents 

(or those who are there for the child as parents and love the child), 

to have the right to close contact with both parents and their family networks and thus have the 

right to his or her identity respected, 

and to be able to speak out his or her opinion on matters concerning him or her freely, when 

mature enough and after having been informed with relevant impartial facts, without ever being 

pressured to choose between the parents (or those who are as parents). 

 

Rule of law 

The investigations, made by social workers  (87 % of them female) with 3.5 years of a general 

education, with their recommendations, constitute the basis for verdicts regarding children´s 

and families´ future lives in the general courts (no specialized family or juvenile courts exist 

in Sweden). No experts are involved, except in rare cases where the social services has picked 

a doctor or a psychologist to make a statement, and in cases where a parent has afforded to 

have an expert involved to make an investigation. Often social workers from hear say 

information or a rumour make psychiatric diagnoses, such as Munchhausen Syndrome by 

Proxy. They do not have the expertise to make such diagnoses for mothers, or to or to state 

that a father is guilty of sexual or physical abuse, but they do. With such or some other 

unlawful base without any competent investigation they decide to protect the mother /father 

and child. Mothers and children are often placed in women shelters where the doctrine is to 

always believe mother´s accusations. 

The social workers, called social secretaries, are, according to the law regulating the social 

services  , (Socialtjänstlagen, shortened SoL) free to interpret that law.  They are also free to 

document what they consider relevant without any demands on authentic documentation, 

without any national guidelines and without any standardized methods for measuring how the 

child  has experienced the mother´s and the father´s behavior (or the behavior of those who 

are as parents for the child), the well-being of a child and without any reliable methods for 

adequate risk assessments. BUT the social secretaries judge the children´s well-being, the 

parents´ behavior and also what they call risks for the child in the future. Thus they often 

recommend the parent whom they have sided with to be the sole custodian, and the other 

parent to stay out of the child´s life (or have visitation rights with supervision), or they 

recommend the child (children) to be put in foster care (in Sweden ironically enough called 

family homes). Often the recommendations made by the social secretaries have been put in 

place, before the court hearing to decide about such measures as to forbid the child to have 

contact with one parent, or to be placed with foreigners in the foreigners´ home . 

This power given to (a growing number of female) authority professionals (the social 

secretaries) , who now more and more delegate the task of finding foster homes to private 

companies, some of them real big with global economical interests, put the fundamental 

Swedish law  out of order. According to art 3  in Sweden´s constitutional law  all authority 
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application must be made impartial and with respect for matters of fact. 

 

Democracy 

The subjective recommendations, based on what the social secretaries or their colleagues 

think is important, hearsay, and arbitrary facts picked out depending on how they have sided 

(with the father or the mother, or with the foster home they have chosen) are given to a local 

political board , the social council, consisted of mostly free time politicians. This board in 98 

% decide according to the social secretaries´ recommendations. This formally democratic 

decision, based on what is by all actors considered to be a good enough investigation, is sent 

to the court. And the courts mostly decide in accordance what is said to be the investigation 

and recommendation made by the local social political board, thus formally fulfilling formal 

demands on democracy as the local politicians can be made responsible. The former 

individual responsibility for employees within authorities is abolished. The social secretaries, 

with an immunity that can be compared with diplomats´ immunity, thus have no reason not to 

treat parents they do not like, if they like, with implacable arrogance and patronize them (and 

all others they do not like, or feel threaten their own prestige or power).  

 

Summary 

Human rights, rule of law and democracy – sadly enough these three pillars for a democratic 

state of law do not function properly in the Swedish every day practice in the authorities 

responsible for upholding these principals, the social services and the legal system. 

Although the European Convention on Human Rights was incorporated in Swedish law  in 

1995 the human right to family life, and the right to a fair trial regarding family matters, is not 

applied in practice from what I have been able to see over my 25 years as an independent 

investigative psychologist and researcher. 

There are lacking legal rights of the individual child, mother/father to defend their legal and 

human right to family life and to a fair trial. There is also a lack of laws for a parent, or two 

parents, who without a justified cause that has been confirmed by competent and impartial 

investigators, are declared as unqualified to take care of their child, and thus loose custody, 

and their right to defend the child´s right to life, good enough care in all areas, education, the 

child´s right to family life and to keep his/her identity. Thus the rule of law is largely set out 

of order. 

What about the democracy? The social council with local (often free time) politicians are said 

to decide both about social investigations, and about legal custody, habitation, and visitation 

rights and about taking children into so-called compulsory care. This is only a formality, thus 

a sham democracy. All these matters are decided by the social worker in charge. Her (mostly 

a she) judgements, called recommendations, also constitute the foundation for the verdicts in 

court on these life - decisive matters (in 98 % of the cases). It is a system with a lot if 

arbitrariness: capricious decisions, defense of prestige/power and friendship corruption. 

 

A suggestion 

Manfred Nowak, expert on Human Rights and torture,  has been appointed to lead “The 

Global Study on Children Deprived of Liberty. Moving towards effective implementation”. In 

the press release dated 2017-02-01 I read : “The Study is a major enterprise and a key 

instrument of change which will finally check the status of the human rights of children being 

detained around the world.” 

Probably a State as Sweden and other Nordic States, considered to be well-functioning social 

welfare States governed by law fall out of the scope with reference to children in too many 
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states who are used as slaves and are being detained and thus deprived of all their 

fundamental rights and  have no liberty. But the children held as you can say hostage ( 

“Children held hostage” was the name of a book published in the US in 1991 by Clawar and  

Rivlin) in their father´s/mother´s home or in a foster home are deprived of their liberty in 

many ways, most of all by being mentally kidnapped; they  often have their life stories 

rewritten and one parent, or both of them, pictured as really bad persons by the parent that has 

taken control, often with the support of the social services, or by the foster home picked out 

and paid by the social services. The children thus deprived of liberty cannot think for 

themselves, and my suggestion is that they would be included in the Study led by Manfred 

Nowak. 

 

Lena Hellblom Sjögren, PhD, chartered psychologist 

Testimonia 

Mon Mogattu 76 

79397 Siljansnäs 

Sweden 

 

 

Committee on Petitions 

April 4, 2016 

peti-secretariat@europarl.europa.eu 

    Stockholm 16 February. 2017 

Dear Members of the Petitions Committee, 

 

Again, I want to express my gratitude for inviting me to your Petition Committee. 

As I understand it, I might have expressed myself too vague or without sufficient facts. First 

some self evident facts that I forgot to point out: 

 

 There are children in need of protection from clearly observable damages and/or objectively 

confirmed harmful conditions. 

 To place these children in need of love/acceptance and good care in homes with total strangers 

who get paid and take orders from the social services – and more and more from the 

consultants employed by the growing number Stock Market companies making profit in this 

field -  may not be the best way to help these children. 

 There are many good and very well-meaning social workers in Sweden.  

 This should however not lead to the conclusion that children should be taken from their 

parents and extended family when a social worker thinks the child might be at risk.  

 

Now, I would like to try to explain the background for the violation of the human right to 

family life that is taking place in Sweden on an everyday basis.  

 

1. The social services reform, Law 1980:620, took on great significance for the larger part of the 

Swedish population. From then on the municipal social services fall under the regulation of a 

general targeted-oriented law, called the Social Services Act (SoL) which came into force on 

January 1, 1982. 

2. This law is not detailed or precise. The employees within the social services, called social 

secretaries, are given the freedom to interpret this law which makes them responsible for the 

mailto:peti-secretariat@europarl.europa.eu
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inhabitants´ well-being. This change has been characterized as making the citizens in the 

modern social welfare state into clients. 

3. Another law introduced in 1990:52 called LVU, regulates when the state/society can take 

children into forced custody, called compulsory care. 

4. This law is neither detailed nor precise, but rather generally targeted.  The social workers are 

given the freedom to decide to take children by force from their mother/father or both. At the 

same time they are supposed to help and give advice to the families involved (two functions 

that ought not to be united). 

5. The interpretations made by the social worker handling a case and her investigation and 

recommendations to the municipal social welfare board will be the decision of the local 

politicians sitting on this board, in almost 100 % of the cases. This is called the democratic 

decision of the municipal social welfare board. 

6. This social council's decision then in almost 100 % of the cases constitutes the foundation for 

the Administrative Court's decision to take a child into forced custody.  

7. The investigation made by the social worker is not well-founded as she (87 % females) has no 

reliable measures and no standardized methods to use, no national guidelines to follow, and no 

demands regarding how to make authentic documentation.  

8. The social worker has a 3.5 year academic education, but no license to practice social work. 

She has no legal or professional responsibility and cannot be sued for malpractice as she has 

no established body of knowledge to fall back on and has been given the power to interpret the 

laws she refers to in her work.  

9. You can summarize the results as malpractice within the social services being the rule, not the 

exception, as Article 9 in the Swedish Constitution law is not followed. The wording of this 

article is: “All work performed by authority professionals must be impartial and observe 

objectivity and impartiality.” 

10. Malpractice within the social services when children are removed from their families is the 

rule, not the exception. Article 8 in the European Convention of Human Rights was not 

included in the social workers' education, and it is not something the social worker refers to 

when doing her investigations. 

11. Malpractice within the social services is the rule, not the exception, because the detailed and 

precise article in SoL, Article 5, is not followed. Article 5 stipulates that, for children who are 

considered to be at risk the social workers shall have as their primary consideration if the child 

can be received by a family member or other close relatives. The intention is that the child 

should not lose his/her family roots. 

12. The social worker mostly lacks knowledge in areas of vital importance for making the 

investigations and the recommendations she is making; during her 3.5 years training she learns 

a little of everything, but not enough of anything that is required for a good enough practice. 

13. The social worker has the power to ask a medical doctor, a psychiatrist, or a psychologist to 

investigate something the social worker wants to have investigated. She gives her 

interpretation of the problem to these experts, who - like the judges in the courts – think that 

the social workers have made thorough investigations and know the facts and have "weighed 

the pros and the cons".  She then has the power to decide if she wants to include what the 

doctor/psychiatrist/psychologist has found – or not – in her investigation and as a basis for her 

recommendations. 

14. The investigations made by the social workers are of two kinds: A. after reports of concern for 

a child, so called child investigations, B. when a court has asked for an investigation regarding 

custody, habitation and/or visitation, so called custody investigations. The social workers 

making the custody investigations often belong to a special division called “the Family Law 

Division", but they all belong to the municipal social services. Between colleagues they 

change information and also copy from each others' writings, thus making it very easy to 
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spread for example a false diagnosis, and biased hearsay information, that when repeated over 

and over again becomes the “truth” about a child or a parent. 

15. As mentioned above, the social worker takes no consideration to the child´s or the parents´ 

human right to family life. As the human right to family life is a not existing materia in the 

investigations and recommendations by the social worker it is a matter of no concern for the 

courts that make their decisions based on the investigations and recommendations made by the 

social workers. 

16. When a child is believed (is not obviously harmed/scared) to be in need of protection 

measures are often taken by the social services for such protection before any investigation is 

made. Before any physical, psychological or sexual abuse or some very harming life 

conditions, have been observed or found, the measure to place the child out of the child´s 

family, or, as is often the case, place a mother who claims the father has abused her and/or the 

children, together with the children in a women´s shelter, can in itself be very harmful and 

traumatic. Often the child has in these cases to break up from school and their usual life, and 

get treatment as being abused which is harming to the child if the child has not been abused. 

(There are no men´s shelters.) 

17. When the social worker makes her investigation after having placed the child or the mother 

with the children in protection from the parent/-s believed to be dangerous they cannot, of 

course, find out how it is for the child to be with that parent/these parents in their daily life, 

due to the fact that the preconditions have been drastically changed. What is observed is thus 

the reactions to the changes made. The words spoken of the child in protection after mostly a 

lot of questioning by foster parents or helpers with preconceived ideas about what has 

happened in the past are often a repetition of what the child has heard in these questions, or if 

the child has been placed in a women´s shelter, by the other adults and children being 

protected in the same place. With this background the child´s will is not necessarily the real 

will of the child. 

18. The research based knowledge that children placed in strangers' homes away from their own 

family are worse off than adopted children, but even worse off than children kept in their risky 

homes, seems not to be known. In a longitudinal study (1) of about 700 children diagnosed to 

be in need of being placed out of their risky home environment, about one third of them were 

placed in foster homes. Nearly one third of them were adopted and a little more than one third 

of them stayed in their risky homes. When, after several years, these children were followed 

up by looking at their school results, if they had been registered within psychiatric care, with 

drug addiction problems, or had been registered as criminals, and also if they had committed 

suicide the result was that the children left at home were best off. Second best on all these 

measurable variables were the adopted children. Worse off were the children who had been 

placed in foster homes.  

19. Statistics tell us that children once placed in foster care are re-homed over and over again until 

they are 18 (sometimes 20) and that placed teenagers very often (in about 50 %) run away. To 

my knowledge there is no research showing that children are better off in life after having 

been placed in foster care. So why is this fact not considered when making risk assessments, 

and before taking decisions to remove a child from the child´s family? If there was a medicine 

that could cure cancer, but at the same time cause worse pain to the patient, would that 

medicine be prescribed with state support on a large scale? 

20. In 2006 an “Abuse and Neglect inquiry” was appointed (officially: “The Swedish Inquiry on 

Child Abuse and Neglect in Institutions and in Foster Homes, 1930 - 1980”). In the final 

report (SOU 2011:63 /State Official Investigation 2011:63/) for the 866 persons interviewed 

about abuse and neglect that had occurred before 1980, 763 of the 798 who were placed in 

foster homes (96 %) told about abuse and neglect. 
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21. It is stated that “the contents of the files often lack an overall structure, uniform concepts and 

definitions”. From what I have seen, these problems still exist. It is a fact that children in 

foster care are still being abused, not in the least psychologically, physically and heavily 

neglected regarding love/acceptance, school and medical care. 2. 

22. Those who had suffered were officially given an apology by the State and were promised to be 

given some compensation. But it turned out that they had to make applications and document 

their suffering. Only half of the 5300 who made such applications passed the inquiries made 

by a special assigned authority, which has recently been criticized internationally. It was for 

example pointed out by Patricia Lundy, professor in Sociology, from Northern Ireland that the 

compensation procedures making only half of the applicants “qualified” for compensation 

have traumatized them a second time. 

23. UNICEF, in their Innocenti Report Card 13 (2016): “Fairness for Children. A league table of 

inequality in child well-being in rich countries” has made comparisons of 35 countries 

regarding income, education, health and well-being. Sweden is low down in this league: 

Number 23. Nearly 20 % of the children have reported to have daily psycho-somatic health 

problems. 

24. There has been a huge increase in the number of children being taken into the care of society. 

The total number 2014 was 31.952, according to the figures from the National Board of 

Health and Welfare, http://www.socialstyrelsen.se/publikationer2014/2014-9-1. About 10 

people around every child is affected by anxieties, actions intended to result in a reunification 

which often leads to prestige battles where these individuals are powerless in comparison with 

the social workers using their authority position. But it also means that about 320 000 voters 

are affected… 

25. Looking at the children taken from of a mother or a father who has done no harm to the child, 

but due to the other parent´s alienation of the child driven by an implacable hostility, mostly 

with support from the social services, these are about approximately 2000 every year. With the 

same estimation of 10 affected family members and friends around every child this results in 

20000 voters... 

26. A new law, intended to make it even easier for the social services to take children into 

compulsory care, also the growing number of children diagnosed with neuro psychiatric 

problems, will soon be debated and passed in the Swedish Parliament. It is based on an official 

governmental investigation (SOU 2015:17) called “The rights of children and young in 

compulsory care. Suggestions for a new LVU.” Some of us, who have insight to the fact that 

no one can be cured or helped in a good way by being violated to give up his/her family and 

be happy with some material goods given by tax money from the state to the foster families, or 

other pseudo care institutions, have argued for better solutions. 

27. One such suggestion for a better solution is to unite the help/advice function within the social 

services with already existing, well spread and well-functioning Child Care Centers and 

Mother Care Centers with competent and well-trained medical professionals to Family Care 

Centers. At the same time the decisions about taking children into compulsory care would be 

taken by a separate and independent authority, or, as in many other countries, by a civil Court.  

28. The present law (LVU, 1990:52) reads: 
"The care 
§ 10 Care shall be deemed to begin when the young person, because of a decision on 

immediate custody or care has been placed outside their own home." 
However, the best help to any child who is deemed to be in need of help should be to receive 

help within his or her family. Separating a child from its parents and loved ones is 

traumatizing for the child, and should be used only when there is a serious threat to the child's 

health or life.  

http://www.socialstyrelsen.se/publikationer2014/2014-9-1
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29.  All assistance ought to begin in the family, to avoid breaking down the family, the corner 

stone for building a human society according to the UN declaration on human rights. 

The European Court, Strasbourg, has repeated in its child care verdicts: 

"The State must unceasingly make efforts to re-unite the children with their families." 

 

Verdicts for the reunification of children with their families are not implemented. Children are 

suffering. Parents are suffering. Grandparents are suffering. High suicide rates and deaths 

related to stress in families affected by the removal of their children and limitation of visiting 

rights have been noted, but it is difficult to have statistics because such statistics are not made.   

30. The parents, grandparents and children whose human right to family life is being violated 

have formed different groups, for example Stolen childhood (not any more in existence after 

the compensation and apology from the State), Missed grandchildren,  Free children, Father- 

child, National organization for family rights. 

 

In Norway the Child Welfare Service (Barnevernet) has been accused of "state 

kidnapping."  According to official statistics 1664 children were taken into forced 

custody in 2014; 424 of these children had mothers born abroad. We are a group of 

professionals who last year reported our concerns about Barnevernet, something that 

we now are following up. Mrs. Gro Hillestad Thune, formerly Norway's delegate in 

the European Commission on Human Rights and from whom I forwarded the message 

that the human right to family life is violated on an everyday basis in Norway, is also a 

member in this group. 

 

I would be most grateful if you could send me a confirmation that you have received this 

letter and the Recommendation letter from Mrs. Siv Westerberg. 

 

Very truly Yours. 

Lena Hellblom Sjögren 

Lena Hellblom Sjögren 
 

 

 

                                                 

1  Bohman, M. & Sigvardsson, S. (1980). A prospective longitudinal studies of children registered for adoption. Acta 

Psychiatrica Scandinavica, 61, 339-355.  

2 Mattsson, Titti, Vinnerljung, Bo (2016). Barn i familjehem. Förslag på åtgärder som skulle göra skillnad för 

samhällets mest utsatta. Children in family homes. Suggestions on measures that would make a difference for the 

children most in need in society. “Family home” is the opposite of a foster home and confusing, as Stefan 

Carlsson has pointed out (1995, p. 74), but it is the word used for the homes with foreigners where children 

taken from their families are placed.In Mattsson&Vinnerljung you can find a lot of relevant and good references 

regarding the negative outcome of child welfare clients. 


